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A finite difference inverse model is developed to investigate the circulation of 
the Southern Ocean. The circulation of the Southern Ocean is largely unknown, 
and yet the heat and freshwater transported by the circulation plays an important 
role in maintaining the global climate [Rintoul 1988]. 
Previous inverse studies of the Southern Ocean, and inverse studies in general, 
suffer from relatively poor average spatial resolution [Martel and Wunsch 1993]. 
This study presents an inverse model of the Southern Ocean (SOINV) that begins 
to improve the spatial resolution of inverse investigations. In a move away from 
the quasi-synoptic approach of previous inverse models, the SOINV utilises all 
available hydrographic data measured between 190 , I and 1990 to estimate a time 
averaged thermal wind circulation that is added to a mean Ekman circulation 
on a 10 x 10 grid of the Southern Ocean. By applying conservation equations on 
each 10 x 10 grid, a mass conserving, weakly vorticity conserving circulation of the 
Southern Ocean is developed that is dynamically consistent with the observations. 
The SOINV solves 26,945 equations to determine 28,480 unknowns using weighted 
damped least squares. 
By comparing with in-situ observations, it is found that the SOINV circu-
lation: underestimated velocities, developed comparable mass transports across 
sections in the model domain, and was in high qualitative agreement with the 
observations. The special features of the SOINV circulation are then highlighted 
by comparing the circulation to satellite measurements, a forward eddy-resolving 
numerical model and surface velocity estimates. None of these comparisons are 
possible with more traditional inverse studies. All of these comparisons show that 
the circulation developed by the inverse model is internally consistent, and is in 
close agreement with observations. 
Using the mass circulation developed by the inverse model, the heat and fresh- 
water transports are diagnosed. Comparing the heat and freshwater transports 
highlight that there are some inconsistencies within the global circulation. De- 
spite these inconsistencies, this investigation demonstrates that a finite difference 
x 10 grid inverse model is possible. The resultant circulation is statistically 
consistent with the observations and gives a higher average spatial resolution 
than previous inverse investigations. 
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1: INTRODUCTION 	 1 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The importance of ocean heat and freshwater transport in understanding the 
global climate system has been recognised for many years [Calahan 1971; 
de Szoeke and Levine 1981; Toole 1981; Georgi and Toole 1982; Hastenrath 
1982; Wolf and Olbers 1989; van Balegooyen et al. 1994]. The oceans maintain 
the global heat balance by transporting warm, shalow water poleward and 
returning cold, deep water equatorward [Rintoul 1988]. Because the Southern 
Ocean is the main route of connection between the Atlantic, Indian and Pacific 
Oceans, it plays an important role in the transportation of heat and freshwater 
around the globe, therefore making an important contribution to maintaining 
the earth's climate [Calahan 1971; Toole 1981; Georgi and Toole 1982; England 
et al. 1993]. The aim of this thesis is to gain a better understanding of the 
circulation of the Southern Ocean, and the implied transport of heat and 
freshwater budgets using inverse techniques. 
For the purpose of this thesis, the Southern Ocean is defined as the ocean 
south of 30°S. This region contains several water masses that transport mass, 
heat, salt and other properties into, out of, and around the Southern Ocean, the 
deepest of which is Antarctic Bottom Water (ABW) (See figure 1.1). ABW is 
the major source of cold water for the worlds oceans and can be found as far 
north as 40°-50°N [Tchernia 1980; Mantyla and Reid 1983]. It is thought to be 
primarily produced in the Weddel Sea region, although there are known 
production sites in the Ross Sea and of the coast of East Antarctica [Tchernia 
1980; Gordon and Tchernia 1972]. ABW is extremely cold, between -0.7°C to 
-0.5°C, and dense with salinities ranging between 34.64 psu to 34.7 psu. From 
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the formation site on the continental margin, ABW slides over the continental 
sill, down to abyssal plains before moving east and north across the ocean floor. 
ABW is the major reason for the low ocean temperatures and thus has a 
significant effect on the ocean's heat flow [Foster and Carmack 1976; Tchernia 
1980; Carmack 1990]. 
Overlying the ABW is the relatively warm (0.5° to 2.5°C), salty (34.70 to 
34.76 psu) Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW) (See figure 1.1). As the name 
suggests, CDW extends around the continent of Antarctica transporting heat, 
salt and nutrients southward. CDW is thought to have several origins. Lower 
CDW (LCDW), is cooler and more saline and is thought to originate from 
North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW), while upper CDW (UCDW) shows 
temperature and salinity signatures that suggest an origin in the mid-depth , 
waters of the Indian and Pacific Oceans [Sievers and Nowlin 1984; Orsi et al. 
1993; Roether et al. 1993]. UCDW is associated with an oxygen minimum layer 
suggesting that UCDW is also older than LCDW. As the relatively oxygen 
poor, but nutrient rich, CDW moves south, it shoals to the surface mixing and 
cooling with the surface waters making nutrients available to the biology of the 
region [Orsi et al. 1993]. Some CDW impinges on the continental margin to 
assist in the production of ABW [Orsi et al. 1993]. The rest mixes and cools, 
but does not sink, to form northward flowing Antarctic Surface Water (AASW) 
[Pickard and Emery 1990]. The movement of heat and salt by CDW, the largest 
water mass of the Southern Ocean, plays an important role in the global 
transport of heat and freshwater. 
AASW is the relatively cold (<0°C) and fresh (<34.0 psu) surface waters 
surrounding Antarctica. AASW moves north until meeting warmer southward 
flowing water masses. The location of this confluence is termed the Polar Front 
(PF) (also known as the Antarctic Convergence, figure 1.1) and is signalled by 
3 
strong surface temperature and salinity gradients. The AASW is extremely 
oxygen rich and extends to a depth of 100 - 200 metres and shows strong 
seasonal signals [Sievers and Nowlin 1984; Orsi et al. 1993]. It is thought that at 
least some of the AASW mixes with the warmer waters north of the PF to form 
Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW). AAIW is characterised by a salinity 
minimum, oxygen maximum water found under the warmer Subantarctic waters 
north of the PF (see figure 1.1). Temperature and salinity characteristics of 
AAIW vary around the globe. Atlantic AAIW salinities range from 34.20 to 
34.22 psu. Salinity steadily increases to the east, reaching a maximum of 
approximately 34.40 psu near 160°E, before decreasing to a minimum of 34.24 
psu in the Pacific. Temperatures of AAIW range from 3° to 7°C throughout the 
Southern Ocean [Piola and Georgi 1982]. The variability in temperature and 
salinity shown by AAIW, lead McCartney [1977] to suggest that there were 
several processes involved in the formation of AAIW arising from winter cooling 
of Subantarctic Surface Waters (SASW) and Subantarctic Mode Water 
(SAMW). 
SASW is a shallow (150 metres) layer thought to be the result of seasonal 
warming during summer which isolates the deeper SAMW from the atmosphere. 
Surface temperatures reach values of >7°C with relatively low salinities of less 
than 34.1 psu. The oxygen concentration is nearly 100% of saturation value and 
has associated low nutrient concentrations. During autumn and winter SASW 
disappears exposing the deeper SAMW to renewal by convective overturning in 
the Subantarctic Zone [McCartney 1977]. Temperatures associated with the 
deeper SAMW range from 4°C up to 6°C while salinities range from 34.0 psu to 
greater than 34.2 psu [McCartney 1977; Sievers and Nowlin 1984]. SAMW 
ranges in thickness from 300 metres near the PF to greater than 700 metres to 
the north [McCartney 1977; Sievers and Nowlin 1984]. The importance of these 
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Figure 1.1: Water masses of the Southern Ocean Circulation, from Sverdrup et 
al. [1942]. 
relatively shalow water masses on the transport of properties around the 
Southern Ocean was noted by Rintoul [1988] who calculated that AAIW was 
the dominant water mass of the Southern Ocean in terms of transport and so 
their contribution to heat and salt transport is significant. 
Associated with the PF is the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) 
which circulates around the globe as an uninterrupted jet at approximately 
50°S, meandering north and south forced by dynamics and underlying 
topography [Nowlin and Klinck 1986]. There are many tributaries and ofshoots 
of the ACC that assist in the transport of properties between the ocean basins 
and across the ACC. How the ACC assists or hinders the transport of mass, 
heat and freshwater around the globe is stil largely undetermined [Rintoul 1988; 
Vassie et al. 1994]. There are several other major current systems that enter the 
Southern Ocean either as intense boundary currents or large subtropical gyers 
[Grundlingh 1980; deSzoeke 1987; Zemba and McCartney 1988; Peterson and 
Stramma 1991; Ridgway and Godfrey 1994; Stramma et al. 1995]. How these 
currents move properties around the Southern Ocean is also important in 
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understanding the Southern Ocean's impact on the heat and freshwater budget. 
Our present knowledge about how these water masses and circulation of 
the Southern Ocean move heat and freshwater around the globe is uncertain. 
For example, estimates of meridional heat transport in each of the three ocean 
basins vary considerably. Macdonald [1993] presents a comprehensive review of 
heat transport estimates in the three ocean basins (see Tables 1, 2 and 3 of 
[Macdonald 1993]) and highlight a variation of estimates between +.15 PW to 
-2.3 PW of heat transport in the Pacific (positive transport is north), +1.76 
PW to -1.6 PW in the Indian, and +1.5 PW to -2.3 PW in the Atlantic. It is 
generally accepted that the Indian and Pacific Oceans have a net southward 
heat transport and that the Atlantic has a net northward heat transport 
[Rintoul 1988; Macdonald 1993], but as Toole and Raymer [1985] point out, a 
net northward transport of heat by the oceans is contrary to the premise that 
the oceans must transport heat poleward from the equator. With such variation 
on the net heat transports, it is little wonder that the influence the individual 
water masses have on the heat transport is even less clear, with recent 
discussion centering on the relative importance of the "cold water" and "warm 
water" thermohaline circulation [Schmitz 1995]. 
The heat transport of the world's oceans is probably the most investigated 
property of the ocean after mass transport. Our uncertainty about the ocean's 
heat transport, given the amount of research into it, gives an indication on our 
lack of knowledge on the freshwater budget of the global oceans. There is even 
some debate about the definition of freshwater transport [Fu 1986; Bryden et al. 
1991; Weels et al. 1992]. 
It is the aim of this thesis to further our knowledge about the mass 
circulation of the Southern Ocean and the implied transport of heat and 
freshwater that this mass circulation generates. This will be carried out by 
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developing a high resolution, single layer, inverse model that conserves mass and 
weakly conserves linear vorticity. Instead of following the usual synoptic 
approach of previous inverse models, all of the available hydrographic data in 
the Southern Ocean will be utilised to develop a mean, dynamically consistent 
circulation of the Southern Ocean. There are no constraints, apart from mass 
conserving boundary conditions, applied to the circulation. Previous inverse 
studies have constrained the circulation by imposing a transport, for example 
130±13 Sv through Drake Passage [Rintoul 1984 on the circulation. The lack 
of these constraints, and the simple boundary conditions results in a inverse 
model that is relatively simple to implement and could be applied to any or all 
of the worlds oceans given sufficient computer resources. 
Chapter 2 of the thesis reviews techniques and results from previous 
inverse models, highlighting the theory and limitations of each that lead to the 
development of the inverse model used in this thesis. Chapter 3 presents the 
investigation iand processing of the windstress and hydrographic data for use in 
the inverse model. Chapter 4 presents the development of the model: the 
equations, the method of solving and a discussion of the solution, mainly from 
the mathematical point of view, inspecting the residuals of the model. An 
oceanographic discussion of the solution is presented in chapter 5 with the 
implied heat and freshwater transports presented in chapter 6. Finally, chapter 
7, presents a summary and conclusions of the research. 
2: REVIEW 	 7 
Chapter 2 
Review 
Inverse techniques have been applied to the problem of determining the large 
scale ocean circulation since Wunsch [1978] attempted to claim Worthington's 
case of scotch by developing a dynamicaly consistent circulation of the western 
North Atlantic. The circulation conserved mass and maintained the geostrophic 
balance within multiple layers of the ocean which Worthington had stated could 
not be done [Wunsch 1978]. Wunsch only received a case of scotch miniatures 
because, in Worthington's opinion, he had only answered part of the question. 
Worthington felt that Wunsch's approach failed to completely solve the problem 
because a diferent choice of initial reference level resulted in a diferent 
solution. However, an advantage of the inverse technique is that an estimate of 
how good or had the solution is can be made [Fiadeiro and Veronis 1982]. 
Wunsch's [1978] original model assumes that the ocean is in steady state, 
in hydrostatic equilibrium, and geostrophic balance which can be used to 
generate the thermal wind equation 
fay=  g op J - aZ po ax (2.1) 
where f is the Coriolis parameter, z is the vertical coordinate, g is acceleration 
due to gravity and Po is the constant reference density [Wunsch 1978]. Equation 
2.1, can be integrated once to give the velocity field v normal to the 
hydrographic section 
v(x,z) 	 g fz aP Pof Jzo axdz+ b vr + b 	 (2.2) 
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where V,. is the velocity relative to the reference velocity, b, which is the 
integration constant. As Wunsch points out, the dificulty is in determining the 
integration constant b. 
Wunsch used the fact that in any region of the ocean, discounting river 
runof and evaporation and precipitation, mass into any volume must equal 
mass out. In a volume bounded by hydrographic sections, the nondivergence of 
mass can be written from equation 2.2 as 
N ( fdi 
	
E 6 	 vi(p)dp + bid.) Axi = 0 	 (2.3) J=1 
where 6 = ±1 depending on the -unit normal relative to the adopted sign 
convention (+ into the box, — out of the box), j = 1, , N number of station 
pairs, di is the mean depth of the ocean between station pair j, and Axj is the 
horizontal distance between station pair j. For equation 2.3 to be satisfied, the 
condition equation is simply that 
bj + v;(p) = 0 	 j = 1, 	 , N 	 (2.4) 
In attempting to answer Worthington's question, Wunsch also added the 
constraint that mass must be conserved in isopycnal layers and divided the 
ocean up into 5 vertical layers on the basis of temperature. This introduced a 
further set of equations, derived from equation 2.3, for each isopycnal layer. 
E 6 (.1,2  vi(P)dP + fri(Pi2 — Pi)) Axi = 0 	 (2.5) fp 
j=1 	 Pji 
where Pji and pi2 are the pressure levels at the top and bottom of the isopycnal 
layer. Note that there is no exchange of mass between isopycnal layers. 
Given an initial estimate of the reference level (which could be a function 
of space, usualy determined from water mass analysis), the mass imbalance 
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over the total depth and within each isopycnal layer could be calculated. Using 
least squares techniques, equations 2.3 and 2.5 can be solved simultaneously to 
estimate dynamically consistent velocities (v.; + bj ) along the hydrographic 
sections bounding the model domain. The bounding of the region by 
hydrographic casts has resulted in the approach being termed the "box model" 
inverse and has been applied in many areas of the world's oceans such as the 
north Atlantic [Wunsch and Grant 1982], Pacific [Bingham and Tally 1991] and 
Tasman and Coral Seas [Thompson and Veronis 1980; Fiadeiro and Veronis 
1982]. Wunseh [1978] pointed out that the conservation equation (equation 2.5) 
could be applied to other conservative properties including, salt, heat and 
potential vorticity which would then decrease the degree to which the system 
was underdetermined. By introducing more conservative properties, there are 
more equations to solve for the same number of unknowns. The number of 
isopycnal layers can be increased, as Fu [1981] carried out in the subtropical 
south Atlantic, to increase the number of equations. When investigating the 
south Pacific Ocean, Wunsch et al. [1983] acknowledged the contribution surface 
Ekman transport makes to the mass transport by including the Ekman 
component into the mass conservation equations. 
The key point of the above discussion is that, mass over the total water 
column is the most important, conservation equation in the model. As Wunsch 
[1978] describes it, the reference velocities are modified in such a way that the 
total depth integral (equation 2.3) remains satisfied until the layer conservation 
equations (equation 2.5) are satisfied, or in practice most closely satisfied. 
Therefore, any inverse model is required to satisfy the total depth integration 
equation first and foremost. 
As noted above, Wunsch's [1978] original model did not allow for the 
exchange of mass between isopycnal layers. It has been observed, particularly in 
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the meridional direction that water mass properties can change, therefore mass 
can apparently cross isopycnal boundaries [McCartney 1977; Bindoff and 
McDougall 1994]. This inability of Wunsch's [1978] model to allow 
cross-isopycnal exchange of mass lead to the estimation of reference velocities 
that varied quite largely between neighbouring station pairs. Wunsch defended 
these varying reference velocities by suggesting that; each station pair is 
sampling a new circulation and so will have different reference velocities. 
However, the need to allow mixing between the isopycnal layers was 
acknowledged and introduced into later applications of the inverse technique 
[Wunsch and Minster 1982]. 
The concept of mixing was introduced by including vertical eddy 
coefficients into the layer conservation equations [Wunsch 1984], modifying 
equation 2.5 to 
E f9j2 vj (p)dp + bi(pi2 — pp) + (w*a) j2 - (w*a)ii) Ax • = 0 
• j=1 
(2.6) 
where w* is the vertical transfers across the isopycnal layers that have area a. 
The validity of these vertical coefficients and their application has been 
debated by McDougall [1987] among others, as to whether they are physically 
meaningful, because they are introduced into the conservation equation in terms 
of a velocity. McDougall [1987] had shown that the vertical advection velocities 
could not be introduced without including the vertical diffusion fluxes into the 
conservation equation. Rintoul [1988] defended the cross-isopycnal fluxes in box 
models by stating that they do not represent cross-isopycnal velocities, but 
rather a cross-isopycnal transfer of the conservative property by a "variety of 
unresolved processes" which could include the diffusion processes discussed by 
McDougall [1987]. Using the form of the layer conservation outlined in equation 
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2.6 resulted in smoother variations in reference velocities between neighbouring 
station pairs [Wunsch 1984]. These smoother reference velocities suggested that 
if the inverse model is going to have layers that allow some form of mixing 
across the layer boundaries,then the implementation of the mixing coefficients 
must be carefully considered. Because the ACC has been shown to extend to 
the bottom [Callahan 1971; Bryden and Pillsbury 1977], and the difficulties 
encountered in including vertical mass flux on depth layers, it should be 
possible to simply use a single layer model. 
With all of these approaches, the reference velocities are only resolved at 
the location of the bounding hydrographic sections and at the spacing of the 
actual casts within each section. This results in very low horizontal resolution 
estimates, (final resolution controlled by location of hydrographic sections) 
which makes it difficult to compare to observations that may be available inside 
the inverse box (such as float or current metre data). The best horizontal 
resolution study, using box model inverse techniques was carried out by Martel 
and Wunsch [1993], who attempted to determine reference velocities on a 1° x 
1° grid for the north Atlantic Ocean. They achieved this resolution by dividing 
the north Atlantic into 85 boxes (the smallest of which was 9° longitude x 6° 
latitude) with 11 vertical layers and optimally interpolating hydrographic data 
onto the edges of each region at each layer. Conservation constraints were 
written for each layer in each box using fixed depth levels and solved 
simultaneously. The reference velocities were then interpolated onto the final 
10 x 1° grid, hence, mass was only conserved on the smallest box scale of 6°x 
9°. The minimum size of the mass conserving boxes, 6°x 9°in Martel and 
Wunsch's [1993] model, was controlled by' the amount of noise introduced when 
the hydrographic data was optimally interpolated onto the edges of the 85 
regions. Martel and Wunsch [1993] lamented that the circulation they had 
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developed was still not resolving the observed circulation satisfactorily and that 
the only way to compute the unresolved circulation was to increase the 
resolution, a process that was not justified with the data at their disposal. 
At this point several decisions can be made and outlined about the form of 
the model presented in this thesis. From the experiences of Martel and Wunsch 
[1993], it is clear that spatial resolution of the hydrographic data is crucial. 
Previous inverse studies have tried to use a synoptic approach using 
hydrographic sections taken close in time that bound the inverse region. The 
use of synoptic data means that the system of equations is greatly 
underdetermined because there are so few conservation equations compared to 
the number of unknown reference velocities, but there is very little smoothing 
involved. However, all data can contribute some useful information to the 
inverse model and it will be shown that by utilising all hydrographic 
measurements observed in the Southern Ocean that optimal interpolation errors 
are sufficiently small to allow resolution of both the u and v components of the 
thermal wind on a 1°x 10 grid. This will decrease the degree to which the 
model is underdetermined but it does introduce increased smoothing. In 
essence, a trade-off is made between the degree of smoothing and the degree to 
which the system is underdetermined. 
The justification of making such a trade-off can be found in the work of 
Martel and Wunsch [1993] who note that ocean physics have strong regional 
variations with spatial scales of only a few hundred kilometres and that these 
must be resolved before an understanding of the circulation it obtained. Rintoul 
and Wunsch [1991] also note that the fluxes and flux divergences of 
climatologically important fields, such as carbon and oxygen, are sensitive to 
the spatial resolution of the velocity fields and with increasing interest in global 
climate, estimates of these fluxes are required to higher levels of accuracy than 
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previously acceptable. There is, as noted by Martel and Wunsch [1993], the 
obvious justification that most hydrographic measurements are best interpreted 
as point data and comparison of these data are difficult with the coarse 
resolution models of the past. 
By generating an inverse model of the Southern Ocean at 1°x 10 grid 
spacing, the number of equations that are to be solved simultaneously exceed 
18,000 for a single layer for each conservative property. If two layers are used, 
the number of equations jumps to over 54,000 if only simple interlayer 
exchanges are included. Solving this many equations simultaneously in order to 
maintain mass conservation over the model domain, quickly consumes the limits 
of available computational resources. 
As stated above, it is the total depth integral of mass that is the key 
equation of inverse modeling. With the inherent difficulties of satisfactorily 
including interlayer exchanges, not to mention the drain on computational 
power, it was decided to use only a single layer, (top-to bottom) inverse model 
using all hydrographic data. Depth-integrated thermal wind transports are 
optimally interpolated onto the 1° x 10 grid for use in the model. However, the 
system of equations is still 50% underdetermined with an infinite numbers of 
solutions. By introducing another set of independent equations, the degree of 
underdetermincy can be reduced which helps to constrain the solution. By 
dividing the model into two layers does introduce extra equations, however, this 
as been ruled out because of computational limitations. At less computational 
cost than introducing a second layer to the model is the introduction of a 
second conservative property in the single layer model, reducing the problem to 
only slightly underdetermined. 
The conservative property selected for use in this thesis was the 
conservation of linear vorticity based on the work originating from Schott and 
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Stommel [1978] who derived a technique that made use of the conservation of 
linear vorticity on the beta plane expressed as 
aw 
Ov = f az (2. 7) 
where [3 is the gradient of the Coriolis parameter f in the northward y 
direction, and v and w are the y and z components of velocity. Schott and 
Stommel [1978] were able to apply the conservation of linear vorticity with the 
steady-state heat transport and geostrophic shear equations to generate a suite 
of equations on density layers which could be solved simultaneously for the 
horizontal components of velocity. Because this method takes advantage of the 
theory behind beta-spirals in the ocean, it has been termed the "beta-spiral" 
inverse method. 
The formulation presented by Schott and Stommel [1978] calculated an 
estimate of the absolute velocities at one location, given information about the 
local density field by conserving density. It assumed that the cross-isopycnal 
mixing is negligible, potential vorticity was conserved and that relative vorticity 
is small. Because of these assumptions, in regions of strong currents where there 
is large relative vorticity, ie., western boundary currents, frontal regions and 
jets, the technique cannot be expected to hold. In practice, Schott and Stommel 
[1978] found that the beta-spiral technique is only applicable to mid-ocean 
regions where there is a significant north-south component of geostrophic 
velocity. Therefore in the Southern Ocean, with the strong east-west ACC, the 
approach is most likely to work in the subtropical regions north of the ACC 
where there will be an appreciable v component. This should assist in 
generating Sverdrup like circulation balances in the subtropical gyres. 
The beta spiral technique only estimates local reference velocities and so 
the technique does not conserve mass between points. Subsequent applications 
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of the beta spiral over large regions of the oceans were formulated in such a way 
that the final solution produces a minimum mass imbalance [Olbers 1989]. 
In addition to the effect geostrophic circulation has on vorticity, there is 
an appreciable influence by topography on vorticity. Mellor et al. [1982] and 
Olbers [1989], among others, have investigated the circulation of the world's 
oceans along lines of constant planetary vorticity, defined as the ratio of the 
Coriolis parameter divided by the depth of the ocean (H), fr. As H changes, 
the vorticity conservation requires a shift of the water column, the direction 
depending on whether H increases or decreases. In the Southern Ocean there 
are many ridges and abyssal plains that can change the value of H by up to 
4000 metres. The directional control these ridges have on the circulation is 
significant, particularly the ACC, and need to be included in the model [Mellor 
et al. 1982; Colton and Chase 1983; Marshall 1995]. 
So at this point, the inverse model to be used will conserve mass and 
linear vorticity on a single layer for the Southern Ocean, making use of all 
available hydrographic data to get the highest horizontal resolution while 
conserving mass and vorticity. 
In utilising all the available data of the Southern Ocean, there are several 
practical problems associated with calculating thermal wind velocities and 
interpolating the velocities onto a regular grid for use in the inverse solution. As 
was highlighted by Martel and Wunsch [1993], the errors introduced during the 
optimal interpolation of hydrographic data can limit model resolution. There is 
also the question to be answered; at what stage of data processing is it best to 
interpolate? The options are:(i) should the temperature and salinity fields be 
interpolated before calculating thermal wind velocities, or (ii) should the 
• thermal wind velocities be calculated and then interpolated onto the regular 
grid. 
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Martel and Wunsch [1993] noted that the averaging of data carried out by 
Levitus [1982] tended to "smear out" some features of the world's ocean to the 
point that some water masses, and water mass extremes disappeared. This 
smoothing has an obvious and not so obvious efect on the resultant smooth 
velocity field. If one thinks of the raw temperature (T) and salinity (8) fields 
having two components, the mean temperature (T) and salinity (3) field, and 
the perturbation about the mean field of temperature (T') and salinity (S'), 
giving 
T=T+D S.3+S° 	 (2.8) 
The perturbation fields, T' and S', can contain signals from several sources 
such as errors introduced during the sampling like instrumental biases and 
inaccuracies (remember some of the data dates back to the early 1900's) or 
observational errors. The instrumental and observational errors are considered 
random and so are treated as noise that should not be introduced into the 
model. Depending on the time and length scales used during the averaging 
process, the perturbations can also contain signals from natural sources that 
should be included in the model. On long time scale averaging, as carried out 
during this research, the perturbations contain signals from longterm climate 
change, seasonal variations, and short term variations in the circulation such as 
meanders and eddies. With long length scale averaging, the mean field wil have 
very little fluctuation and so the the perturbations contain local phenomena 
such as temperature changes due to boundary currents. As the length scales 
shorten, more of the local phenomena wil be transferred into the mean fields, 
however, at excessively short length scales the observational noise is also 
transferred to the mean field. 
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By simply calculating the velocities from the mean fields, T and 3 , the 
natural signals present with the perturbation about the mean, T' and S', are 
not included. So the trick is to include the natural perturbation signal while 
excluding the observational noise. 
Because of the non-linearity of the density equation, the velocity field 
calculated from the raw temperature and salinity fields wil be diferent than 
the velocity field calculated from the smoothed field, ie. 
V (T 03) V (T +T',S + S') 	 (2.9) 
The signals present within the perturbation field, both natural variation and 
observational errors, wil result in diferent calculated velocities. By choosing 
appropriate length scales most of the observational errors can be excluded from 
the final mean velocity field. This wil also exclude some of the short length 
scale natural variation signal which can't be helped. With the length scales 
used in this thesis, the thermal wind velocity field calculated from interpolated 
temperature and salinity fields is compared in figure 2.1 to the thermal wind 
velocity field calculated from the raw temperature and velocity field before 
interpolation. 
These two velocity sections show the same large scale signal, however, the 
velocity section calculated from the raw temperature and salinity fields show a 
lot more detail, and produce a larger net transport. For this particular section 
across Drake Passage, the net transport from the smoothed temperature and 
salinity fields was estimated to be 27% smaler than the transport calculated 
from the raw temperature and salinity. On average, the thermal wind transport 
calculated from smoothed fields was 24% smaler than the thermal wind 
transport calculated from the raw fields. Because of this large diference, the 
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Figure 2.1: Velocity profile through Drake Passage calculated from smoothed 
temperature and salinity fields (left), compared to thermal wind velocity calcu-
lated from raw temperature and salinity field and then interpolated (right). m 
s-1. 
temperature and salinity fields, and presented in chapter 3. 
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Chapter 3 
Data: Selection and Manipulation 
This chapter describes, in three sections, the selection of the data and the data 
processing required for the inverse model. The building of a single layer model 
that conserves mass and linear vorticity, requires information on the total depth 
integrated thermal wind transport, Ekman transport, windstress curl and 
bottom topography. 
The first section, section 3.1, compares two windstress datasets and 
describes how Ekman transports were calculated on the 10 x 1° grid required by 
the inverse model. Section 3.2 investigates two hydrographic datasets and 
describes how the thermal wind velocities were calculated from the raw 
hydrographic sections and finaly, section 3.3 describes the optimal mapping 
procedure used to regrid the thermal wind velocities onto the 1°x 10 grid of the 
inverse model. 
3.1 Windstress Datasets and Ekman Transport 
For use in the inverse model, Ekman transports were calculated on the 10 x 10 
grid of the model domain. Two windstress data fields were evaluated for use 
within this thesis by comparing data coverage and calculated transports. The 
two datasets were developed by Helerman and Rosenstein [1983] and Trenberth 
et al. [1989]. 
3.1. WINDSTRESS DATASETS AND EKMAN TRANSPORT 
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Figure 3.1a: Number of observations (N) per 2° x 2° box, smoothed for January; 
light shading for N < 50, no shading for 50 < N < 500 and dark shading for 
N > 500. Heavy dots mark the locations for which data from the U.S. Navy's 
Atlas of the Polar Seas were used (Taken from Helerman and Rosenstein [1983]) 
3.1.1 Hellerman and Rosenstein Windstress dataset 
The Helerman and Rosenstein dataset was compiled from over  35 milion 
surface observations of the 10m winds that cover the world's oceans. These 
observations were colected by merchant ships between 1970 and 1976 along 
major shipping routes. As a consequence, the distribution of the observations is 
concentrated on the northern hemisphere trade routes. The  data coverage for 
Hilary and July is shown in figures 3.1a and 3.1b and shows the relatively 
smal amount of data available south of 45°S. These observations were 
augmented, particularly in the Southern Ocean, by data from the U.S. Navy's 
Oceanographic Ofice's Atlas of the Polar Seas [1958 1959]. Helerman and 
Rosenstein grouped the data by month into 2° x 2° boxes and calculated 
monthly windstress averages for each box from the grouped observations. 
Yearly mean Ekman transports were calculated by averaging the 12 
monthly windstress fields, linearly interpolating these values to  a 1° x 1° grid 
and calculating the Ekman components (TxEk, TyEk) using the equations defined 
by Pond and Pickard [1983] 
60' 120'W 
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Figure 3.1b: Same as figure 3.1a except for July (Taken from Helerman and 
Rosenstein [1983]) 
TxP,k IT P Y 
Ty p,k = -IpTx 
(3.1) 
where f is the Coriolis parameter, p is density and Ty and Tx are the x,y 
components of windstress. 
The resulting Ekman transport field is shown in figure 3.3. The most 
striking feature of this transport field is the predominantly northward transport 
of water by Ekman processes in the Southern Ocean, generated by the strong 
westerly winds that are a feature of weather in the Southern Ocean. There is 
also a band of convergence between latitudes 32°S and 35°S around most of the 
southern hemisphere. This is a result of the easterly winds in lower latitudes, 
generating a southward Ekman transport, converging with the northward 
Ekman transport. 
The Ekman transport calculated from the Helerman and Rosenstein 
dataset generates a southward transport of 4 Sv across 30°S. This transport 
comprises 2 Sv in the Pacific, 1.5 Sv in the Indian and .5 Sv in the Atlantic. 
The volume of Ekman transport water entering the convergence zone can be 
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calculated from the amount of northward transport across 40°S. This northward 
transport is calculated to be 26 Sv giving a total of 30 Sv of convergence in this 
region. The eastward Ekman transport is calculated to be <3 Sv across 20°E 
(south of Africa), >3 Sv across 117°E (south of Western Australia) and 1.5 Sv 
through Drake Passage. 
The curl of the windstress, shown in figure 3.4, was calculated from the 
yearly mean Windstress on the 1° x 10 grid using centered finite diferences in 
zonal and meridional directions. Positive values of windstress curl represent a 
cyclonic regime in the horizontal windstress field, similarly negative values 
represent anti-cyclonic circulation. Figure 3.4 highlights the latitude band 
where the westerlies are most intense by the change of sign around 42°S. The 
efect of South America on the windstress regime manifests itself in the strong 
positive values through Drake Passage as the winds are forced south and then 
through Drake Passage. The large negative values south of Africa are a result of 
the windstress turning north out of the Southern Ocean to flow along the west 
coast of Africa. The curl of the windstress, as explained formaly in section 4.2, 
defines the vertical component of Ekman velocity where a positive curl 
represents downweling and negative values represent areas of upweling. 
Upweling and downweling changes the length of the water column and thus 
changes the ratio of potential vorticity (*) as explained in chapter 2. 
Conservation of linear vorticity results in a movement of water towards or away 
from the equator. By inspection of figure 3.4, it is possible to determine, if 
linear vorticity is to be conserved and topography has a fixed depth, how water 
wil be transported. In regions of negative curl or upweling, the water column 
is stretched and so the water column wil move away from the equator and vice 
versa for positive values of curl. 
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Figure 3.4: Curl of Helerman and Rosenstein windstress. Calculated from the 
linearly interpolated 1°x 10 grid, yearly mean windstresses. Units = 1x109 N 
m-3, contour intervals 2x10-9 N m-3. 
3.1.2 Trenberth, Olsen and Large (ECMWF) Windstress Dataset 
The Trenberth et al. [1989] windstress fields were derived from 7-year 
(1980-1986) vector averages of the twice daily windstresses computed from the 
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) 1000mb 
winds on a 2.5°x 2.5'grid. The Ekman transports were calculated using 
equations 3.1 after linearly interpolating onto the 1°x 10 grid with the results 
shown in figure 3.5. 
One of the most obvious features of the ECMWF dataset is the lack of 
data in the higher latitudes. The course resolution of 2.5°x 2.5°, combined with 
no available data over continental regions results in incomplete coverage at the 
margins of landmasses. This lack of data in the coastal regions not only afects 
the magnitude of the Ekman transports but introduces an artificial imbalance of 
mass transport in coastal regions. As explained in section 4.3, it is the mass 
conservation in the coastal boundary regions that is crucial to the solution of 
the inverse model. The Ekman transports in the 40°S to 50°S latitude range are 
again directed northward. However, the size of the transports are much larger 
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(by a factor of 5) than those generated by the Helerman and Rosenstein 
windstresses. 
Using equations 3.1, the ECMWF windstress dataset generates a net 
transport of 6 Sv into the model domain across 30°S, 2 Sv in the Pacific, 3.5 Sv 
in the Indian with .5 Sv out of the domain in the Atlantic. The amount of 
northward Ekman transport across 40°S is 31 Sv giving a total of 37 Sv of 
convergent Ekman transport. This is larger than the 30 Sv calculated from the 
Helerman arid Rosenstein dataset. The eastward Ekman transport across the 
three meridiOnal sections of 20°E, 117°E, 292°E are 1 Sv, 1.5 Sv and .1 Sv 
respectively. These eastward transports are significantly less than the 3 Sv, 3 Sv 
and 1.5 Sv calculated from the Helerman and Rosenstein data, mainly as a 
result of the lower spatial coverage in the ECMWF windstress field at higher 
latitudes. 
The windstress curl of the ECMWF dataset was calculated using the same 
procedures as outlined for the Helerman and Rosenstein dataset. The results 
are shown in figure 3.6. The curl field clearly ilustrates the lack of data at 
higher latitudes. The values are, on average, larger than the HeBerman and 
Rosenstein dataset by a factor of 2, and the location of the zero contour is 
shifted about 5'south compared to the Helerman and Rosenstein results. In 
addition, there are large values of the windstress curl near the southern 
boundary of the data field, particularly between 80°and 150°E, the reasons for 
which are unclear. 
3.1.3 Evaluation of Windstress Datasets 
The net transports generated across 30°S by the two windstress datasets are 
similar although the magnitudes of the pointwise transports are much larger in 
the ECMWF dataset. The magnitudes of the ECMWF windstress fields have 
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Figure 3.5: Ekman transports generated from yearly mean windstress field on 
2.5°x 2.5°, linearly interpolated to 1° x 1° from Trenberth et  al. [1989] wind-
stress fields shown at 1° latitude and 2° longitude resolution (1°= .5 Sv in both 
directions). 
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Figure 3.6: Curl of Trenberth et al. [1989] windstress. Calculated from yearly 
mean windstresses linearly interpolated onto 1°x 10 grid. Units = 1x10-9 N 
m-3, contour intervals 2x10-9 N m-3. 
been compared to the windstress field derived from the Seasat-A satelite 
scatterometer by Mestas-Nunez et al. [1994]. They found that the ECMWF 
windstresses were consistently larger than the scatterometer windstresses, 
particularly in the Southern Ocean, by up to 50%. This was found to be mainly 
due to the assumption that the 1000-mb winds of the ECMWF analysis could 
be interpreted as 10m winds. In contrast, the Helerman and Rosenstein dataset 
may be biased to lower windstresses in the polar regions when  the air 
temperature is lower than the underlying ocean or ice [HeBerman and 
Rosenstein 1983]. This suggests that both windstress fields may  not be reliable 
in the Southern Ocean making it dificult to choose a dataset on the criterion of 
data quality. The diferent magnitudes of the two windstress  fields propagates 
to the computed windstress curl fields where, as discussed above, the magnitude 
of the ECMWF curl field is, on average, twice as big as the Helerman and 
Rosenstein curl field. 
The lack of data and data quality of the ECMWF data at higher latitudes 
causes most concern for the inverse model. It is desirable to have continuous 
data coverage in the model domain so that when conservation equations are 
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Figure 3.7: Plot of the diference between the windstress curl for the Trenberth 
et al. [1989] dataset and the Helerman and Rosenstein [1982] dataset. Units = 
1 x 10-9 N m-3. 
applied over the entire domain, there are no false boundaries introduced by data 
dropouts. The data quality of the ECMWF data near the southern boundary of 
the ECMWF dataset is also questionable. Figure 3.7 shows the diference 
between the two windstress fields of the curl of the windstress. Away from the 
southern boundary of the ECMWF dataset, the diference ranges mostly 
between +2 x 10-9N m-3. In areas near the southern boundary, the diference 
is greater than 4 x 10-9N m-3. These large diferences correspond to the 
extreme values generated by the ECMWF data discussed above. This suggests 
that the large values of windstress curl generated by the ECMWF near the 
southern boundary are unrealistic. 
From the above comparison of data coverage and data quality of the 
ECMWF and Helerman and Rosenstein windstress fields, it is clear that the 
Helerman and Rosenstein dataset is more appropriate for use in the inverse 
model. The questionable quality and lack of data at higher latitudes makes the 
ECMWF data less desirable. 
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3.2 Hydrographic Data and Thermal Wind 
This section compares two hydrographic datasets available in the Southern 
Ocean region and describes how the thermal wind velocities were calculated at 
individual cast locations. The two hydrographic datasets selected are the 
Southern Ocean Atlas by Gordon et al. [1982] and the Hydrographic Atlas of 
the Southern Ocean by Olbers et al. [1992]. To develop a mean thermal wind 
circulation of the Southern Ocean requires a large number of hydrographic casts 
distributed evenly over the Southern Ocean. The data density of the two 
hydrographic datasets was investigated to determine if there was suficient data 
available to resolve both components of thermal wind on the 1°x 10 grid 
required by the inverse model. 
3.2.1 Southern Ocean Atlas 
In 1991, the main data source for raw hydrographic casts of the Southern Ocean 
was the Southern Ocean Atlas by Gordon et al. [1982]. This atlas contains 6313 
Nansen bottle casts colected from 1906 to 1978. Each cast has diferent 
measurement depths so that interpolation was required to re-grid the data onto 
standard depth levels. Some simple initial data quality checking was carried out 
by Gordon et al. [1982]. Casts that were missing either the temperature or 
salinity profile were removed. Casts with more than 4 data levels missing or 3 
consecutive data levels missing were also removed. Profiles with one or two 
missing data levels were linearly interpolated in T and S to fil in missing data. 
These simple data checks left 5147 casts available, distributed as shown in figure 
3.8. 
The South Atlantic contains most of the casts (2008), with 734 casts near 
Drake Passage and 231 in the Agulhas region of South Africa. The Indian and 
Pacific Oceans are more poorly sampled with only 1295 and 1856 casts 
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Figure 3.8: Positions of the 5147 casts available after data quality checking of the 
Southern Ocean Atlas [Gordon et al. 1982]. 
respectively. The Pacific Ocean, north of 42°S, is particularly data sparse with 
only 302 casts available east of New Zealand, an area of nearly 15 milion square 
kilometres. Over the entire model domain, the Southern Ocean Atlas has only 
an average of 0.44 points per 10 x 10 box. Based on this data coverage, it would 
seem that the Southern Ocean Atlas does not have suficient data to adequately 
resolve circulation of the Southern Ocean on a 1°x 10 grid. 
3.2.2 Hydrographic Atlas of the Southern Ocean 
In late 1992, Olbers et al. [1992] released the Hydrographic Atlas of the 
Southern Ocean. This atlas contains approximately 39,000 bottle and CTD 
casts colected during the period 1904 to 1990. Each cast has been interpolated, 
where possible, onto 42 standard depth levels (see Table 3.1) for the properties 
of temperature, salinity and oxygen. The cast locations are ilustrated in figure 
3.9. 
Until recently, oceanographic research has focused on the Atlantic Ocean 
with Europe and the US acting as principal investigators. This is also true for 
the Southern Ocean where most measurements (over 14,000 casts) occur in the 
South Atlantic, especialy Drake Passage (2134) and the Agulhas Current region 
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Figure 3.9: Data locations of clean casts from the Hydrographic atlas of the 
Southern Ocean by Olbers et al. [1992]. 
(3278). The dynamics of the South Atlantic have made it an exciting region to 
investigate which, combined with the proximity of seaports, has resulted in the 
relatively high data density seen in figure 3.9. The South Pacific and South 
Indian Oceans, being more remote and seemingly less exciting, although no less 
important, have sufered from a lack of oceanographic research. This can be 
easily seen in figure 3.9, where the South Indian Ocean contains only 4654 casts 
with 1000 of those near Kerguelen and Heard Islands, the South Pacific 
containing 3811 casts of which 1065 are in the Tasman Sea and with only 595 
casts covering the South Pacific north of 42°S. 
If the Hydrographic Atlas of the Southern Ocean data is divided into 
seasons, the data coverage decreases significantly with most cruises occurring in 
summer (10,412 good quality casts). The number of good quality casts in the 
austral spring (4532), autumn (6847) and especialy winter (4248) leave large 
regions of the ocean devoid of data. 
In producing the Hydrographic Atlas of the Southern Ocean, Olbers et al. 
[1992] applied a range of tests to ensure that the data were homogeneous and 
internaly consistent. This involved checking for time versus position (to see if 
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Level Depth Level Depth Level Depth Level Depth 
t- 
00 Cr) F2, 
0 11 250 22 1100 32 3000 
10 12 300 23 1200 33 3250 
20 13 350 24 1300 34 3500 
30 14 400 25 1400 35 3750 
50 15 500 26 1500 36 4000 
75 16 600 27 1750 37 4500 
100 17 700 28 2000 38 5000 
125 18 750 29 2250 39 5500 
150 19 800 30 2500 40 6000 
200 20 900 31 2750 41 6500 
21 1000 . 42 7000 
Table 3.1: Depths, in metres, of the Standard Levels used in The Hydrographic 
Atlas of the Southern Ocean 
consecutive stations were in a realistic location), gross range (temperatures 
between -2.5°C to 30°C and salinity from 34psu to 35.5psu below 1600 metres), 
statistical consistency (if the data were less than 3 standard deviations away 
from mean within a local region), static stability, vertical profile and data type 
(for example, comparing old, less accurate, bottle data against CTD data). 
Olbers et al. [1992] also inspected data reliability by flagging the entire cast if 
more than 50% of the cast levels were flagged. Within a section of casts, if more 
than 10% of the casts were flagged, the entire section data was rejected. 
As with the Southern Ocean Atlas, the same additional data quality tests 
were performed. Casts with no temperature and salinity profiles were removed. 
Casts with more than 4 data levels or 3 consecutive data levels missing were 
removed. The remaining casts with data levels missing were linearly 
interpolated to fil in the missing data. By applying the data flags provided by 
Olbers et al. [1992] and the additional data tests described above, the number of 
clean casts available was reduced from 38,818 to 23,806. Assuming the data 
were evenly distributed, this number of casts corresponds to 1.7 casts per 1°x 
1° cel. As wil be shown in section 3.3.2, it is possible to resolve thermal wind 
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transports on the 10 x 10 grid without introducing excessive errors. 
3.2.3 Evaluation of the Hydrographic Datasets 
From the simple comparison of the data density of these two datasets, it is clear 
that the superior data density of the Hydrographic Atlas of the Southern Ocean 
[01 hers et al. 1992] makes it the most appropriate dataset for use in this thesis. 
As wil be shown later in the presentation of optimaly interpolated fields in 
section 3.3.2, the size of the associated interpolation errors are smaler for the 
Hydrographic Atlas of the Southern Ocean [Olbers et al. 1992]. However, there 
are a few other considerations that need to be mentioned. The Southern Ocean 
Atlas [Gordon et al. 1982] does not include any CTD data, of which there are 
many thousands in the Southern Ocean. On the other hand this does raise the 
question of how to integrate the CTD data with the Nansen bottle data. In 
their data checking, Olbers et al. [1992] compared older bottle data with newer 
CTD data, w'henever possible, and flagged measurements that appeared dubious 
(both CTD and bottle). In this thesis, it was assumed that the data checking 
carried out by Olbers et al. [1992] detected the majority of the spurious, 
hydrographic data and the CTD and bottle data were considered equaly. 
Finaly, the timespan of the data colection was 14 years longer for the 
Hydrographic Atlas of the Southern Ocean. This longer period plus the greater 
number of measurements should lead to a better estimate of the mean thermal 
wind circulation. 
3.2.4 Calculating components of Thermal Wind 
The ability to accurately resolve the u and v components of thermal wind, at 
each cast location in the randomly distributed dataset of figure 3.9, relies simply 
on thd ability to select appropriate casts. In data sparse regions of the Southern 
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Ocean, the north-south orientations of most hydrographic sections makes the 
selection of casts that reliably calculate the v component of thermal wind 
dificult. In data dense regions, the dificulty is one of selecting casts where the 
gradient of dynamic height estimates T- and V- (D = dynamic height, x, y = 
the distance in the east-west, north-south directions respectively) reliably 
estimate the actual flow scales. As wil be explained later, it is possible to select 
casts that generate unrealistic gradients in dynamic height. This was overcome 
by introducing a minimum cast separation distance. Idealy, only three casts, 
with wel constructed orientation with no angles less than 300, are required to 
best resolve both components of thermal wind. 
Two techniques were investigated in which three selected casts from the 
dataset were used to resolve thermal winds. The first technique was a 
computationaly complex technique based on Delaunay triangulation, as 
reported by Sloan [1986]. The second approach was a basic 
"look-east-look-north" technique that selected a single cast from the dataset 
and then chose the closest casts in an east and north direction. Both techniques 
failed for several reasons. With the distribution of the data, the Delaunay 
triangulationi'method tended to select three casts that represented elongated 
triangles in the meridional direction and therefore could not reliably calculate 
the gradients V- and .2L). Usualy, with elongated triangles, the horizontal ay 
distance between casts in the x direction was very smal, giving rise to unstable 
velocities in the north-south direction. Another dificulty was that the location 
of the estimated velocities was shifted away from the cast locations, into a 
position at the mid-point between the three casts. This meant that the depth of 
the velocity profile was uncertain and that the coordinates of the velocities 
would change. Because of these dificulties both of the above techniques proved 
unacceptable. With the experience of these two techniques and the dificulties 
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encountered, a new technique was developed that utilised 13 casts from the 
dataset and introduced a minimum station separation in order to reliably 
calculate IP- and ax 	 ' 
This new technique selects a cast from the dataset, which is termed the 
central cast and denoted by the open circle in the left hand side of figure 3.10. 
As shown in figure 3.10, the area around the central cast is divided into 12 
regions outside an exclusion zone. Casts located within the exclusion zone are 
ignored. Thermal wind velocities, referenced to the surface, were calculated 
between the central cast and the closest cast in each region. No cast was chosen 
more than 10° away from the central cast so that some of the 12 regions could 
be left empty. On occasions when the region cast is shalower than the central 
cast, the velocity shear is set to zero and the deepest velocity used to fil in 
missing levels (see right hand panel of figure 3.10). For region casts deeper than 
the central cast, the deeper levels of the region cast are ignored (see right hand 
panel of figure 3.10). This results in velocity profiles to the depth of the central 
cast and does not introduce transports below the ocean floor. The above 
process was applied N times (N = number of casts) with each cast of the 
dataset acting as the central cast. 
The reader may be concerned about the transport between the central 
cast and deeper region casts that are ignored. This transport wil be calculated 
when the deeper region cast becomes the central cast, thus the velocity profile 
wil apply to an appropriate depth. 
The exclusion zone around the central cast was used to introduce a 
minimum cast separation. It was found that without this minimum separation, 
two casts could be chosen at almost the same location (see figure 3.10). Thus, if 
the two casts were separated in time by many years, the change in dynamic 
height, ap, could be very large, resulting in unrealistic estimates of the velocity. 
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Figure 3.10: Schematic of final cast selection routine (left) and profile of selected 
casts (right). 
To avoid this situation, any casts within the exclusion zone were ignored. The 
size of the exclusion zone was set to 25 km square, approximately half the 
normal hydrOgraphic data spacing of between 30 nm (55 km) to 60 nm (111 
km). 
The thermal wind velocities (VA calculated between the central cast and 
the 12 region casts, are orientated with respect to north by an angle e so that, 
for each standard level, the u and v components of thermal wind velocity can be 
expressed by 
ui cos Om = Vim 	 (number of regions i =1, .. ,12) 	 (3.2) 
vi sin e(id)= 1/±(id) 	 (number of layers j = 1, . . . , 42) 
As each velocity profile between the central cast and the 12 region casts 
extends to the depth of the central cast, the u and v components of velocity can 
be solved on each layer simultaneously using least squares techniques. The 
system of equations in 3.2 are overdetermined. Singular Value Decomposition 
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techniques as implemented within the MATLA computing environment with 
a rank of 2, were used to estimate the ui and vi terms, although any 
minimisation scheme could be used. 
Depth integrated velocities were calculated from the u and v components 
of thermal wind velocity by referencing the components to the bottom and 
integrating over the water column, giving 
Utherm = fbt°,1' udz 
Vtherm = fbt:Pt vdz 
(3.3) 
It is these depth-integrated velocities that are optimaly interpolated to a 
1°x 10 grid Using the interpolation scheme described in section 3.3. 
3.3 Optimal Interpolation 
Optimal Interpolation (also known as Optimal Analysis, Gauss-Markov 
Interpolation or Objective Mapping) has been used to re-grid the 22,481 
depth-integrated, thermal wind velocities, onto the 14,240 1° x 10 grid locations 
required by the inverse model. Optimal interpolation is also used to re-grid the 
cross-correlated components of heat and salt transports as described in 
section 6. 
Optimal interpolation was first introduced into meteorology by Gandin 
[1963] and is based on the Gauss-Markov theorem [Bretherton et al. 1976; 
McIntosh 1990; Olbers et al. 1992]. Optimal interpolation generates a smooth 
estimate of some measured field, in this case depth averaged velocities, where 
the estimation error is minimised in a best, linear, unbiased manner, but most 
importantly gives an estimate of the error field associated with the interpolated 
field [Bretherton et al. 1976; Roemmich 1983]. This section contains a brief 
outline of the theory of optimal interpolation and the reader is directed to 
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Bretherton et at [19761 for a more complete description. 
Suppose there are N horizontaly distributed measurements 0 of zero 
mean, given by 
= (Di Ei (3.4) 
Here, (Di is the true value at point i and Ei is the associated measurement 
error. It is assumed that the errors are uncorrelated with each other and that 
the data have zero mean and known variance, and that the variance of the true 
value is known, that is 
<(Di >= 0 
< i >= 0 
<EiE j >= cY8 	 i,j = 1, . . . ,N 	 ' (3.5) 
<J? >= 0 
<(Disrki >= cr,1 
From Bretherton et al. [1976] , the least squares, optimum, linear 
estimator is defined as 
j=1 
	 (N 	 0i) 
	
(3.6) 
where A' is the inverse of the matrix of covariance between al pairs of 
observations (the data-data covariance matrix), where each element can be 
written as 
Aii = < 4)i(Di > 	 (3.7) 
= < Ojcbi > 
and C is the matrix of covariance between the estimated values and the 
observations (the model-data covariance matrix) where each element can be 
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written as 
=-< qCx(fi > 	 (3.8) 
It should be noted that when locations of observation points and signal 
variance are known in advance, the matrices A and C can be computed and 
therefore the estimate of $x depends linearly on the observations q. Thus, 
equation 3.6 is a linear operator [Bretherton et al. 1976]. 
It is also a property of the Gauss-Markov theorem that the variance of the 
error in the estimate can be written in the form 
< (Ox $x)2 >= Cxx E cxicxjAii 	 (3.9) 
where Cxx is the autocovariance or diagonal element from the covariance matrix. 
Al optimal interpolation was carried out by applying equation 3.6 with 
the corresponding errors calculated from equation 3.9. The covariance matrices 
were calculated using a Gaussian covariance function (.T), given by 
exp 111 	 ) 2 ± Crs,l/AY  2 	 (3.10) 
where Ax and Ay is the distance separating the data point from the grid point 
and LS(,) are the length scales in the x and y direction as discussed in the 
folowing section. 
3.3.1 Implementation and Length Scales 
With the available computer memory, it was not possible to interpolate al 
22,481 observations onto the 14,240 grid location and estimate the a-posteriori 
error of the estimates in a single step, as suggested by equations 3.6 and 3.9. 
The limiting factor is the size of matrices A and C and the time taken to invert 
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Figure 3.11: The model domain divided into the 90 regions used to optimaly 
interpolate the thermal wind velocities. 
matrix A. A practical size for these matrices is 1000 rows x 1000 columns (8 
Mb) or for a covariance matrix of 1000 data points and 1000 grid locations. To 
satisfy matrices of this size, the model domain was divided into 90 regions, each 
of which contained roughly 1000 data points. The locations of these regions and 
the number of data and grid points in each region is listed in Table 3.2 and 
displayed in figure 3.11. 
The optimal interpolation technique utilises length scales to calculate the 
Gaussian function (see equation 3.10) which determines at what distance 
observations influence the computed estimate at the grid location. To ensure 
that there are no discontinuities at the edge of the mapping regions, data are 
required to be included in the estimation process several length scales past the 
edge of each region. In areas of especialy high data density, the computer 
memory limitations, resulted in many data locations being remapped onto only 
a few grid locations giving very smal region sizes, especialy around South 
America and Africa. 
Mapping experiments with a range of length scales were conducted to 
determine the shortest length scales that satisfactorily resolved the hydrographic 
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1 30°- 45° 0°- 10° 289 150 46 55°- 80° 1700- 200° 416 1050 
2 45°- 55° 0°- 10° 197 100 47 30°- 55° 180°- 200° 233 500 
3 55°- 70° 0°- 15° 299 225 48 300- 70° 200°- 240° 326 1600 
4 30°- 35° 10°- 15° 1114 37 49 30°- 70° 2400- 275° 456 1400 
5 35°- 40° 10°- 15° 40 25 50 30°- 45° 275°- 288° 347 195 
6 40°- 45° 10°- 15° 18 25 51 45°- 55° 275°- 285° 32 100 
7 45°- 55° 10°- 20° 138 100 52 55°- 70° 275°- 290° 122 225 
8 30°- 32° 15°- 17° 25 6 53 55°- 65° 290°- 300° 543 100 
9 32°-34° 15°- 16° 16 4 54 50°- 55° 293°- 300° 331 35 
10 34°- 36° 15°- 18° 101 8 55 51°- 53° 292°- 293° 22 2 
11 35°- 36° 18°- 20° 117 8 56 45°- 50° 293°- 298° 242 35 
12 36°- 40° 15°- 20° 109 20 57 41°- 45° 295°- 298° 438 12 
13 40°- 45° 15°- 20° 52 25 58 45°- 47° 298°- 300° 656 4 
14 55°- 700 15,3_ 30o 116 225 59 47°- 50° 298°- 303° 248 15 
15 45°- 55° 20°- 30° 219 100 60 42°- 45° 298°- 303° 362 15 
16 35°- 40° 20°- 25° 837 24 61 39°- 42° 298°- 301° 313 9 
17 40°- 45° 20°- 25° 57 25 62 45°- 47° 300°- 303° 242 6 
18 32°- 40° 25°- 30° 207 40 63 38°- 42° 301°- 304° 509 6 
19 40°- 45°, 25°- 30° 41 25 64 350- 38° 303°- 306° 271 6 
20 30°- 45° 30°- 45° 358 150 65 50°- 55° 300°- 305° 293 25 
21 45°- 70° 30°- 50° 588 500 66 55°- 60° 300°- 305° 333 25 
22 30°- 45° 45°- 60° 229 150 67 60°- 64° 300°- 310° .568 14 
23 45°- 55° 50°- 60° 78 100 68 50°- 60° 305°- 310° 227 50 
24 55°- 70° 50°- 65° 160 225 69 42°- 50° 303°- 310° 179 42 
25 45°- 55° 65°- 75° 774 100 70 38°- 42° 304°- 310° 264 24 
26 45°- 50° 60°- 65° 42 24 71 30°- 38° 306°- 310° 404 32 
27 50°- 550 60°- 650 11 24 72 30°- 40° 310°- 320° 213 100 
28 30°- 45° 60°- 75° 330 150 73 40°- 50° 310°- 320° 152 100 
29 55°- 70° 65°- 80° 228 225 74 50°- 55° 310°- 315° 84 25 
30 30°- 40° 75°- 85° 91 100 75 55°- 60° 310°- 315° 142 25 
31 40°- 550 75o_ 850 92 100 76 50°- 55° 315°- 320° 321 25 
32 55°- 70° 80°- 100° 174 300 77 55°- 60° 315°- 320° 202 25 
33 30°- 42° 85°- 100° 88 125 78 60°- 70° 310°- 320° 379 100 
34 42°- 55° 85°- 100° 49 125 79 70°- 80° 310°- 330° 97 200 
35 30°- 50° 100°- 120° 480 400 80 60°- 70° 320°- 330° 74 100 
36 50°- 70° 100°- 120° 159 400 81 50°- 55° 320°- 325° 843 25 
37 30°- 40° 120°- 130° 217 200 82 50°- 55° 325°- 330° 153 25 
38 30°- 40° 130°- 140° 556 200 83 55°- 60° 320°- 325° 188 25 
39 40°- 65° 120°- 150° 388 750 84 55°- 60° 325°- 330° 138 25 
40 39°- 40° 143°- 147° 19 1 85 30°- 45° 320°- 340° 217 300 
41 30°- 45° 150°- 165° 610 225 86 45°- 50° 320°- 330° 92 50 
42 45°- 55° 150°- 165° 103 150 87 30°- 45° 340°- 360° 133 300 
43 55°- 70° 150°- 170° 212 300 88 45°- 60° 330°- 360° 358 450 
44 30°- 40° 165°- 180° 246 150 89 60°- 75° 330°- 360° 347 450 
45 40°- 55° 165°- 180° 410 225 90 64°- 80° 298°- 310° 306 192 
Table 3.2: The position, number of data points and grid points in each of the 90 
regions shown in figure 3.11 used by the optimal mapping. 
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data without introducing significant noise errors. The choice of length scales 
was primarily controled by the distribution of the data. In data dense regions, 
such as the Agulhas Current region or Drake Passage, the shortest length scales 
could be reduced to 4°. In data sparse regions, such as the South Pacific, the 
shortest optimal length scale was about 9° in the east-west direction. For ease 
of application, and interpretation of the results, it was decided to use constant 
length scales for the entire model domain. Thus the final short length scales 
were chosen so that the errors introduced in the data sparse regions were 
balanced against the signals calculated in the data dense areas of the model. 
The final interpolated fields were generated from the raw data in a four 
step process using two length scales. Initialy, the raw data are interpolated 
back onto the data locations at long length scales to calculate residuals on the 
data locations. Secondly, these residuals are interpolated onto the data 
locations using shorter length scales to determine how wel both length scales 
are capturing the signals present within the data. The third step interpolates 
the data onto the grid locations at the long length scales with the final step 
interpolating the residuals calculated in the first step, onto the grid locations at 
the shorter length scales. This alows the interpolation of the data at the 
shortest length scale, whilst trying to preserve the longer scale structure of the 
data in data sparse regions. 
Because the properties of the Southern Ocean are zonal in nature [Nowlin 
and Klinck 1986] length scales were chosen that were longer in the E-W 
direction than in the N-S direction. This is also consistent with the orientation 
of most hydrographic sections in the Southern Ocean which are generaly 
orientated N-S. As a result of the section orientation, the average station 
spacing is shorter in the N-S direction and longer in the E-W direction. 
Combined with the knowledge that measoscale turbulence has an upper limit of 
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between 150km and 250 km throughout the Southern Ocean [Nowlin and Klinck 
1986] lead to the selection of long length scales of 25° E-W and 15° N-S with 
short length scales of 7° E-W and 5°N-S. 
3.3.2 Interpolated fields of Thermal Wind and associated errors 
Before discussing the regridded thermal wind velocities, there are several checks 
that are carried out to confirm that the mapped field is a good representation of 
the "true" field seen in the hydrographic data. Firstly, our assumption made in 
section 3.2.3, ie. that "more data are better", can be verified by inspecting 
signal variances of the two datasets. Secondly, the assumptions concerning the 
relationship of the noise and the data of the Hydrographic Atlas of the Southern 
Ocean (ie., equation 3.5), are confirmed by inspecting the correlation statistics. 
Finaly, it must be determined that the length scales are appropriately 
capturing the signal of the true field. 
The signal variances were calculated for each of the 90 regridded regions 
shown in figure 3.11, by summation of the diference between the velocity of the 
true value and the region mean of the true value, divided by the number of 
observations in the region, in the u and v direction, expressed as 
1 N  VAR i = E 	 -17;)2 (3.11) 
where i = 1, 	 ,90 is the region number. The less variation about the mean, 
the smaler wil be the variance, and the more data involved in forming the 
variance, the less influence outliers wil have on the variance. 
The Signal variances for the two hydrographic datasets are presented in 
figures 3.12 and 3.13 and show that, on average, the signal variances for the 
Hydrographic Atlas of the Southern Ocean dataset are smaler than the 
Southern Ocean Atlas. The Southern Ocean Atlas is also more variable from 
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of signal variance of the u-component of thermal wind 
for each interpolation region between Southern Ocean Atlas (top) and Hydro-
graphic Atlas of Southern Ocean (bottom). (ms-1). Note the vertical scale 
change in the two plots. 
region to region and does not show a relationship between signal variances and 
ocean circulation within each region. This is usualy due to the low number of 
observations within each region alowing outliers to influence the signal 
variance. Several regions have a signal variance of zero because there are no 
valid observations within those regions. 
By close inspection of the signal variances for the Hydrographic Atlas of 
the Southern Ocean, there is a clear relationship between the expected 
oceanography of the region and the signal variance of the region. Within the 
first 20 regions, there are several large signal variances, in particular, regions 5, 
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of signal variance of the v-component of thermal wind 
for each interpolation region between Southern Ocean Atlas (top) and Hydro- 
graphic Atlas of Southern Ocean (bottom). (ms-1). Note the vertical scale 
change in the two plots. 1 
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10, 12, 16, 17 and 18. These regions are situated in the Agulhas Retroflection 
(see figure 3.11) where there it is expected that the calculated velocities wil 
have a large variation. Observations in these regions suggest that there are 
many eddies and meanders of the mean current, so that calculated currents 
could have ljige magnitudes in any direction. Other mapping regions where 
there are known eddies, and so large velocity changes, occur in the Leeuwin 
Current (region 35), the EAC (41), Drake Passage (53) and down the east coast 
of South America (regions 70, 71, 72 and 86) also have relatively large signal 
variances. The signal variances associated with the Agulhas Current are the 
largest in the model domain suggesting that the Agulhas Current has the 
largest velocity fluctuations about the mean circulation and is therefore 
probably the most dynamic region of the Southern Ocean. This can be 
confirmed by inspection of Topex/POSIEDON satelite altimeter data, 
compared to the inverse solution in section 5.4, that computes the highest eddy 
kinetic energy values in the Agulhas Current region. 
From the signal variances presented in figures 3.12 and 3.13, the optimal 
interpolation errors were calculated for the u and v component of thermal wind 
using equation 3.9 and are presented for comparison of the two datasets in 
figures 3.14 and 3.15. These plots show that the errors associated with the 
Southern Ocean Atlas are generaly a factor of 10 larger than the errors 
associated with the Hydrographic Atlas of the Southern Ocean. The 
discontinuities between regions, associated with using regional signal variances, 
are clearly visible in al error fields. Generaly, the areas associated with highest 
error fields are areas that correlate with the lowest data density. The northern 
South Pacific has the lowest data density in both datasets and is the area of 
highest interpolation error in both components of transport. From these figures 
and the above discussion, it is clear that the superior data coverage of the 
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Figure 3.14: Optimal interpolation errors for the u-component  of thermal wind 
transports (Sy/degree), generated from the Southern Ocean Atlas (top) and Hy-
drographic Atlas of the Southern Ocean (bottom). Note: factor of 10 Scale change 
between top and bottom panel. 
Hydrographic Atlas of the Southern Ocean makes it the best dataset to use. 
Concentrating on the error fields of Hydrographic Atlas of  the Southern 
Ocean the majority of the Southern Ocean has been interpolated with errors 
less than .5 Sy. Two main regions of high error exist, in the Pacific and south of 
Australia. Both are primarily a result of low data density, although relatively 
large signal variances are partly responsible south of Australia (see regions 33 
and 35 at the bottom of figure 3.12). The largest error in both the u and 
v-component of transport is located at 38°S, 205°E, having magnitudes of 3 Sy 
and 2.8 Sy respectively. 
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Figure 3.15: Optimal interpolation errors for the v-component of thermal wind 
transports (Sv/degree), generated from the Southern Ocean Atlas (top) and Hy-
drographic Atlas of the Southern Ocean (bottom). Note: factor of 10 Scale change 
between top and bottom panel. 
It is interesting to note that the area of ocean where the ACC is located 
generaly has lower errors than the ocean to the north or south. This is 
particularly clear in the u-component between 1800 and 260°E. This is most 
likely due to the increased data density around the ACC. Most north-south 
orientated Southern Ocean cruises try to calculate an estimate for the transport 
of the ACC, so the sampling rate increases around the jet. This increase in data 
density is clearly visible in the south Pacific by inspection of the data locations 
in figure 3.9. Looking at the optimal interpolation errors presented in figures 
3.14 and 3.15, it is clear that our assumption that "more data is better" is 
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correct and that the Hydrographic Atlas of the Southern Ocean is the better 
atlas to use in the inverse model. Further references to hydrographic data in 
this thesis, assume the Hydrographic Atlas of the Southern Ocean. 
To confirm that the assumptions made in implementing the optimal 
interpolation are correct, the noise of the data within each region was calculated 
using closest point statistics, ie 
i N \ 2 NOISE i = — E (Ni,n) — tic) 2N n.i (3.12) 
where u, is the closest observation to u(im). The average correlation between the 
data and the noise < 4)Ei > was .02 and the correlation between the noise and 
itself < EiEj > when i j, was .01. The mean of the u and v components of 
velocity were .0018 m s" and .0052 m s" respectively, which, considering both 
fields range from -.3 m s to .3 m s-1, is close to a zero mean field. Therefore, 
the assumptions made before applying the optimal interpolation are reasonably 
correct. 
Before, moving on to discuss the optimaly interpolated transport fields, it 
must be determined that the regridded field is a true representation of the data. 
That is, the regridding process has not introduced unwanted aliasing, and that 
the length scales chosen for regridding are appropriate. Some assessment of this 
can be achieved by inspecting the mean of the residuals after the mapping and 
the ratio of the variance of the residuals to the variance of the apriori noise of 
the data. For a successful mapping, the mean of the residuals should be close to 
zero and the ratio of variance of residuals to the apriori noise should be close to 
one. The residuals of the data are calculated by optimaly interpolating the data 
back onto the data locations and subtracting the optimaly interpolated data 
from the raw data. The mean of the residuals for the optimaly interpolated 
fields shown in figure 3.17, were -.5 Sy and .9 Sy for u and v components 
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respectively, With a range of ±50 Sv for the original fields. More importantly, 
these 'biases', are smaler than the estimated error shown in figure 3.14. 
When interpolating a data field, it is desirable to generate a field that 
simply represents the signal of the data and not the noise of the data. A 
relatively easy test is to inspect the ratio of the variance of the residuals of the 
interpolation process and the variance of the noise of the data. If the ratio is 
greater than 1, the mapping is not representing al of the signal and the 
regridded field is too smooth. The smoothness of the field is possibly a result of 
the length scales being too long and hence the length scales could possibly be 
shortened. If the ratio is less than 1, the regridded field is possibly fitting the 
data too wel and so is likely to be introducing artificial high frequency noise. 
This introduction of noise into the regridded field is possibly due to the length 
scales being too short and so the length scales could be lengthened. 
Idealy, the ratios of the variance of the residuals and the variance of the 
noise of the data should be close to 1. The value of the ratios for the 90 
regridding regions, presented in figure 3.16, were calculated from the optimal 
interpolation process that used the constant length scales outlined in section 
3.3.1. Most of the regions are close to 1. The regions where the ratios are not 
close to 1 are regions 6 and 9 in the v-component, and region 27 in the 
u-component. The two v-component regions have ratios greater than 1, 
suggesting that the regridded field is too smooth and that shorter length scales 
could have been used. Both regions are in the Agulhas Retroflection, a 
particularly active area of the ocean, with high data density. The reason for the 
low ratio number of region 27, near Kerguelen Island, in the u-component is 
unclear. From figure 3.16, it can be concluded that the optimal interpolation 
scheme has represented the data as accurately as possible without transferring 
noise of the data into the final field. 
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Figure 3.16: Ratios of variance of residuals to variance of noise for each of the 90 
optimal interpolation regions for the u-component (top) and v-component (hot). 
Another confirmation of the validity of the mapped fields can be seen in 
figure 3.17. It is possible to locate the main features of Southern Ocean 
circulation with the ACC, most boundary currents and basin scale gyres clearly 
discernible. However there are obvious shortcomings of this circulation that the 
inverse model wil overcome. 
The ACC is present around the globe, although in some regions the main 
jet associated with the ACC clearly does not conserve mass with large arrows 
into a region and smal arrows out, or vice versa. At 50°S, 40°E a strong 
eastward jet (large arrows) suddenly disappears into a weak eastward flow 
(smal arrows). Some flow turns north but not enough to conserve mass in this 
region. There are several regions of this nature associated with the ACC that 
can be distinguished by visual inspection, and several that wil become apparent 
in section 4.1 when the divergence of mass is calculated. It also becomes clear 
at this stage that there is a strong relation between the location of the ACC and 
the underlying topography. Features like the Kerguelen Plateau, 
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Australian-Antarctic Ridge, Macquarie Ridge and Pacific-Antarctic Ridge al 
have a strong interaction with the ACC. For named topographic features see 
Appendix A. 
Some boundary currents are present in the interpolated circulation, with 
the Agulhas and East Australian Current (EAC) wel defined. The Agulhas 
sweeps around the southern tip of Africa before recirculating to join the ACC 
southeast of Africa. The EAC flows down the east coast of Australia before 
separating from the coast to flow across the Tasman Sea and around the north 
of New Zealand. There is a hint of a Peru-Chile boundary current although this 
is in the wrong direction compared to published results [Wooster and Gilmartin 
1961; Silva and Neshyba 1979]. The Brazil and Malvinas Currents are mostly 
missing, although there seems to be a circulation associated with the 
Brazil-Malvinas Confluence generated at 40°S, 310°E. 
Other circulation features that are present in figure 3.17 are an indication 
of the Weddel Sea Gyre circulating in a clockwise direction around the Weddel 
Sea, the southern half the South Pacific Gyre that flows into the model domain 
to the east of New Zealand and out of the model domain east of 240°E, and 
possibly an Indian Ocean gyre. The South Atlantic Ocean appears to be a very 
active but confused ocean with many regions of non-mass conservation. 
This chapter has outlined the sources and selection of the data used in this 
thesis. The Helerman and Rosenstein windstress dataset, with a more complete 
coverage of the model domain, has been utilised to calculate the Ekman 
transport and the curl of the windstress over the model domain. The raw 
hydrographic data from the Hydrographic Atlas of the Southern Ocean [Olbers 
et al. 1992] has been used to calculate the thermal wind transports. These 
thermal winds have been optimaly interpolated onto a 1° x 10 grid over the 
model domain using two length scales (long: 25°E-W & 15°N-S, short: 7°E-W 
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Figure 3.17: Optimaly interpolated thermal wind transports on 1° latitude x 2° 
longitude grid (1°= 5SNr). 
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& 5°N-S) that, from an analysis of the ratios of the variance of the residuals and 
the variance of the noise of the data indicate are a satisfactory choice of length 
scales. 
By inspection of the optimaly interpolated thermal wind transports the 
calculated circulation does not conserve mass. The Ekman transport field, the 
curl of the windstress and the thermal wind transport field are passed into the 
inverse model described in the next chapter so that a total mass conserving, 
weakly vorticity conserving circulation can be calculated. 
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Chapter 4 
The Model 
Inverse theory, as discussed in chapter 2, has been applied to the problem of 
determining reference level velocities, and only once in the Southern Ocean 
[Olbers 1989]. The spatial resolution of inverse models are generaly coarse, 
although recent applications have obtained resolutions of 2° x 2° in a numerical 
model ocean [Zhang 1995], and 3° x 3° in a densely sampled real ocean [Hogg 
1987]. Previous work has divided the ocean into layers, calculated the 
divergence of conserved properties, and then generated reference velocities and 
mixing coeficients that minimised these divergences in a least squares sense. 
These systems are usualy highly underdetermined and require many 
conservation constraints (i.e., mass or heat flux across a section) to generate 
reliable solutions. 
The primary aim of this research is to understand the circulation of the 
Southern Ocean by developing a high resolution inverse model that was 
computationaly tractable, yet theoreticaly consistent. This was done using 
appropriate equations with simple boundary conditions, a minimum number of 
constraints to determine a realistic mean circulation without the need to 
"artificialy tune" the results. Previous inverse studies have prescribed a 
solution by constraining the transport through a section to be within certain 
bounds. For example, Rintoul [1988] in his South Atlantic model prescribed a 
transport of 130+13 Sv through Drake Passage. The uniqueness of the inverse 
model in this thesis is that it has no such constraints applied to it, resulting in a 
circulation derived primarily from hydrographic data. 
In previous inverse models, most of the information on reference velocities 
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was contained in the top-to-bottom layer integrals of the continuity equations. 
That is, total mass conservation is the key element in determining the unknown 
reference velocities [Wunsch 1978; Rintoul 1988]. This suggests that the 
top-to-bottom integrals of the continuity equations and mass conservation 
constraints contain most of the information required to solve for the unknown 
reference velocities. 
The inverse model developed in this chapter prescribes top-to-bottom 
layer integrals to apply the conservation of mass constraints on a 1 0 x 10 single 
layer, finite difference grid of the Southern Ocean. The 1 0 x 10 grid yields the 
highest resolution inverse model yet achieved and the length scales of the data 
can be interpolated onto the 1°x 10 grid without introducing excessively large 
mapping errors, as seen in Chapter 3. The northern boundary of the model is 
selected as 30°S or the continental margins of Australia, Africa, or South 
America. The southern boundary is the Antarctic continent, except in the 
Weddell Sea, where the boundary is 80 0 S. Between 160°W and 70°W, the model 
domain is set to 700 S due to lack of data. This total domain results in 14,240 
grid locations on which both components of the reference velocity (or 28,480 
unknowns) are calculated. There are 14,458 mass conservation equations 
creating an algebraic system that is approximately 50% underdetermined. 
A set of independent equations, using linear vorticity based on the work by 
Schott and Stommel [1978], Bigg [1985] and Mellor et al. [1982], was introduced 
to reduce the degree to which the system is underdetermined. As explained in 
section 4.3, these equations are not applied to all grid location in the model and 
so only introduce a further 12,487 equations. The use of vorticity helps generate 
the large scale ocean circulation that exists in the interior of the ocean and 
strengthens the directional control that bathymetry has on the circulation. 
This chapter describes the implementation of the conservation of mass and 
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linear vorticity within the inverse problem and the applied boundary conditions. 
In section 4.4 the method of solving the problem is presented together with a 
discussion of the solution. 
4.1 Conservation of Mass 
The conservation of mass, applied using steady state assumptions, can be 
written as 
V•u = 0 	 (4.1) 
Because of measurement and interpolation errors, the equality of equation 
4.1 is only solved approximately for the total depth-integrated transport 
(Trot = f (u, OdZ). TTot has three components: the depth-integrated thermal 
wind transport (Trh), the wind-driven Ekman transport (TFk) and the unknown 
reference transport (TRef). Writing Trot in terms of equation 4.1 gives 
V • Trot —V • TM + V • TF,k ± V • TRef 0 	 (4.2) 
which can be rearranged to give the mass conservation equation constraint on 
the reference velocities in terms of the thermal wind and Ekman transports, as 
applied to the inverse model 
V • TRef — [V • TTh ± V • TRic] 
	 (4.3) 
The horizontal divergence of the depth-integrated, thermal wind and 
Ekman transports was calculated on a staggered grid, as shown in figures 4.1 
and 4.2. The horizontal divergence operator incorporates the depth-integrated 
components of thermal wind and Ekman transport at the four model grid 
locations surrounding the divergence grid point creating a "divergence box". 
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The divergence box approach was utilised instead of a standard centred finite 
diference approach because, although the divergence estimate using the centred 
finite diference would estimate the divergence on the same grid as the thermal 
wind and Ekman transport, the grid can be aliased into two separate grids. 
This aliasing arises because the simplified form of centred finite diference has 
no component of the central grid location involved in the calculation, i.e., the 
central finite diference at grid points i and i + 1 is 
= 	 Ui-1 
(4.4) 
U41 = Ui+2 Ui 
This results in neighbouring grid points having absolutely no influence on each 
other during the inversion. 
The divergence box operator is first presented in cartesian co-ordinates, so 
that the finite diference nature of the operator is easily discernible. Using the 
subscript notation defined in figures 4.1 and 4.2, the cartesian co-ordinate form 
of the divergence box operator for TTh or Tph, where for simplicity, the 
subscripts 'ph and Eh are dropped, is given by 
ay av 
	
v•T = 	 + ax ay 
U(i,j+i) — U(iti) 	 j+i) —  = 	 2Ax 	 26a 
[V(i+1,;) -  V(i,j) + V(i+i,J+i) - Vi,i+i) 
(4.5) 
2Ay 	 2Ay 
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where U and V are, respectively, the north and east components of 
depth-integrated transport whose divergence is being calculated at latitude i, 
longitude j. 
In the inverse model, the spherical co-ordinate form of equation 4.5 is 
utilised, expressed as 
V • T 	 1  (au a sin OV R sin 0 aqs +  ae 
V ' T(2,;) 1 	[ 	 - U01+  	 1 	 - U(+i,j)] R sin Ow 	 264 	 R sin 0(2+1) 	 264 
(4.6) 
1 sin 9(i+1) — I/(2d) sin 9(i) 
R sin (9(i)+°(i+n) 2 	 26.9 
1 	  170+1,3+1) sin 0(i+1) — V(,+i) sin Ow 
R sin (1)(1)-14(1+1)) 	 2A0 • 	 • 2 
where R is the mean radius of the earth (approximately 6353.8 km), 0 is the 
latitude and 0 is the longitude. 
It should be noted that equation 4.6 can be expanded so that the V 
component is taken outside the gradient operator. i.e., 
1  au 18v 	 v V T 	 + 	 + R sin e 	 R ae tan (4.7) 
This manipulation makes the A matrix easier to generate but introduces a 
term. This 	 term only operates on the v component and when the finite tan 0 	 tan 0 
diferencing is introduced, increases the weighting of v. The increased weighting 
forces the inverse model to solve the mass imbalances by only varying v and 
makes no change to the u component because of its efective down weighting. 




Figure 4.1: A single grid cel (i, j) of the inverse model centred on latitude (i+.5)° 
and longitude (j+.5)° over which the properties of mass and linear vorticity are 
conserved. U and V components of transport and linear vorticity estimates are 
located on solid circles. Transport divergence is calculated at the open circle 
using the U and V components of transport located at the solid circles. 
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Figure 4.2: Grid numbering of the model domain. Solid and open circles represent 
transport and divergence grid locations as in figure 4.1. Latitude j varies from 
30°E to 80°E. The origin of the divergence grid is the top-leftmost divergence 
grid location. Note divergence grid locations on the eastern boundary (divergence 
grid locations [360, 30 - 80]) are used to continue circulation from east to west as 
described in section 4.3. 
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The Southern Ocean circulation derived by the model using equation 4.7 is 
unrealisticaly north-south. Hence, solutions in this thesis are generated using 
the unexpanded form given in equation 4.6. 
The divergence field of the thermal wind and Ekman transports calculated 
using equation 4.6 is shown in figure 4.3. This divergence field forms the right 
hand side of equation 4.3. Positive values represent areas of the ocean where, 
over the total 1°x 10 water column, there is more mass leaving than entering 
the column, creating a net divergence of mass. Negative values represent 
convergent areas over the total water column. The most intense divergence and 
convergence areas are associated with the most active areas of the ocean. The 
most intense region of convergence is located in the Agulhas Current region 
with the most intense divergence occurring in Drake Passage. The ACC has 
many areas of convergence and divergence and the region of obvious mass 
convergence discussed in section 3.3.2 is visible as the area of blue at 50°S, 
40°E. Other regions of mass imbalance, not obvious in figure 3.17, are visible 
throughout the ACC. The open ocean, away from the major current systems, 
has much lower mass imbalances. The model solution should explain most of 
the variance seen in figure 4.3 by adding mass transport to ocean circulation 
entering divergent areas and subtracting mass transport to ocean circulation 
entering convergent grid cels. 
4.2 Conservation of Linear Vorticity 
The linear vorticity equation utilised in this thesis is similar to the work by 
Schott and Stommel [1978], Bigg [1985] and Melor et al. [1982]. The linearised, 
steady state form of linear vorticity, as described in Schott and Stommel [1978], 
is given as 
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Ow 132) = f az 
where 13 is-1A, the variation of the Coriolis parameter f at latitude 0, and w is 
the vertical component of velocity. v is the y component of total horizontal 
velocity minus Ekman velocity (ie., vrh + vRef). Note, lower case u and v are 
used to signify velocity and uppercase U and V represent depth-integrated 
transport. 
Using a single layer model alows two important assumptions to be 
included. Because vorticity is conserved on lines of constant 	 (H = water 
column length), it is important to consider how circulation may change in a 
variable ocean depth H, due to forcing at the top and bottom of the water 
column. 
The first assumption accounts for the surface forcing on H by the Ekman 
pumping velocity we . Over the total water column,a`te-", wil have a uniform 
value of and the Ekman velocity can be approximated in terms of the curl of 




-pf x T)z 
(4.9) 
The second assumption involves the forcing on H as the water column 
passes over bottom topography. This translates into a vertical bottom velocity 
wb that is driven by the gradient of H times the total horizontal bottom velocity. 
[2iTh URef 
CIA 	 • VH 
Vrh VRef 
(4.10) 
However, remember that the thermal wind is referenced to the bottom (ie. 
UTh = vrh = 0), simplifying wb to be a function of the unknown reference 
velocity and the gradient of H. Again, over the total water column,8,* has a 
(4.8) 
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constant value of 
Using equations 4.9 and 4.10 and taking the vertical integral, equation 4.8 
can now be expressed as 
13(1/Th + vRef) = -(Vx ,r)z — P (liTh VRef j.VH 	 (4.11) 
where U and V are the depth-integrated transports. The minus sign accounts 
for a positive (downward) velocity compressing the water column at the surface, 
cve, but stretching the water column at the ocean floor. wb 
Rearranging equation 4.11 for the unknown reference velocities gives the 
form of the conservation of linear vorticity equation used in this thesis, 
f 	  aki uRef 	 +vRe 	 f 	 _,11 	 1 13HR sin e ao) 	 —f vt-IR ae 	 — 	 x — Vrh (4.12) 
where 	 ail and 	are the x and y components of VH written in spherical Rsin 0 84) 
coordinates. v 
Equation 4.12 was implemented using centred finite diferences to calculate 
V x T and V H on the transport grid locations shown in figures 4.1 and 4.2. 
4.3 Boundary Conditions 
There are three types of boundary situations in the model; continuity of flow 
across the Greenwich meridian, open boundaries and closed boundary 
conditions. The eastern most point of the model domain is 360°E [U(360,j)], 
and the western most point is 0°E [U(1,j)]. The continuity of flow from the 
eastern boundary at 360° to the western boundary at 0° represents the 
continuous Southern Ocean. That is, flow out of the models eastern boundary is 
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equal to flow into the model's western boundary. For the conservation of mass 
equations, the continuity of total transport across the Greenwich meridian was 
achieved by calculating the divergence of mass between the eastern-most grid 
points [u(360, j)] and the western-most grid points [u(1,j)] (see figure 4.2). For 
linear vorticity, the centred finite diferences of V x T utilised the windstresses 
on either side of the Greenwich meridian. 
At the open northern boundary (30°S), the model solves for the boundary 
transports and there are no boundary conditions applied. This is unlike 
previous inverse models where flux constraints of mass and/or other 
conservative properties are applied to impose a circulation solution on the 
model [Rintoul 1988]. It is also unlike general circulation models that need to 
have boundary conditions to be wel posed. This formulation of the boundary 
explicitly avoids the problems associated with the application of open boundary 
conditions in forward models. Explicitly solving for the boundary conditions 
results in a circulation into and out of the model domain that is generated by 
the data, and not by assumptions about what the modeler thinks should be 
flowing across the northern boundary. 
At closed boundaries, the total transport cannot pass through land 
margins, and normal flow is explicitly set to zero. The resulting mass imbalance 
around closed land boundaries is the dominant signal in the inverse model. 
Figure 4.4 ilustrates the model grid near a continental boundary. The thermal 
wind and Ekman transport values are explicitly set to zero on the land grid 
points (U1,4, V1,4). Therefore, the source of the mass imbalance is the thermal 
wind and Ekman transports on the ocean grid points. This results in the 
divergence operator as exactly 
V • T = (U2 — JA) + (U3 — 	 + (V3 — V2) + RI) —0) (4.13) 
V2 0 	 0 	 0 
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0 	 0 
Figure 4.4: Velocity and divergence grid (as specified in figure 4.1 ) near a con- 
tinental boundary (shaded). U2,3 and V2,3 are the optimaly interpolated, depth-
integrated, thermal wind and Ekman transports. 
with U representing normal flow (thermal wind + Ekman transport), and V 
representing paralel flow to the western boundary. 
The only location that mass adjustment can occur is through reference 
transports of the ocean grid points. The simplest solution of this situation 
would be for the reference transports to equal the negative of the thermal wind 
and Ekman transports, however this establishes large mass imbalances in 
neighbouring boxes. Thus, a local solution is not feasible and a global solution 
involving al grid points is required. The least squares solution over the global 
domain turns some of the normal transport (U) into paralel transport (V) 
along the boundary reducing the signal propagated back into the interior of the 
ocean. From figure 4.4, one can see how the diferent boundary orientations wil 
afect the divergence calculation of equation 4.13. 
In most models of circulation, vorticity is destroyed in western boundary 
currents [Rhines and Young 1982; Rhines 1983; Gil 1982]. It therefore does not 
make sense to try to conserve vorticity in these regions. As most boundary 
currents do not extend further than 2° from the coast [Boland and Church 1981; 
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1 	 2 	 3 	 4 • • 	 • 	 • 
1 	 2 	 3 	 4 0 	 0 	 0 	 0 
5 	 6 	 7 	 8 • • 	 • 	 • 
5 	 6 	 7 	 8 0 	 o 	 0 	 0 
9 • 10 • 11 • 12 • 
Figure 4.5: Example grid locations for a 3x4 area, i = 1 .. 3, j = 1 .. 4. Solid 
and open circles are as defined in figure 4.2. 
U V 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
1 -1 1 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 -1 1 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 -1 1 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
4 1 0 0 -1 1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 0 0 1 1 0 0 
6 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 0 0 1 1 0 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 -1 0 0 1 1 
8 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 -1 1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 1 0 0 1 
Table 4.1: The structure of the divergence part of Matrix A for the example 
grid shown in figure 4.5. Rows correspond to divergence grid locations, columns 
correspond to transport grid locations for U and V components respectively. 
Note: The above matrix is written in ful notation, in sparse form al of the zero 
elements are removed. 
Evans et al. 1983; Toole and Warren 1993], vorticity was only conserved on 
interior grid points further than 2° away from the coast. Although excluding 
coastal gridpoints from the conservation of linear vorticity slightly reduces the 
number of equations, it is physicaly more rigorous. 
4.3.1 Building the Inverse Model 
Using the example grid ilustrated in figure 4.5 and equation 4.5 (cartesian 
co-ordinates), the A matrix takes the form outlined by Table 4.1. This is 
generated by moving from grid cel to grid cel, from west to east, and from 
north to south. 
Looking at row 1 of Table 4.1, the divergence equation 4.5 assuming 
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Ax = Ay = .5, is written as 	 + U2 — U5 + U6 — 	 V2 + + V6 . Moving 
from grid cel to grid cel, one can see how matrix A is constructed. Several 
points need to be highlighted about Table 4.1. The matrix positions (row,col), 
U(4,1), U(4A, V(4,1), V(4,5), U(8,5), U(8,9), V(8,5), V(8,9) represent the 
divergence calculation that continues the circulation from east to west, i.e. 
divergences 4 and 8 in figure 4.5. Under the spherical coordinate system, the 
position of the elements does not change, but there is a factor of Rslino 
introduced. This matrix has a good diagonal shape, which increases the ease 
the problem can be solved, because the inversion is non-singular. 
Folowing the same procedure for linear vorticity with equation 4.12 
generates two diagonal sub-matrices. One with --f-81 as the diagonal /311Rsin0 
elements for the U component matrix and (—f-191-f + 1) as the diagonal fi FT R ao 
elements for the V component matrix. 
The ful A matrix is generated by combining the four sub-matrices 
discussed above as outlined in equation 4.14 
ay ay  
ail 	1 )31. R o (4.14) 
 
The final shape of matrix A, with land grid points removed, is ilustrated in 
figure 4.6. 
From figure 4.6, the U and V components of the matrix are easily 
distinguished. The divergence equations occupy the top two sub-matrices, and 
the vorticity equations generate the lower sub-matrices. In the top part of the 
matrix, the grid locations involved in recirculating the transport from east to 
west are visible as the line of 50 dots on the lower diagonal in the two upper 
sub-matrices. The solid lines in each half of the matrix have width 2 separated 
by 358 columns. In the vorticity component part of the matrix, the elements are 
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0 	 0.5 	 1 	 1.5 	 2 	 2.5 
nz . 135006 	 x 104 
Figure 4.6: Location of non-zero elements in matrix A (26,945 rows, 28,480 cols). 
diagonal with rows and columns associated with land removed. 
The total size of this matrix is 26,945 x 28,480. The first 14,458 rows are 
associated with the divergence equations, and the remaining 12,487 rows 
represent the vorticity equations. The number of columns is divided evenly 
between the u and v components of unknown reference transport, with 14,240 
columns associated with each component. The equations are written from the 
south-eastern' corner of the model domain, moving eastward across the model 
domain before moving north across the model domain. The discontinuities, for 
example near the top of the matrix are caused by removing rows (equations) 
and columns (unknown reference transports) that are associated with model 
grid points that are over the Antarctic land mass. Al rows and columns 
associated with land masses are removed from the matrix. It is clear that 
matrix A is indeed sparse with only 135,006 non-zero elements, requiring only 
1Mb of storage using sparse matrix techniques. 
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4.4 The Inverse Solution 
"Inverse theory is simply the set of methods used to extract useful inferences 
about the world from physical measurements" [Menke 1984]. There are many 
inverse techniques available, each with their strengths and limitations in 
analysing data. In this section, a brief review is given of the inverse technique 
relevant to this thesis and no attempt is made to review al inverse techniques. 
Solution of the inverse problem requires the determination of the U and V 
components of the unknown reference transport using the dynamical constraints 
of conservation of mass and linear vorticity, given the divergence of thermal 
wind transport, Ekman transport and windstress curl. In matrix notation 
equations 4.3 and 4.12 are written as 
Ax B 	 (4.15) 
where 	 x 	 [Ur:1; • • • ; Ur:iv ,14:1; • • ; Vr:N]'r is a column vector of 
the unknown reference transports. 
B = [divi, 	 , divN, cur 	 , curl NIT' is a column vector 
of the known data field 
A= MxN matrix representation of equations 4.3 and 4.12. 
By having fewer equations than unknown reference transports, the matrix 
system shown in equation 4.15 is singular and does not provide enough 
information to uniquely determine a solution, i.e. an underdetermined problem. 
Therefore, there are an infinite number of solutions to equation 4.15. The key 
task is to choose the "best" solution from the infinite number of available 
solutions. 
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To select a unique solution, the model parameters are statisticaly 
constrained to the solution that generates the smalest model norm, I IxTx' I, 
while solving the equations to within the required noise level, i.e., the smalest 
residual norm I I (B — Ax)T (B — Ax)I . The smalest model norm solution is also 
the simplest solution. The initial guess of the reference transports was set to 
zero (UR,f = VRef = 0) so the smalest model norm is the solution that 
generates the smalest reference transports. As a consequence, the reference 
level must be carefuly chosen. It has been generaly accepted that the ACC in 
the Southern Ocean extends throughout the water column, so the bottom 
reference assumption is likely to be acceptable [Savchenko et al. 1978; Calahan 
1971]. In other regions of the world's oceans, such as subtropical regions, the 
bottom reference assumption may not be acceptable [Wunsch et al. 1983]. 
Equation 4.15 can be solved using singular value decomposition (SVD) of 
the matrix A. Any matrix can be written as A = U AV where U is the matrix of 
eigenvectors that span the data space and UUT = / (the identity matrix). 
Similarly, V is a matrix of eigenvectors that span the model parameter space 
and VTV = I. The matrix A is a diagonal eigenvalue matrix whose diagonal 
elements are non-negative and are caled singular values Menke [1984]. Using 
SVD, the solution to equation 4.15 can be written 
x = VA-14Tb 	 (4.16) 
In the underdetermined problem, the number of non-zero eigenvalues 
cannot exceed the number of equations. Usualy, some of the equations are 
dependent, so the number of non-zero eigenvalues is less than the number of 
equations. The problem of determining how many eigenvalues to include is the 
problem of determining the rank of A. As additional eigenvalues are added to 
the solution, the norm of the residuals decreases, but the model norm 
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Figure 4.7: Residual Norm versus Solution Norm for varying rank (from Lawson 
and Hanson [1974]) 
increases-this later norm is not the desired solution. The chosen solution for the 
inverse model is the one that minimises both the residual norm and the model 
norm. 
The trade-of between the residual norm and the model norm is ilustrated 
by plotting them against each other as each additional eigenvalue is included, as 
shown by Figure 4.7. The optimal solution is near the knee of the curve (1O- 
in figure 4.7), where the residual norm has been reduced to an acceptable level 
without generating an excessively large model norm. This is known as the 
Levenberg-Marquardt stabilisation method [Lawson and Hanson 1974; Rintoul 
1988]. 
However, to solve equation 4.15 using SVD, matrix A must be 
manipulated as a ful matrix. In this thesis, the ful form of matrix A would 
require over 6 Gbytes of memory and is beyond the capabilities of our current 
computer systems. There are several approaches available that reduce matrix A 
to a manageable size. The total inverse problem can be broken into several .t 
smaler sub-matrices, each of which is solved separately using SVD. 
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Alternatively, sparse matrix methods can be implemented. If the system was 
broken into smaler sub-matrices, the global mass conserving properties of the 
system over al regions could be lost. To maintain the global mass conservation 
of the system, without having to resort to iterative procedures, sparse matrix 
techniques were used. 
Sparse matrix algebra alows the manipulation of matrix problems where 
most of the matrix elements are zero. Using sparse procedures, a diagonal 
matrix 28,000 x 28,000 uses only 224 kbytes of memory compared to over 6 
Gbytes needed for storage of the ful matrix. Unfortunately, there are 
limitations on the types of problems that can be solved. For example, the direct 
inversion of a sparse matrix usualy results in a ful matrix. 
Using the criterion of minimised residual and model norm alows the 
definition of a cost function which is a measure of the goodness of fit of the 
model to the data. The cost function is defined as 
L  = eTe f2xTx (4.17) 
where 	 e 	 = the residuals (B — Ax), 
so er e is the norm of the residuals to be minimised. 
xTx = the model norm 
= damping factor. 
By minimising L with respect to x (i.e., minimising e), the least squares 
estimator of x is 
x = [AT A + 	 1 ATB (4.18) 
This solution is known as the damped least squares solution of equation 4.15 
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[Menke 1984]. The diferent solutions generated by varying c in equation 4.18 is 
broadly analogous to choosing the rank of the SVD solution. The damping 
factor c controls the relative importance of the residual norm to the model 
norm. If e is smal, the solution minimises the residual norm at the cost of large 
model norm, conversely, a large E solution generates smal model norm at the 
expense of a large residual norm. Determining the appropriate 6 that results in 
the best solution, consistent with errors, is achieved by solving the system of 
equations many times, varying c for each solution and plotting the resulting 
model norm against the residual norm. This generates a similar plot to the 
Levenberg-Marquardt method outlined above, and the "best" solution is near 
the knee of the plot. 
Weighting 
Before solving the inverse problem, the equations are usualy scaled by a 
weighting matrix W, to give each equation its correct relative importance and 
1 
to remove the efects of units [Wunsch 1978; Rintoul 1988]. This can be carried 
out while determining the solution by using the weighted damped least squares 
solution to equation 4.15 [Menke 1984], written as 
x = [ATWA + 621]-1ATWB 	 (4.19) 
In matrix A, the units of the divergence of transport are m s-1-, while the 
units of vorticity are m2 s-1. These diference of units are removed by 
normalising the equations using the weighting matrix W, where W is a diagonal 
matrix with the top half of the diagonal matrix using the variance of the 
divergence field (4) and the bottom half diagonal using the variance of the 
vorticity field (4). The weight matrix can be written as 
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w= (4.20) 
The relative importance of each equation can also be controled by W. As 
discussed above, it is required to solve the conservation of mass constraints to a 
higher degree of accuracy than the vorticity constraint so the mass constraint 
has more influence on the solution. The relative importance of the conservation 
of mass and vorticity constraints can be controled by the introduction of a 
scaling factor a into the weighting matrix W. 
w= 01 acq 
(4.21) 
By increasing a, the relative importance of the vorticity equations decrease and 
vice versa. 
Using sparse matrix manipulation as implemented in the 
Matlabacomputing environment, equation 4.19 is solved using Gaussian 
elimination with pivoting, which, for the ful inverse problem, takes 
approximately 30 minutes to compute. 
Errors 
The covariance matrix of the solution gives an estimate of the precision 
associated with the solution. The covariance matrix of the weighted, damped 
least squares solution is expressed as 
[c0,v x] = [AT we A + f211]-1 AT w ei olta {[ATWeA €2.1.]-1ATWeiT (4.22) 
where aLta is the variance of the divergence and vorticity fields and /1 and 12 
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are identity Matrices of diferent dimensions having the same dimensions only 
when matrix A is square. This involves the calculation of the inverse of the 
[ATW, A + c21] matrix. Because the inverse of a sparse matrix is a ful matrix, 
the calculation of covariance results in a ful matrix (28,480 x 28,480 elements), 
requiring 6,488 Mb to store. As the covariance matrix is symmetric, iterative 
procedures exist that alow the generation of the top half of the covariance 
matrix. However as this stil requires 3,244 Mb of storage, it is stil beyond 
available computer resources. 
The covariance matrix is also very sensitive to the choice of c with smal 
changes in c giving large changes to the covariance matrix and hence the 
precisions. This makes the computation of the error field unstable and with the 
computer resburces required, this covariance matrix was not calculated. 
Therefore, unfortunately there are no precision estimates available from the 
inverse solution, which is the trade of to solving the entire system 
simultaneously and maintaining the global mass conservation of the model. 
Choosing the solution 
As explained above, the "best" solution to the inverse problem using equation 
4.19 is determined by plotting the model norm against the residual norm for 
varying c, as shown in figure 4.8, similar to the Levenberg-Marquardt 
stabilisation method. As e increases, the cost function (equation 4.17) increases 
the weighting of the model norm and the solution gets smaler while the residual 
norm increases (top left of solid line in figure 4.8 with c = ma- 41/). As c 
decreases, the cost function downweights the model norm and the solution size 
increases as the residual size decreases (bottom right of solid line in figure 4.8, 
e = nzali). The "best" solution is near the "knee" of the solid line of figure 4.8 imo,000 
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Figure 4.8: Plot of residual norm (I 	 — BID vs model norm (I lx11). Solid line 
ilustrates the efect of varying e. The .dashed line ilustrates the efect of changing 
weighting of the vorticity equations. The two vertical lines are solution norms 
for solution velocities of 1 and 2 cm s-1. Horizontal lines are residual norms of 
mass conservation of 1 Sv for the pure mass problem and 50% of the variance of 
vorticity. 
been minimised without alowing the model norm to grow excessively large. 
The other part to choosing the "best" solution to the inverse problem is 
selecting the Correct weighting matrix. As explained above, the weighting 
matrix, W, in equation 4.19, has two parts. A weighting for units and a 
weighting for relative importance of the equations. The weighting of the units is 
standard and ad and aL, do not change (see Table 4.4). The weighting of the 
relative importance of the equations can change by varying a. The dotted line 
in figure 4.8 shows the efect of changing a with constant € set to 	 —17121a0x00A As a 
increases the vorticity equations are downweighted and the solution tends to the 
simple mass conservation equation (bottom left of dotted curve, a = 1000). As 
a decreases the vorticity equations have more impact on the solution (top right 
of dotted curve, a = .01). 
The ful suite of curves for varying both a and f can been imagined by 
sliding the solid curve along the dotted curve, and vice versa which gives some 
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f r / 	if/(_2. L it 6.3 1 MO 
ad variance of divergence field 3.3x 1012 m s-1 
cr, variance of vorticity field 110 m2 s-1 
a 1.8 
Table 4.2: Damping and equation weightings used to generate the final solution. 
indication of the number of solutions available. The values used for the damping 
and equation weightings used to calculate the presented solution is summarised 
in Table 4.4. To have confidence in this solution, it is possible to set an upper 
limit on the model norm and a lower limit on the residual norm. 
The upper limit of the model norm estimates that the solution is broadly 
consistent with the ocean circulation and that the transports generated by the 
solution give realistic reference velocities. Bryden and Pilsbury [1977] 
estimated that in Drake Passage, possibly the location of the strongest currents 
in the Southern Ocean, the mean velocity at 2700 metres was 1.56±1.44 cm s-1. 
Solution reference velocities, that were on average 1 - 2cm s-1-, would translate 
to a model norm between 4.8 x103 and 9.6x 103 (see the vertical lines at the 
right hand edge of Figure 4.8). The model norm of the final solution, shown at 
the crossover of the two plots in Figure 4.8, generates velocities that are, on 
average, .5 cm s-1, a realistic bottom velocity given the measurements from 
Drake Passage. 
The lower limit of the residual norm is a guide to indicate when the 
solution is close to solving the system of equations to an expected accuracy. The 
expected accuracy depends on the noise of the data and the degree to which 
mass and vorticity are to be conserved. Further reducing the size of the residuals 
only serves to introduce the efects of data noise into the solution velocity fields. 
The horizontal line labeled 1 Sv in Figure 4.8, ilustrates the size of the residual 
norm when mass was conserved to 1 Sv within each grid cel for a purely mass 
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conserving Model. Given that the optimal mapping errors of the hydrographic 
data (see Figures 3.12 and 3.13) were generaly less than 0.5 Sv it was felt that 
a 1 Sv imbalance within each grid box was a realistic lower limit. The 50% line 
shows the residual norm when 50% of the vorticity variance is explained by the 
mass and vorticity conserving model, that is, only half the variation in the 
vorticity field is being solved for. This meant that the mass conservation 
equations were roughly twice as important to the solution as the vorticity 
equations. As wil be explained when discussing the solution, it was felt that 
when the importance of the vorticity equations was increased, unrealistic smal 
scale circulation due to bottom topography began to dominate the solution. 
The solution 
Figure 4.9 shows the combined transport due to thermal wind and Ekman 
transport (input, top panel), the inverse solution which represents the reference 
transports (middle panel), and the total combined transports (bottom panel) 
for the South Atlantic Ocean. The three transport pictures ilustrate the 
relatively smal changes that are necessary to make the input transport field 
conserve mass and weakly conserve vorticity. 
Most striking is how continuous the ACC appears in the total transport 
field. Also how the circulation on the continental shelf now obviously balances 
the circulation of the shelf. For example, at 40°S, 310°E in the input 
circulation (top panel), the outflow from the Brazil-Malvinas confluence is 
obviously missing the inflow of the Brazil and Malvinas currents to balance 
mass. The total circulation now has a mass circulation on the continental shelf 
that balances a slightly reduced outflow. Regions in the open ocean with 
obvious convergence or divergence of mass, i.e., 40°S, 322°E, the area of strong 
divergence of mass now appears smooth and continuous. The above examples 
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Figure 4.9: Atlantic sector of the model domain showing input thermal wind and 
Ekman transports (top), reference transports from the inverse model (middle), 
combined total transport (bottom) at 1° latitude x 20 longitude (Arrow lengths 
of 10 represent 4Sv). 
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are strong indications that the model is working wel and is consistent with 
expected oceanography. A ful description of the oceanographic implications is 
carried out in chapter 5. 
A further inspection of the quality of the solution can be made by 
comparing the divergence of the input thermal wind and Ekman transports to 
the divergence of the total transport (input transports plus inverse solution 
transports) as shown in figure 4.10. This shows that the model solution has 
explained the variance of the divergence field to within working accuracy. The 
size of the solution divergence field is a factor of 10-5 smaler than the input 
divergence field. Also, how much of the variability of the input field has been 
explained by the solution can be inspected by calculating the 70 value, defined 
as 
7.z2 _ 14  
IBI 
The 7?-2 value of the inverse solution of Figure 4.9-4.10 is 1 to within working 
precision, indicating that the solution is explaining most of the input divergence 
field variability. 
A further test of the quality of the solution can be carried out by 
examining the global conservation of mass in the model. The northern 
boundary at 30°S is the only location at which the model can gain and lose 
mass as the model is bounded to the south by Antarctica. Therefore, the total 
integrated transport across 30°S should be close to zero if global mass is 
conserved. Figure 4.11 presents the integrated total transport across 30°S 
around the globe starting from 0°E, that is, the mass transported into and out 
of the model domain across 30°S. A ful discussion of the implications this has 
on the oceanography is presented in chapter 5 with a brief discussion given 
below. Moving east, mass is transported out of the model domain by a 
(4.23) 
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Figure 4.10: Divergence of the thermal wind + Ekman transport (top, 10-5 ms-1) 
and the divergence of the total transport field (bottom, 10-11 ms-1) 
northward transport of water on the west coast of Africa. On the east coast of 
Africa, the Agulhas current transports mass south into the model domain. 
Further east, the Indian Ocean transports mass northward and  then southward 
before the Leeuwin boundary current system transports mass  north and then 
south. Similar boundary currents and subtropical gyre circulations can be 
identified in the Pacific and Atlantic Ocean and closely represent observed 
circulations for those regions. From figure 4.11 it is clear that mass is conserved 
over the model domain. The degree to which global mass is conserved depends 
on how accurately the mass conservation equations have been solved. When the 
mass conservation equations are solved more accurately (smaler  €), the 
individual cel mass conservation approaches zero and is typicaly less than 2 Sv 
in the final solution. Because the solution has been solved to this rms residual 
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Figure 4.11: Integrated total transport (thermal + Ekman + reference, Sv) across 
the northern boundary of the model domain. Positive values = northward trans-
port. 
for mass, the divergence in the individual cels is randomly distributed, so that 
over the model domain, the sum of the divergence imbalances, hence the global 
mass conserva tion, is also close to zero. In the inverse model solution, the global 
mass imbalance across 30°E is less than 1 Sv. 
Figure 4.12 presents the total circulation for the inverse model that only 
conserves mass (top), conserves mass and weakly conserves vorticity (middle) 
and the diference between the two (bottom). At first inspection, there appears 
to be very little diference. However, there is a slight rotation of the large scale 
eddy circulations such as the Agulhas Current. A greater diference between the 
two circulations could have been achieved by increasing the importance of the 
vorticity equations. Unfortunately, because of the roughness of the topography, 
the short length scale topographic gradients started to introduce unrealistic 
smal scale circulations, by trying to conserve vorticity On contours of ff. By 
including the'vorticity equations, although the diference between the two 
solution is smal, the inverse problem approached being evenly determined, and 
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Figure 4.12: Comparison between an inverse model that conserves mass only (top) 
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so was not as il-posed as with just the mass conservation equations. 
Several problems are encountered when the transports are converted into 
velocities. At grid locations bordering land, several of the velocities are 
calculated to be in excess of 10 m 	 Several strong boundary currents have 
surface velocities in excess of 2 m s' (EAC [Boland and Church 1981], Agulhas 
current [Grundlingh 1980]), suggesting that velocities greater than 10 m s-1 is 
unrealistic. These excessive velocities are mainly a result of shalow topography. 
By solving the inverse model for depth-integrated transports, the model has no 
information about the topography. Therefore, the depth-integrated transports 
associated with continental shelf regions wil be smaler than open ocean 
transports due to the depth of the water column. Because the inverse model is 
trying to find a solution that minimises the model norm, the model makes smal 
changes to smal coastal transports rather than large changes to large 
transports. With coastal depth often less than 20 metres, a relatively smal 
transport ch ange of 1 Sy generates velocities of 1 m s. 
Another contributing factor to generating transport changes in coastal 
regions is the land boundary condition. At grid cels adjacent to land cels, 
normal circulation is either rotated into paralel or return flow as explained in 
section 4.3. This divergence mass at adjacent cels is the largest adjustment 
made by the inverse solution, often generating relatively large transport changes 
at coastal regions where the ocean depths are shalow. 
The excessive reference velocities generated by the processes outlined 
above usualy only occur at grid points directly adjacent to land and the 
transports associated with these velocities have little efect on the overal 
transport calculations. However, velocities larger than 2 m s-1 are removed 
from subsequent presentations of model results. 
This chapter has outlined an inverse model of the Southern Ocean that 
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conserves mass and weakly conserves vorticity. The inverse model uses finite 
diference techniques to conserve mass for the Southern Ocean given a 
divergence of mass field, calculated from the thermal wind and Ekman 
transports calculated in chapter 3. The inverse model also conserves linear 
vorticity given the curl of the windstress and the gradient of the topography 
over the model domain. The inverse model has very simple boundary conditions 
and has no circulation constraints applied to it. 
In order to maintain the global mass conservation property of the model, 
the entire model domain is solved simultaneously using weighted damped least 
squares. While maintaining the global mass conservation of the model, it is 
dificult to compute associated errors of the circulation. The presented solution 
was determined by solving the model many times, each time varying the 
weighting of the equations (a), or the damping factor (c). The final solution was 
the solution that minimised the residual norm and the solution norm. 
By inspection of the total circulation of the Southern Ocean, the inverse 
model appears to have generated a reference circulation that gives a realistic 
total circulation. Just how accurate this circulation is, wil be discussed in 
chapter 5. 
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Chapter 5 
Southern Ocean Circulation 
This chapter describes the implications the inverse solution, calculated in the 
previous chapter using the weightings outlined in table 4.4, has on the 
integrated mass transport of the Southern Ocean. The solution is compared 
with in-situ observations, previous inverse studies and a high resolution 
numerical model. These comparisons show that while the pointwise velocities 
are smaler than observed velocities, there is a high qualitative agreement 
between the observations and Southern Ocean inverse model (SOINV). The 
location of the ACC, western boundary currents such as the Agulhas, Brazil 
and EAC, and subtropical gyres in the SOINV are in strong agreement with 
observed locations of these circulation features. 
Section 5.1 conducts a qualitative analysis between the SOINV circulation 
and insitu observations. A quantitative comparison is conducted in sections 5.2 
and 5.3 by comparing vertical sections to in-situ observations across 30°S, Drake 
Passage and south of Africa and Australia. These comparisons show that the 
SOINV eastward mass transport is approximately 70% of the accepted eastward 
transport estimate and that the SOINV estimate of transport across 300S fals 
within the range of estimates for transport across 30°S in the three ocean basins. 
Using the reference transports generated by the SOINV, a three 
dimensional velocity field can be generated, that is consistent with the 
observations and conserves mass over the total water column. Using this three, 
dimensional velocity field, the surface velocities and dynamic height of the 
Southern Ocean are compared to observations. The velocity field also alows for 
the investigation of the existence of the Deacon Cel, something not usualy 
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possible from observational data. 
5.1 Depth Integrated Circulation 
The mass coserying, depth-integrated transport (thermal wind Ekman 
reference) is Shown in figure 5.1. This figure could be compared to figure 1 in 
Nowlin and Klinck [1986], in reality figure 1 of Nowlin and Klinck [1986] only 
depicts the surface velocities relative to 1000 dbar. A comparison between the 
SOINV surface velocities and Nowlin and Klinck [1986] is carried out in section 
5.7. 
The circulation depicted in figure 5.1 has al the major components of 
Southern Ocean circulation. The ACC can be seen circulating around the globe, 
strongly controled by topography. Boundary currents, both eastern and 
western, are present entering and leaving the model domain in al three ocean 
basins. It is also possible to see basin-scale, subtropical gyres entering and 
leaving the model domain in the three ocean basins. 
The main feature within the Indian Ocean sector (top panel figure 5.1) is 
the ACC and Agulhas current systems. The ACC enters from the west, is 
directed north by the south-west Indian Ridge before dividing into two streams 
around the Crozet Plateau. The southern jet is smaler in magnitude and 
rejoins the main jet by flowing around and over the Kerguelen Plateau at 49°S, 
60°E, 51°S, 72°E, 58°S,79°E and 66°E, 82°E, which coincides with the north 
and south extent of the plateau and two channels through the plateau. The 
northern jet of the ACC merges with the outflow of the Agulhas current system 
and flows across the Crozet Basin at approximately 42°S. Across the basin there 
are several smal ofshoots that turn north and flow out of the model domain. It 
is thought that these ofshoots form the southern branch of the Indian 
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Figure 5.1: Total depth-integrated transport (Thermal wind + Ekman + Ref-
erence Transport) at a resolution of 10 lat x 2° long, l'in = 4 Sv ) for model 
domain ploted over model bathymetry (metres). 
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Figure 5.2: Schematic representation of the size and direction  of the circulation 
through Crozet Basin (from Park et al. [1993]) compared to the SOINV circula-
tion. 
the western boundary current. This northward movement of water away from 
the ACC has been reported by Park et al. [1993] and Fine [1994] among others. 
Park et al. [1993] investigated the circulation of the Crozet Basin and developed 
a schematic representation for the resultant circulation, which is compared to 
the SOINV circulation of the same area in figure 5.2. The location of the main 
jet of the ACC is almost identical with several smaler streams to the south of 
the main jet. Park et al. [1993] resolved five smal ofshoots, four which enter 
the Indian Ocean, and a fifth crossing the Mid-Indian Ridge north of 
Amsterdam Island. By the smal scale eddies drawn into the schematic by Park 
et al. [1993], it appears that they had dificulty resolving the circulation north of 
the ACC, which suggests that the region is eddy rich. Because of these eddies, 
the schematic and the SOINV circulation cannot be expected to exactly match. 
However, the SOINV circulation, which uses al observations within the region, 
confirms that Park et al. [1993] extracted the key elements of the circulation in 
the Crozet Basin with the limited amount of data available to them. From the 
SOINV circulation, in figure 5.2 it appears that the 4000 metre contour between 
Amsterdam and Kerguelen Islands is responsible for the deflection of most of 
the northward moving water away from the ACC. 
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The main jet of the ACC crosses the ridge between Amsterdam and 
Kerguelen Islands at 45°S and continues southeast, directed by the Southeast 
Indian Ridge, before entering the Australian-Antarctic Basin at 48°S, 80°E (see 
figure 5.2). In the Australian-Antarctic Basin, the main ACC jet is less 
concentrated with several smal jets joining the main jet. Between 100°E and 
130°E, the ACC is a concentrated jet controled very strongly by the 
Indian-Antarctic Ridge. At approximately 130°E, the main current breaks into 
two jets, north and south of the ridge, possibly influenced by the 
Australian-Antarctic Discordance between 125°and 130°E. The ACC 
re-intensifies east of 140°E as the southern jet is forced north over the 
Australian-Antarctic Ridge at 142°E and rejoins the northern jet that is forced 
south by the Tasman Plateau. This intensification of the ACC is somewhat 
curious, as the southern jet has been forced back over the Austra lian-Antarctic 
Ridge for no apparent reason. One possible explanation is the desire of the 
circulation to flow along contours of 	 As the southern jet flows south, east of 
the Australian-Antarctic Discordance, the Coriolis parameter is decreasing. 
Combined with the increased depth H of the basin, both serve to decrease #1. 
The only way to conserve vorticity is for the circulation to flow north, or over 
shalower topography, so the circulation turns north west, crosses the 
Australian-Antarctic Ridge, and rejoins the northern branch of the ACC. The 
intense jet continues east, spreading out across the southern extent of the 
Tasman Basin before encountering the Macquarie Ridge. 
The Agulhas Current is depicted as a very intense circulation that enters 
the model domain very close to the African coastline and continues to remain 
very close to the shelf break. This association with the shelf break is consistent 
with the work by Toole and Raymer [1985] and Toole and Warren [1993] who 
found that there is a strong correlation between the location of the main 
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Agulhas jet and the shelf break. The main jet continues to folow the 
continental shelf around Cape Agulhas and Cape of Good Hope before breaking 
away from the continent and returning as a strong counter current. There are 
two major regions where the Agulhas separates from the coast, at 33°S, 18°E 
and 36°S, 229E, the eastern separation being the most intense. This separation 
of the Agulhas forms two large eddy like circulations, known as the Agulhas 
Retroflection. The region of these eddies is very dynamic and most in-situ 
measurements usualy depict more than two eddies in this region. 
Gordon [1985] presents the results of a cruise through the Agulhas 
Retroflection in December 1983, which shows three main eddies in this region. 
Figure 5.3 compares the depth of the 10°C isotherm measured during the cruise 
to the SOINV circulation. The 100 isotherm is a strong indication of circulation 
of the region. The location of the eastern eddy is almost identical in both the 
SOINV and the data with the jet leaving the continental shelf break at 21°E. It 
is thought that this is the main separation path of the Agulhas, a hypothesis 
confirmed by the SOINV circulation which shows the most intense separation of 
the Agulhas in this region. 
In the location of the SOINV's western eddy, the in-situ data shows two 
eddies that are not as intense as the eastern eddy suggesting that they are 
spinofs from the main retroflection at 22°E [Gordon 1985]. The diference 
between the two circulations is most likely due to the number of observations. 
The data presented by Gordon [1985] presents a snap shot of the circulation, 
the SOINV circulation includes al the data of the region and represents the 
mean circulation. The western eddy in the SOINV circulation is probably a 
result of combining al observations of spinof eddies that break away from the 
main Agulhas current. Once they have broken of, the eddies only travel slowly 
westward, remaining in the area of the SOINV's western eddy for a reasonable 
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Figure 5.3: Results from December 1983 cruise reported by Gordon [1985] show-
ing depth in metres of 10°C surface compared to the SOINV circulation for the 
same region. The 10°C surface bears a linear relation with sea-surface dynamic 
topography, relative to 1500 dbar [Gordon 1985]. 
amount of time (it would be impossible from this study to estimate how long). 
Then, the eddies either break out of the region and travel further to the west 
relatively quickly, making their observation by in-situ data more rare, or they 
dissipate and are lost to the surrounding ocean somehow. If this is the case, 
then the western eddy generated in the SOINV circulation is a mean circulation 
of spinof eddies that have been observed in the area. 
On the eastern boundary of the Indian Ocean, the Leeuwin Current 
generated by the SOINV appears as the cyclonic eddy of the coast of Western 
Australia. The Leeuwin Current was, until recently, thought  to be a seasonal 
current possibly changing direction throughout the year. Recent work by Smith 
et al. [1991] has shown that there is seasonal variation superimposed on a 
continuously poleward flowing current with an average transport of 5 Sv. The 
Leeuwin Current is a very shalow, saline, surface current, with an equatorward 
flowing undercurrent. The Leeuwin Current's origin is much further north of the 
SOINV's northern boundary somewhere near the north west coast of Australia 
[Godfrey and Ridgway 1985; Cresswel 1991; Smith et al. 1991]. 
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In the Pacific sector (middle panel of figure 5.1), the location of the ACC 
continues to be controled by the underlying topography. The ACC spils over 
the Macquarie Ridge at 54°S, 160°E as a narrow, concentrated jet before 
spreading out into the southwest Pacific Basin. At 175°E, the ACC splits into 
two distinct cores. The southern and strongest jet, continues along the northern 
flank of the Pacific-Antarctic Ridge being forced north as it travels east. The 
northern jet flows along the eastern edge of the Campbel Plateau until 49°S, 
where it meets southward moving water and turns east to rejoin the main jet 
between 190°- 200°E. Heath [1981] measured a similar flow pattern when 
investigating the circulation around southern New Zealand. Figure 5.4 shows 
the comparison between the dynamic heights measured by Heath [1981] and the 
SOINV circulation for the same region. The ACC is seen entering in the 
southwest with dynamic height ranging from 0.6-1.1 dynamic metres. The main 
jet of the ACC then moves south and out of Heath's area of research before 
reappearing in the southeast. The breakaway jet is depicted by the 1.0 to 1.1 
dm contours moving north around the Campbel Plateau before turning east to 
meet with the main jet further east. 
The location of the northward flowing SOINV circulation is nearly 
identical to the results presented by Heath [1981]. interestingly, the SOINV 
circulation developed a region of almost no flow centred at 54°S, 181°E which 
coincides with the region in Heath [1981] results where the gradient of dynamic 
height is also very smal. Also the SOINV circulation has generated an 
anti-cyclonic circulation centred at 47°S, 190°E that does not appear explicitly 
in the dynamic height contour. Heath [1981] does show a hint of the circulation 
with the curvature of the dotted contour in this region, however, he does not 
have suficient data to resolve the circulation adequately. 
Slightly east of 200°E, the ACC intensifies and crosses the 
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Figure 5.4: Contours of dynamic height (dynamic metres)  of the sea surface 
relative to 1000 dbars [Heath 1981] compared to SOINV circulation around New 
Zealand. 
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Pacific-Antarctic Ridge through the Eltanin and Udintsev Fracture Zones. After 
crossing the ridge, the ACC continues to flow zonaly across the southeast 
Pacific Basin before converging to flow through Drake Passage. While crossing 
the Pacific Antarctic Ridge, it seems likely that topographic efects steer some 
of the circulation northward away from the ACC. Flow on the western side of 
the ridge continues northward and joins with the Pacific Su bt ropical gyre that 
flows out of the model domain between 220°E and 260°E. Ci (ilation on the 
eastern side of the Pacific-Antarctic Ridge continues north but crosses the 
Chalenger Fracture zone to form a northward flowing Chile-Peru Current. This 
is consistent with reported observations [Reid 1973; Toole et al. 1995], although 
it has been reported that there is a strong subsurface counter current [Wooster 
and Gilmartin 1961; Silva and Neshyba 1979], which moves  high salinity, low 
oxygen water poleward. How this and other subsurface currents move mass, 
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heat, salt and freshwater around the oceans is discussed in the next chapter. 
The SOINV generated, Tasman Sea circulation contains a large eddy and 
boundary current representation of the EAC. The EAC is the western boundary 
current of the Pacific Subtropical gyre [Hamon 1970] originating north of 25°S. 
The EAC flows south down the coast of Australia, separating from the coast 
between 31°S and 33°S, the exact location of separation changing with time 
[Mulhearn 1987]. Boland and Church [1981] investigated the EAC in 1978 and 
found that of the water that separates from the coast, some flowed north to 
recirculate back into the EAC, while the remainder continued east across the 
Tasman Sea to flow north of New Zealand. Stramma et al. [1995] in their 
investigation of South Pacific circulation developed the schematic shown at the 
top panel of figure 5.5, which shows the main jet of the EAC separating from 
the coast and then meandering across the Tasman Sea to flow north of New 
Zealand. The SOINV circulation (bottom-right panel figure 5.5) has generated 
a recirculation cel that is too strong, possibly the result of being close to the 
boundary of the model domain. However, from the work by Boland and Church 
[1981] it is not uncommon to have a wel developed recirculation cel in this 
region, as shown by the bottom left panel of figure 5.5. It is worth noting that 
the SOINV circulation generates a weak northward flowing current very close to 
the Australian coast south of 32°S. This northward flowing current has been 
observed in raw hydrographic data [Boland and Church 1981; Cresswel and 
Legeckis 1986] and is hinted at in the bottom left panel of figure 5.5 with the 
170 - 200 dynamic height contours originating from further south before 
entering the main eddy. 
The circulation pattern shown in the bottom-right panel of figure 5.5 also 
shows an approximate location of the Tasman Front. In the SOINV circulation, 
a line can be drawn from the northern tip of Tasmania, to the northern tip of 
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Figure 5.5: Schematic representation of the circulation of  the EAC across the 
Tasman Sea (top) compared to the dynamic height contours (dynamic centime-
tres) near the separation point of the EAC from Boland and Church [1981] and 
SOINV circulation for the Tasman Sea. 
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New Zealand, where water to the north flows north around New Zealand, and 
water to the south flows around the southern tip of New Zealand, with a weak 
circulation cel centred at 43°S, 164°E. The location of this front is further 
south than the frontal location depicted by Reid [1986] and Mulhearn [1987], 
however, they defined the front from the sudden change in surface temperature 
and not by direction of flow. 
As the outflow of the EAC flows across the Tasman Sea and north of New 
Zealand, some of the circulation turns north and out of the model domain. This 
northward flowing water is thought to recirculate back into the EAC as 
proposed by Ridgway and Godfrey [1994]. The remaining EAC outflow 
continues down the eastern side of New Zealand, around the Chatham Rise to 
join either the northward arm of the ACC that has circulated north around the 
Campbel Plateau, as discussed above, or the South Pacific gyre (see figure 5.4). 
The South Pacific gyre is discussed in detail by Reid [1986], who not that the 
centre of the gyre moves south down through the water column. At the surface, 
the centre is located wel north of the model domain at 18°S, 195°E but moves 
to the edge of the model domain at 3000 db to 30°S, 200°E. This means the 
model domain only contains the southern part of the gyre, which appears to 
enter the model domain between 180°E to 218°E and leaves between 220°E and 
260°E, consistent with the description given by Reid [1986]. 
Peterson and Stramma [1991] produced a schematic representation of the 
circulation, shown in figure 5.6, which can be used to compare the SOINV's 
circulation (bottom panel of figure 5.1). The ACC enters the South Atlantic 
through Drake Passage, is forced north by the Scotia Ridge where, at 50°S, it 
turns east and flows zonaly before entering the Indian sector of the Southern 
Ocean at 48°S. A little surprisi ngly, the topography of the 1\441-Atlantic Ridge 
does not seem to afect the ACC as dramaticaly as the Paci lie-Antarctic Ridge. 
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The Malvinas (Falkland) Current flows north over the shalow South American 
Continental Shelf around the Falkland Islands until 40°S, where it meets the 
southward flowing Brazil Current and forms the region of ocean known as the 
Brazil-Malvinas Confluence. The circulation of the Brazil-Malvinas confluence 
is complex and highly variable [Gordon and Greengrove 1986; Nowlin and 
Klinck 1986; Peterson and Stramma 1991; Bianchi et al. 1993; Garzoli 1993]. 
The Brazil Current is the western boundary current for the South Atlantic 
subtropical gyre and originates near 15°S [Peterson and Stramma 1991]. Some 
observations of the circulation associated with the Brazil-Malvinas confluence 
are compared to the SOINV circulation in figure 5.7. These features al show a 
northward &ming Malvinas current meeting the southward flowing Brazil 
current on the continental shelf between 40°S and 34°S. The combined jet 
moves ofshore at 38°S out into the Atlantic. There are two recirculation cels 
north and south of the outflow. The southern cel, centred at 46°S, 305°E, 
appears to be confined by the bathymetry of the Argentine Basin. The northern 
cel centred at 37°S, 311°E is formed by the Brazil-Malvinas outflow moving 
north to 35°S before turning east to cross the Atlantic Ocean. 
The eastern South Atlantic circulation is dominated by circulation 
associa,ted with the Agulhas, the Agulhas Retroflection and Benguela Current 
around South Africa. The SOINV circulation shows an Agulhas Current that 
folows the continental shelf break around South Africa before returning as a 
counter current as discussed above. The Benguela Current is thought to be the 
eastern boundary current of the south Atlantic subtropical gyre and originates 
of the Cape of Good Hope [Peterson and Stramma 1 991]. It appears that the 
SOINV circulation is some mean mixture of the Benguela Current, the Agulhas 
Current and many eddies that pinch of from the Agulhas current, a result of 
smoothing over al observations of the region. The southern South Atlantic 
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Figure 5.6: A schematic of the circulation of the South Atlantic developed by 
Peterson and Stramma [1991]. 
contains a weak Weddel Sea Gyre which circulates in a cyclonic diection south 
of 60°S. The Weddel Sea is the main site of bottom water production that flows 
down the continental slope where it moves north along the eastern side of the 
Antarctic Peninsula, before spreading east and north over the ocean floor [Gil 
1973; Carmack and Foster 1975; Foster and Carmack 1976; Georgi 1981; Warren 
and Speer 1991] . The SOINV's Weddel Sea gyre is a cyclonic circulation that 
circulates around the Weddel Sea extending as far as 10°E along the Antarctic 
coastline [Orsi et al. 1993]. The SOINV circulation appears as  a weaker 
circulation than the one described above, that is poorly resolved, mainly the 
result of sparse data. 
The above discussion shows that qualitatively the SOINV circulation has 
al the major features of the Southern Ocean that have been observed 
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Figure 5.7: Measured circulation of the Brazil-Malvinas confluence from Garzoli 
[1993] (top) and Gordon and Greengrove [1986] (bottom-left) compared to SOINV 
circulation of the same region (bottom-right). 
previously. It is clear that bottom topography has a major efect on Southern 
Ocean circulation, particularly the path taken by the ACC. Th location of the 
SOINV's ACC closely matches observed circulations. The SOI NV also appears 
to be resolving most of the boundary currents that have been observed within 
the Southern Ocean, particularly the Agulhas, EAC and Brazil-Malvinas 
current systems. The folowing sections compare the SOINV circulation in a 
quantitative manner across the northern boundary of the model domain and at 
three "choke points" across the Southern Ocean to Antarctica from Africa 
(30°E), Australia (140°E) and South America (290°E). 
5.2 Mass Transport across 30°S 
This section compares the mass transport across the northern boundary of the 
SOINV in a quantitative sense to previous observations. The comparisons with 
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the observations was carried out in two ways. Initialy, the total 
depth-integrated transport across 30°S was compared to published results, 
looking closely at each ocean basin (figure 4.11 presents the transport across the 
entire model domain). Finaly, vertical sections of velocity were compared to 
in-situ sections across the Indian, Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. These 
comparisons of transport into and out of the three ocean basins then alow us to 
discuss the implied transport between the ocean basins, in particular the 
transport through Indonesian and the Bering Strait; 
The vertical sections of horizontal velocity presented in this, and folowing 
chapters were constructed as folows. The thermal winds at each cast location 
were calculated on the 42 standard levels of the Atlas (See Table 3.1). On each 
standard level, the thermal wind velocities were optimaly interpolated in the 
horizontal onto the model grid, independent of the layer above, or below. This 
generates a three dimensional thermal wind field, to which the results from the 
SOINV can be added. From this three dimensional field of velocity, the 
presented vertical sections of horizontal velocity were extracted. 
5.2.1 Indian Ocean 
Figure 5.8 presents the transport across 30°S for the Indian Ocean sector. This 
shows that across 30°S, there is approximately 14.5 Sv transported south, into 
the model domain. A southward transport of 14.5 Sv compares favorably to 
published estimates of the transport, that vary from 2-14 Sy [Piola and Gordon 
1984; Fine 1985; Fu 1986; Murray and Arief 1988; Toole and Warren 1993]. The 
southward transport is dominated by the Agulhas Current down the east coast 
of Africa, a surface subtropical gyre west of 75°E, that transports mass north, 
and a deep southward circulation east of 75°E that moves mass south. 
From figure 5.8, the SOINV's Agulhas current transports 38 Sy southward 
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Figure 5.8: Northward transport (Sy) across 30°S in the Indian Ocean. 
into the model domain. This is slightly lower than the published estimates of 44 
Sv by Toole and Raymer [1985] or 60 Sy reported by Grundlingh [1980], Toole 
and Warren [1993] and Read and Polard [1993]. The Subtropical gyre is 
estimated to transport 60 Sy northward out of the model domain, mainly 
between 55°E and 75°E. As wil be shown shortly, the subtropical gyre 
circulation i mostly surface mass transport, while the general southward 
transport into the model domain east of 75°E is due to deep water transport. 
Close to the coast of Australia, the SOINV estimates a Leeuwin Current 
transporting 8 SY southward, which is slightly larger than the estimated 5 Sy 
calculated by Smith et al. [1991] and Godfrey and Ridgway [1985]. 
The trans-Indian velocity (thermal wind + reference) section across 30°S 
is presented in figure 5.9 with the associated optimal mapping error field. The 
velocity field shows that the surface waters (above 800 metres) are generaly 
moving north, and that the deeper water flows south. There is a core of 
northward flowing water centred on 70°S that extends through the water 
column. This northward flowing water matches the location of the main 
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ofshoot from the ACC, that is defected north by the 4000 metre contour 
between Amsterdam and Kerguelen Islands. The location of this main ofshoot 
has been observed to be fairly constant. Fine [1994], while investigating the 
circulation of the South Indian Ocean using chloroflourocarbons, observed a 
compact anticyclonic gyre which was located west of 72°E, so that the 
northward flowing arm of the gyre was centred on 70°E. As the circulation of 
the SOINV, that includes al observations in the area, depicts a northward 
transport at the same location, suggests that it is a stable feature. Most of the 
deep waters, east of 72°E, are flowing southward, with a strong core located on 
the eastern flank of the Mid-Indian Ridge. 
The largest velocities of the SOINV section are associated with the 
Agulhas and Leeuwin currents. Figure 5.10 presents enlarged sections of the 
Agulhas and Leeuwin currents. The enlarged sections show that the maximum 
velocities of the Agulhas Current are only 5 cm s-  1, and 12 cm s-1 for the 
Leeuwin Current. These are considerably smaler than observed velocities, such 
as 120 cm s-1 [Toole and Raymer 1985] or 200 cm s-1[Grundlingh 1980] for the 
Agulhas Current, and 150 cm s-1 [Cresswel 1991] or 180 cm s-1 [Church et al. ] 
for the Leeuwin Current. These comparisons are somewhat meaningless because 
the SOINV circulation has undergone an amount of smoothing and been 
calculated on a relatively course grid when compared to the width of these 
boundary currents. It is also somewhat dificult to compare a mean transport 
.4 
circulation to extreme velocity circulations. However, although the SOINV's 
velocities are much smaler than the observed velocities, the estimates of 
transport across the section are comparable. 
It is possible to compare the shape of the vertical circulation. From figures 
5.9 and 5.10, the SOINV's Agulhas current extends to the bottom wIt ich is 
consistent with the work of Grundlingh [1980] and Toole and Raymer [1985]. 
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Figure 5.9: Velocity section (Thermal + Reference, cm s-') across the Indian 
Ocean at 30°S and associated optimal interpolation error field. 
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Figure 5.10: Expanded velocity sections for the Agulhas (left) and Leeuwin (right) 
Boundary Currents. 
There is a significant, relatively shalow (above 500 metres), return current that 
extends across the Indian basin as far as 80°E and appears to continue 
subsurface until 100°E. The Leeuwin Current is a shalow, intense southward 
current on the continental shelf with a deeper (down to 250 metres) southward 
current extending of the shelf. Below 250 metres, there is a weak return current 
as observed by Godfrey and Ridgway [1985] and Smith et al. [1991]. 
The errors presented in figure 5.9 are the errors from the optimal 
interpolation process. As outlined in section 4.4, error estimates from the 
inverse solution are not available and cannot be included. The errors show the 
efect of using diferent signal variances in the diferent regions with apparent, 
sudden jumps in error estimation associated with the edges of the remapping 
regions shown in figure 3.11. These errors give some feel for the confidence of 
the estimated velocities. Surface velocities generaly have higher interpolation 
errors, because of the higher signal variances. As depth increases, the number of 
observations decrease, causing an associated decrease in signal variance, thus 
reducing the error estimate. However, at depths where there are only a few 
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Figure 5.12: Velocity section across 28°S from Wunsch et al. [1983] (top panel) 
compared to the SOINV circulation (Thermal wind + Reference velocity, cm s-') 
across the Pacific Ocean at 30°S (middle) and associated optimal interpolation 
errors (botom). 
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Figure 5.13: Expanded velocity sections (cm s-') for the EAC (left) and Chile-
Peru (right) Boundary Currents of the Pacific Ocean. (In right panel: Unmarked 
contours close to South America, below 100 metres depth are al -1 cm s-1.) 
and comparing to the inverse results of Wunsch et al. [1983], it  is clear that 
there is a strong vertical structure to the section, particularly in the deeper 
layers. This is consistent with the sections from the SCORPIO cruises [Warren 
1973]. Warren [1973] referenced his velocities to 2000 metres  and as a result 
developed some bottom velocities in excess of 20 cm s-1 on the eastern side of 
Campbel Plateau. The SOINV circulation does not generate  any large 
velocities at depth, consistent with the circulation developed by Wunsch et al. 
[1983] as shown in the top panel of figure 5.12. Both model results show the 
vertical banding across the entire section, although these results are more noisy 
than those presented by Wunsch et al. [1983] in the surface layers, but tend to 
be smoother in the deeper layers. Both models show their  largest velocities in 
the two boundary currents, although the Wunsch et al. [1983] model shows a 
poleward transport associated with the Chile-Peru Current while these results 
show a equatorward transport consistent with the velocity sections discussed by 
Warren [1973] and Reid [1973]. Wunsch et al. [1983] discuss their discrepancy to 
the observations and note that they did not use the two shalowest casts at the 
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eastern end of the SCORPIO sections which contain the Chile-Peru Current 
signal. They justified this by stating that the integrated results were insensitive 
to the inclusion of the two casts. 
The SOINV's depiction of the Chile-Peru Current, presented in figure 
5.13, shows a strong, equatorward surface current close to the continent. This 
overlies a weak poleward return current that extends to the bottom, very close 
to the South American continent, matching the observations reported by 
Wooster and Gilmartin [1961] and Silva and Neshyba [1979]. This subsurface 
counter current forces the surface equatorward current away from the continent 
as it extends through the water column, also to the bottom. It is felt that the 
model by Wunsch et al. [1983] has possible over emphasised the strength of this 
subsurface current. 
In the western boundary current, the circulation of the two models 
compares extremely closely. Both show an intense, poleward surface current 
that extends through the water column. At depth, below approximately 2000 
metres, both show an equatorward flow up the east coast of Australia. Ofshore, 
both models show an equatorward return current, also extending through the 
water column. These are consistent with the work by Boland and Hamon [1970]. 
By comparing figures 5.11 and 5.12, it appears that the deep ocean is 
having the most influence on the total transport across 300S. The strong 
southward and northward transport of water, previously associated with the 
subtropical gyre, coincides with the coherent vertical sections of horizontal 
velocity, suggesting that the subtropical gyre extends throughout the water 
column. This is somewhat contradictory to the idea that the subtropical gyres 
are wind-driven surface circulations and so the previous statement needs 
clarification. What appears to be happening is that the northward transport on 
the western flank of the East-Pacific Rise, coincides with the northward 
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transport of the subtropical gyre and that the Southwest Pacific Basin is acting 
as a sub-basin within the Pacific Ocean for large scale circulation with both 
western and eastern boundary currents. The eastern boundary current is the 
northward circulation discussed above. The western boundary current is only 
weakly present in the SOINV results as the weak southward transport at 185°E 
on the eastern flank of the ridge that extends north of New Zealand to the 
Fijian Islands. 
The results of the Pacific sections are slightly less reliable than the Indian 
section. This can be seen by comparing the optimal interpolation errors of the 
Pacific (bottom panel of figure 5.12) to the optimal interpolation errors for the 
Indian section (figure 5.9). This comparison shows that the error contours in 
the Pacific are generaly deeper than the Indian section with some regions 
having errors as large as 2 cm s-1. This increase in interpolation errors is 
primarily due to the lack of data in the region. As discussed in chapter 3, the 
Pacific ocean is data sparse, particularly east of New Zealand, which 
corresponds to the region of highest interpolation errors seen in figure 5.12. 
5.2.3 Atlantic Ocean 
The Atlantic Ocean is estimated to have a total southward transport of <1 Sy 
(see figure 5.14). The Atlantic is generaly considered not to have a net 
transport associated with it across 30°S [Rintoul 1988], although a smal 
transport (<1 Sy) from the Pacific to the Atlantic through the Arctic Ocean has 
been measured in the Bering Strait by Coachman and Aagaard [1988]. From 
figure 5.14 it can be seen that 28 Sy of water is transported into the model 
domain between the coast and 315°E by the Brazil Current mainly as a deep 
boundary current (see figure 5.15). There is a smal return current of 8 Sv until 
a large inflow of water (25 Sy) that extends through the water column between 
Brazil 	 Benguela 
Subtropical 
Gyre 
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Figure 5.14: Integrated northward transport (Sy) across 30°S in the Atlantic 
Ocean. 
320°and 329°7E. Between 330°E and 360°E the subtropical gyre transports 30 Sy 
northward out of the model domain. East of 0°E there is a weak southward flow 
that is thought to be mainly a southern excursion of the eastern subtropical 
gyre. Close to the African coast, east of 12°E there is a strong northward 
flowing boundary current transporting 21 Sy. This northward current is a 
mixture of the Benguela and Agulhas Currents . 
Estimates for the total transport associated with the Brazil current vary 
widely from less than 1 Sy [Stramma et al. 1990] to greater than 70 Sy 
[McCartney and Zemba 1988; Zemba and McCartney 1988; Peterson 1990]. 
However, the estimates by McCartney and Zemba [1988], Zemba and 
McCartney [.988] and Peterson [1990] are the only estimates to consider the 
contribution of the deeper waters, suggesting the SOINV's estimate of 28 Sy is 
low for the Brazil Current. The expanded view of the Brazil Current is shown 
in the left hand panel of figure 5.16. Maximum velocities associated with the 
Brazil Current exceed 8 cm s-1. It is closely associated with the continental 
shelf and bounded by a relatively strong return current. 
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Figure 5.15: Velocity profile (Thermal + Reference, cm s-1) across the Atlantic 
Ocean at 30°S and associated optimal interpolation error field. 
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Figure 5.16: Expanded velocity profiles for the Brazil (left) and Benguela (right) 
Boundary Currents. 
The SOINV representation of the Benguela Current that transports 21 Sv 
north is, by inspection of figure 5.1 a complex mixture of Agulhas transport 
continuing into the Atlantic, and the Benguela current. Thus, it is dificult to 
compare directly to previous studies. Peterson and Stramma [1991] compiled a 
table of estimates for Agulhas transport into the Atlantic which vary from 3-15 
Sv [Stramma et al. 1990]. The Benguela Current is reported to  be the eastern 
current of the south Atlantic Subtropical gyre, originating of the Cape of Good 
Hope and flowing north along the coast of Africa before separating from the 
coast at approximately 30°S. Estimates of the volume transport of the Benguela 
Current vary from 15 Sv, relative to 1500m by Wooster and  Reid Jr [1963], to 
21 Sv in the upper layer by Stramma and Peterson [1989]. The  right hand panel 
of figure 5.16 shows the intense surface current on the continental shelf that 
continues over the edge of the continental shelf down to a depth  of 1000 metres. 
Below the sil depth of the Walvis Ridge, at 30°S, 4°E, there is  a southward 
flowing counter current that extends to the bottom as observed by Reid [1986]. 
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5.2.4 Inter-basin exchange outside model domain. Implications for 
Indonesian Throughflow and Bearing Strait transport. 
From the above discussions on mass transport across the northern boundary of 
the SOINV, some conclusions can be drawn about the ocean circulation on 
basin scales outside the model domain. As noted above, 14.5 Sv enters the 
model domain from the Indian Ocean, 14.7 Sv leaves in the Pacific and the 
balance of the flow enters from the Atlantic. These basin scale transports are 
generated by the SOINV without any constraints prescribing mass transport 
across the sections and without any knowledge of the global geography outside 
the model domain. It appears that the SOINV generates basin transports that 
recognise a Mute of connection between the Pacific and Indian Oceans and a 
minimal connection between the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans outside the model 
domain. It also implies that the only route of connection between the Atlantic 
and Indian Oceans is within the model domain, and that the net exchange 
between the Indian and Atlantic Ocean balances. This result of implied 
circulation outside the model domain gives us a great deal of confidence in the 
skil of the SOINV to adjust the boundary circulation to make a consistent 
estimate of the transport of mass. 
From the presented transports it can be concluded that there is a 
transport of 14.5 Sv associated with Indonesian throughflow. By comparison to 
estimates of Indonesian throughflow by direct methods, that include 2 Sv 
[Wyrtki 199], 5 Sv [Godfrey and Ridgeway 1984; Fine 1985], 10 Sv [Godfrey 
and Golding'1981], 12 Sv [Meyers et al. 1995] and 14 Sv [Piola and Gordon 
1984], it appears that the total throughflow is larger than most studies estimate. 
The Indonesian group of Islands divide the region into many channels, providing 
many paths for water to move from the Pacific into the Indian Ocean. 
Attempting to measure al of these channels is dificult, with most investigations 
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concentrating on particular regions [Godfrey and Golding 1981; Murray and 
Arief 1988; Meyers et al. 1995]. It is therefore probable that most estimates of 
Indonesian throughflow, except those who use basin scale methods, are missing 
some part of the transport. 
Using a similar argument it could be concluded that there is an exchange 
of mass between the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans through the Bering Strait. 
Coachman and Aagaard [1988] estimated the net transport through the Bering 
Strait by the combined use of hydrographic data and current meter moorings to 
be less than 1 Sv. This is of comparable size to the less than 1 Sv estimated to 
circulate from the Pacific to the Atlantic outside the model domain. 
5.3 Eastward Mass Transport 
In this section the eastward mass transport through the three main choke points 
of the Southern Ocean, namely Drake Passage and south of Africa and 
Australia. The integrated transport across each choke point is presented with 
the vertical sections of horizontal, compiled as described in the previous section, 
and compared to observations within the region. 
5.3.1 65°W, Drake Passage 
The ocean around Drake Passage is the most intensely measured area of the 
Southern Ocean and an obvious choice to compare measurements to SOINV 
results. In the 1970's the International Southern Ocean Studies program carried 
out several hydrographic sections from Cape Horn to Livingston Island in the 
South Shetland Islands [Sievers and Nowlin 1984]. Later in 1990, the World 
Ocean Circulation Program (WOCE) carried out a section across Drake Passage 
along a track slightly westward of the ISOS program sections [Roether et al. 
1993]. Two hydrographic sections, one from each program, are compared to the 
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Figure 5.17: Velocity sections for the ISOS (top-left) and WOCE (top-right) 
transects of Drake Passage compared to SOINV velocity section (thermal wind 
+ reference) (bottom left) and associated optimal interpolation errors (bottom 
right) (cm s-1). 
SOINV results in this part of the thesis. The section carried out during ISOS 
was conducted aboard the R/V Melvile from 26 February to March 7 1975 and 
reported by Sievers and Nowlin [1984], while the WOCE section was conducted 
aboard the R/V Meteor from January 23 to March 8 1990 and reported by 
Roether et al. [1993]. 
Across Drake Passage, the ISOS results show 5 current cores and the 
WOCE section presents 7 current cores, see figure 5.17. The ISOS velocity 
section (top left panel), calculated relative to 2500 metres, shows three strong 
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eastward moving current cores associated with the Sub-Antarctic Front, the 
Polar Front and the Continental Water Boundary [Sievers and Nowlin 1984]. 
There are two weak westward flowing coutercurrents at 58° and 60°S represented 
by the shaded regions in figure 5.17. The WOCE velocity section (top right 
panel), calculated relative to 3000 metres, shows four eastward flowing current 
cores separated by weak westward coutercurrents. Roether et al. [1993] 
identifies the two central cores as Polar Frontal cores caused by bifurcation of 
the Polar Front west of the ISOS section. In both sections, the current cores 
extend to the bottom. 
The major feature of the SOINV velocity section is the dramatic 
smoothing that has occurred. There is no hint of the many current cores that 
exist in this region. The smoothing and time averaging has smeared al the 
current cores into one large core centred at 62°S that extends through the water 
column to the bottom. There is an order of magnitude diference between the 
maximum SOINV velocities and the maximum observed velocities, yet the 
SOINV generates a net mass transport of 92 Sv through Drake Passage. This 
transport through Drake Passage is estimated from the SOINV with no 
constraints applied. Rintoul [1988] estimated a transport of 129 Sv, but only 
after constraining the model to have a transport through Drake Passage of 
130±13 Sv based on the estimate calculated by Nowlin and Klinck [1986]. 
Rintoul [1988] did run an unconstrained model of the South Atlantic using a 
reference level of 3500 db, which generated a transport of only 113 Sv. Other 
observational estimates for the transport through Drake Passage range from 
70-80 Sv [Whitworth 1980] to greater than 250 Sv [Bryden and Pilsbury 1977], 
but the most accepted value is the estimate by Nowlin and Klinck [1986] of 
130±13 Sv. 
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5.3.2 30°E, South of Africa 
To investigate the volume fluxes south of Africa, the SOINV section was located 
at 30°E to alow the section to be closed at both the northern and southern end. 
In 1983-84, along 0°E, the AJAX section was occupied in two stages and is used 
to compare volume fluxes. A closer section along 40°E is used to compare 
temperature and salinity sections in the folowing chapter, but the 40°E section 
did not have a published velocity profile. The two stages of the AJAX section 
were joined at 45°S and taken several months apart with the northern section 
observed in October, November 1993 and the southern section observed in 
January 1984. The southern section of AJAX is reported by Whitworth and 
Nowlin [1987]. 
The velocity sections for AJAX and the SOINV are compared in figure 
5.18. The velocity profiles are remarkably similar, much more so than in Drake 
Passage, unfortunately the similarity is artificial. Because the AJAX section is 
comprised of two hydrographic sections, taken several months apart and joined 
at 45°S, there are diferences in temperature and salinity that are due solely to 
the time diference. These temperature and salinity diferences generate an 
artificial jump in dynamic height at 45°S that generates the corresponding 
current core located at 45°S in top panel of figure 5.18 and thus it should be 
ignored. The more southern velocity core located at 49°S on the northern edge 
of the Mid Atlantic Ridge is real. The SOINV section also has two main 
velocity cores, however the northern jet at 39°S is associated with the Agulhas 
Return Current and the southern core at 46°S is the ACC, again on the 
northern side of the South-West Indian Ridge. So by ignoring the northern 
velocity core in the AJAX section, and acknowledging that the Agulhas-Return 
Current core wil not be in the AJAX section, the two sections are stil very 
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Figure 5.18: Velocity (cm s-1) section for AJAX (top) compared to SOINV ve-
locities (botom left) and associated errors (botom right). 
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velocity core located at approximately 65°S, that is characteristic of the eastern 
limb of the Weddel Sea Gyre [Carmack and Foster 1975; Foster and Carmack 
1976]. Both of the SOINV current cores extend to the bottom as does the 
Agulhas Current Core that can be seen close to the African continent at 34°S. 
Because there is so little net southward transport entering the model 
domain from the Atlantic Ocean, the transport south of Africa is virtualy the 
same as through Drake Passage, i.e., 92.5 Sv. This transport is smal compared 
to current estimates of 130±13 Sv [Nowlin and Klinck 1986; Rintoul 1988]. By 
inspection of figure 5.19, it is possible to see that most of the mass is being 
transported to the east by the ACC, located at 48°S, and to the west by the 
Agulhas Current at 39°S. Moving north from Antarctica, the first significant 
feature in figure 5.19 is a weak westward current located at 69°S, close to the 
Antarctic Continent. North of this westward current, the Southern Ocean is 
very weakly eastward until 53°S, where the efect of the ACC begins. The ACC 
extends from 53°S to 43°S with a maximum transport of approximately 14 Sv 
per degree of latitude. North of the ACC, and south of 36°S, is the Agulhas 
Return Current transporting 10 Sv per degree to the east. The intense westward 
boundary Current is, as explained above, the Agulhas Current that has 
continued down the east coast of Africa and about to enter the Atlantic Ocean. 
From figure 5.19, it is possible to estimate how much mass transported by 
the Agulhas Current, is leaving the Agulhas to continue into the Atlantic 
Ocean. The estimate is subject to the assumption that mass transported 
westward by the Agulhas Current is transported eastward by the Agulhas 
Return Current. As defined above, the Agulhas Return Current ranges from 
43°S to 36°S and the main Agulhas Current from 36°S to the African continent. 
From the bottom panel of figure 5.19, there is an integrated mass imbalance 
between 43°S and the African continent of approximately 2 Sv to the west. This 
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suggests that nearly al of the circulation of the Agulhas Current returns to the 
east, which is at odds to the conclusions made by Gordon [1985] that there was 
a significant transport by the Agulhas Current into the Atlantic Ocean of 14 Sv. 
5.3.3 145°E, South of Tasmania 
The ocean south of Australia is unique in that it is the largest continuous 
section of the Southern Ocean that is land locked to the north. It is also a 
relatively poorly sampled section of the Southern Ocean, with few measurements 
away from coastal Australia (see figure 3.9). As part of the WOCE initiative, 
there have been 5 repeat occupations of the SR3 section between Tasmania and 
Antarctica which lies mainly along 140°E. The data presented here are for the 
1994 occupation which occurred between January 3rd to January 28th 1994 
[pers. comm. S. Rintoul]. As means of comparing to some historical data, the 
zonal velocity from the USNS Eltanin cruise 36 during October 22 to November 
3 1968 as reported by Calahan [1971] is also presented (see figure 5.20). 
The velocities produced by the SOINV are an order of magnitude smaler 
than both the SR3 and Eltanin results. The main jet associated with the ACC 
is situated on the northern side of the Australian Antarctic Ridge in al three 
sections with the SR3 and Eltanin jet more concentrated than the SOINV data 
suggesting that the ACC, while remaining close to its central position, does 
wander over several degrees north and south. Both the SR3 and Eltanin 
sections have a smal westward countercurrent on the southern side of the ridge. 
Although the SOINV does not have this feature, by inspection of the circulation 
in plan view (see figure 5.1), at 140°E the ACC turns north giving a weak zonal 
component but a large meridional component. Interestingly the SOINV section 
has developed a permanent recirculation cel to the north of the ACC at 46°S, 
which is present in the SR3 data but not observed in the Eltanin data further to 
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Figure 5.19: Eastward transport (Sv) per degree latitude (top) and integrated 
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Figure 5.20: Velocity (cm s-') section for SR3 (top-left), Eltanin (top-right) 
compared to SOINV velocities (botom left) and associated errors (botom right). 
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the west. This westward current is much smaller than the ACC in both the SR3 
and SOINV results. 
Because of the circulation from the Pacific Ocean into the Indian Ocean 
through Indonesia, the transport south of Australia is larger than the transport 
south of Africa and South America. The total transport south of Australia is 
estimated to be 104 Sy with the north-south structure shown in figure 5.21. 
This is less than the transport calculated from the WOCE SR3 hydrography 
section of 146 Sy. Most of the mass is transported by the ACC that extends 
between 60°S and 45°S. The apparent width of the ACC, by inspection of figure 
5.1, is a result of the ACC dividing around the Australian Antarctic Ridge at 
the Australian Antarctic Discordance, which is slightly upstream of the section. 
North of the 'ACC, the weak westward transport is observed at 43°S. The 
magnitude of the transports per degree, associated with the ACC is much 
smaller in the SR3 section than those in the 30°E section, again the result of the 
dividing of the ACC upstream. 
5.4 Model circulation and Eddy Kinetic Energy (EKE) 
Eddy Kinetic Energy (EKE) is a measure of the variability of the ocean 
currents. The geographical distribution of EKE can reveal important 
information about the dynamics of the Southern Ocean circulation [Morrow 
1992; Morrow et al. 1994]. Increased EKE values can result from instabilities in 
the mean current, from topographical interactions, boundary effects and current 
interactions [Nowlin and Klinck 1986]. Areas of high EKE may act as sources or 
sinks of energy from the mean flow, although EKE maps alone cannot 
distinguish between these processes [Morrow 1992; Morrow et al. 1994]. It is 
believed that eddies play a significant role in the poleward transport of heat 
across the ACC [Bryden 1979; Bryden and Heath 1985]. The development of 
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Figure 5.21: Eastward transport (Sv) per degree (top-panel) and transport inte-
grated from Antarctica (Sv, botom-panel) across 140°E, south of Australia. 
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satellite altimeters has allowed for basin scale investigations of circulation 
variability, and hence the calculation of EKE [Cheney et al. 1983; Colton and 
Chase 1983; Shum et al. 1990; Morrow 1992]. EKE is not limited to distinct 
eddies, as the name suggests, but also to small time scale meanders in the local 
currents. This section compares the SOINV results to an EKE field calculated 
from the Topex/POSEIDON altimeter data to determine if there is any 
relationship between the mean circulation field calculated by the SOINV and 
the EKE field determined from the satellite data. 
The EKE field presented here was calculated from Topex/POSEIDON 
data acquired between 1992 and 1994. Residual sea surface velocities were 
calculated and kindly made available by Neil White (CSIRO, Division of 
Oceanography, Hobart) and Richard Coleman (Department of Surveying, 
University of Tasmania). A brief summary of how residual sea surface velocities 
and EKE values are calculated is outlined below and the reader is directed to 
Morrow et al. [1994] and Morrow [1992] for a thorough presentation. 
After the mean sea surface height and orbit errors have been removed to 
give the residual sea surface height, h, the residual sea surface velocities ,V, are 
calculated from the smoothed alongtrack sea surface slope using the geostrophic 
relation, 
g dh 
V(ai,c/i) = j dx (5.1) 
where g is the acceleration due to gravity, f is the Coriolis parameter and x is 
the along track direction. The subscripts a and d denote ascending and 
descending satellite passes. The sea surface slope is calculated using a 25-point 
linear regression to the along track residual heights. Filtering is necessary 
because of measurement noise in the altimeter data, and any eddy variability at 
shorter space scales than the noise cannot be resolved [Morrow et al. 1994]. 
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The magnitude and direction of the residual velocity can only be resolved 
at satelite groundtrack crossover points by a simple geometric transformation 
expressed as 
— 
Va, Vd  
2 cos 0 
(5.2) 
Vai — Vd/ v= 	  2 sin 0 
where u', v' are the east and north components of residual velocity and 0 is the 
known angle between the satelite ground track and the north meridian. As 
defined by Stevens and Kilworth [1992], EKE can be calculated from the 
east/north components of residual sea surface velocities using 
1 	  EKE = (ui2 + v12) (5.3) 
Comparisons• of the altimeter derived EKE and the SOINV circulation are given 
in figure 5.22: 
Figure 5.22 shows the strong correlation between the distribution of EKE, 
large SOINV transports and bottom topography. Around South Africa there are 
high EKE values associated with the Agulhas Current, the Agulhas 
Retroflection and outflow from the Retroflection into the south Indian Ocean. 
In this region, the maximum EKE (1050 cm2 s2) is associated with the 
retro-flecting current, located between the two stationary eddies at 39°S, 20°E. 
From the discussion in section 5.1 and inspection of figure 5.3, observations 
suggest that this is the main formation site for eddies that pinch of from the 
Agulhas Current, before moving westward into the Atlantic Ocean. These high 
EKE values extend in both the east and west direction, highly correlated to the 
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Figure 5.22: Total SOINV Transport Circulation plotted over Eddy Kinetic En-
ergy (cm2.5-2) from Topex/POSEIDON and contoured bathymetry (contour in-
terval 1000 metres). Missing latitude bands between 32°S - 30°S and 26°S to 25°S 
are due to the absence of satelite crossover points from which to calculate EKE 
between these latitudes. 
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mean Agulhas circulation. Interestingly, EKE values associated with the 
western eddy show strong correlation between the extent of the eddy and the 
extent of the high EKE values. There is a dramatic decrease in EKE values 
outside the influence of the western eddy's circulation. This is a strong 
indication that the SOINV's western eddy is a realistic depiction of the mean 
circulation in this region. 
East of 20°E, the high EKE values closely follow the position of the 
Agulhas Retroflection outflow as it extends into the Indian Ocean. There are 
high EKE values in excess of 500 cm 2 s2 associated with the outflow until the 
circulation reaches the topographic ridge that extends northward between 
Kerguelen and Amsterdam Islands. East of this ridge, the EKE are less than 
250 cm2 s2 . 
To the north of the outflow, there are increased values of EKE associated 
with the Agulhas return current in the Mozambique Basin, and the northward 
turning of the circulation in the Crozet Basin. In the schematic representation 
of the circulation of the Crozet by Park et al. [1993], shown in figure 5.2, 
page 93, there are several eddies depicted to the north of the main current. The 
depiction of these eddies is supported by the increased EKE values to the north 
of the SOINrs main current. 
South of the Agulhas Current system at 50°S, 34°E there is a region of 
increased EKE where the ACC turns north before meeting the Agulhas outflow 
current. The northward turning of the ACC appears to be influenced by bottom 
topography, as the Atlantic-Indian Ridge turns north to join the Crozet Plateau. 
However, there is a slight saddle in the topography, known as the Prince Edward 
Fracture Zone, that allows some of the ACC to continue eastward, south of the 
Crozet Plateau. The highest EKE values are on the eastern flank of the fracture 
zone and it is unclear as to the exact cause of these high EKE values. Most 
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investigations are focused on the Agulhas Current when investigating the EKE 
of this region. The Prince Edward Fracture Zone is the deepest crossing point in 
the Atlantic-Indian Ridge. From the SOINV circulation, it appears that most of 
the circulation that enters the Atlantic-Indian-Antarctic Basin, enters over this 
fracture zone. As it crosses the fracture zone, the topography seems to make the 
circulation unstable, generating the high EKE values observed by the satellite. 
As discussed above, there is a sudden decrease in EKE values downstream 
of where the ACC crosses the ridge between Kerguelen and Amsterdam Islands. 
There is a slight increase in EKE values as the ACC spills into the 
Australian-Antarctic Basin at 61°S, 84°E before turning north to focus on the 
Indian-Antarctic Ridge. Here the ACC intensifies and enters a region of low 
EKE values between 110°E and 140°E. There are small values of EKE located 
on the ridge, but away from the ACC, EKE values are extremely low, despite 
several currents that join and leave the ACC in this region at 45°S 110°E, 47°S 
140°E and 53°S 120°E. These low EKE values appear to be the complete 
opposite to the situation that is occurring east of South Africa, associated with 
the Agulhas Retroflection outflow. 
This contrast in EKE values is obviously saying something about the 
circulation of the two regions. In the case of the Agulhas Current, there is an 
intense mixing of two different water masses from the Indian and South Atlantic 
[Fine et al. 1988]. It appears that this mixing may be causing instability in the 
water column, either baroclinic or barotropic or a combination of both leading 
to the increased EKE values in the Agulhas region. In contrast, the relatively 
well mixed ACC south of Australia does not become as unstable, even from the 
influence of the Australian-Antarctic Ridge. 
South of Tasmania, the ACC enters a region of uniform depth, west of the 
Macquarie Ridge that coincides with an increase in EKE values. Wilkin and 
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Morrow [194 propose that the lack of topographic control enables the ACC to 
generate transient eddies, leading to the increased EKE values. The SOINV 
circulation associated with these increased EKE values is spreading out across 
the basin before concentrating again over the Macquarie Ridge at 160°E. The 
spreading of the SOINV circulation is consistent with averaging of an active 
eddy field depicted by the EKE values. At the point of crossing the Macquarie 
Ridge, the ACC is very concentrated with low EKE values. This is a little 
surprising as one expects a topographic influence on the main current. It is 
hypothesised that the strong topographic influence of the ridge system is 
constraining the flow, and decreasing EKE values. 
East of the Macquarie Ridge, at 168°E, with the topographic influence 
removed, the EKE values increase. This is also the location where the ACC 
divides to either continue along the Pacific-Antarctic Ridge, or to follow 
contours along the Campbell Plateau. The location of where the ACC divides, 
associated with the increased EKE values suggests that there is an active eddy 
regime associated with the dividing of the ACC. The ACC south of the 
Campbell Plateau and across to the Eltanin Fracture zone has two modes. A 
southward mode that continues south along the Pacific-Antarctic Ridge, and a 
northern mode flowing north along the Campbell Plateau before turning east to 
cross the south west Pacific Basin to the Eltanin Fracture zone. What 
proportion of the total flow follows each mode is variable. On the time scales of 
the satellite repeat period (10 days), the region of the highest EKE values will 
be where the circulation is switching between modes, or dividing into the two 
modes, creating meanders and eddies in the process. This location is depicted 
by the high EKE values seen at 58°S, 168°E. 
Away from the ACC in the Pacific Ocean, the EKE values are extremely 
low. Even in the ACC, except at the Eltanin Fracture Zone, the ACC is 
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relatively clear of EKE. The EAC, however, shows extremely high values of 
EKE, exceeding 1000 cm 2 s2 . These highest values are associated with the 
region where the EAC separates from the coast before heading into the Tasman 
Sea. The location of this separation migrates up and down the coast over time 
[Boland and I-lamon 1970; Boland and Church 1981; Coleman 1984; Cresswell 
and Legeckis 1986] on time scales short enough to be detected by the altimeter 
[Coleman 1984]. The increased EKE field down the east coast of Australia, 
south of the EAC, are a result of eddies pinching off from the EAC as it turns 
east, and spinning down the east coast of Australia [Wilkin and Morrow 1994]. 
In Drake Passage, the highest EKE values are again associated with the 
main jet. As the ACC turns north to cross the North Scotia Ridge EKE 
decrease, as at the 'Macquarie Ridge, before increasing again as the ACC spills 
into the deep Argentine Basin. The Argentine Basin has very high EKE values 
throughout, strongly associated with the large SOINV currents of the area. As 
the ACC enters the basin from the south the topographic control is lost. As the 
circulation turns east, the current becomes unstable and generates meanders 
and transient eddies that decrease to the east. 
To the north, the Brazil Current generates high EKE values as it flows 
down the east coast of South America and into the Argentine Basin. The 
Current has been observed to be very active with many meanders and eddies 
observed in observational data [Gordon and Greengrove 1986; Bianchi et al. 
1993; Garzoli 1993]. The band of high EKE values associated with the Brazil 
Current continues south as the southward flowing Brazil Current mixes with the 
northward flowing Malvinas Current and moves east into the Argentine Basin. 
The high EKE values present within the Argentine Basin continue to follow the 
SOINV circulation but decrease rapidly on leaving the basin. This is somewhat 
unexpected as it could be reasonable to assume that the mid-Atlantic Ridge 
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would have an influence of the circulation, which is not apparent in the maps of 
EKE. 
There is a strong relationship between EKE values and the SOINV 
circulation and there is a strong influence on both by the bottom topography. 
There are obviously many diferent processes at work in diferent regions of the 
ocean that create instabilities, and thus high EKE values such as the Agulhas 
and EAC current systems. As wel, there are very stable systems that have low 
EKE values such as the ACC over the Australian-Antarctic Ridge and the mid 
Atlantic Ridge systems. These processes may include mixing of water masses 
and the efect of topography on baroclinic and barotropic instabilities, but a ful 
investigation is beyond the scope of this thesis. 
5.5 Comparison to OGCM. 
In this section, a comparison is made between the SOINV results and the mean 
depth-integrated barotropic speed from a primitive equation model. The 
numerical model used for comparison has been developed by Semtner and 
Chervin [1988] with the results presented here kindly made available by Braccio 
[1995]. A discussion of the details of the numerical model can be found in 
papers by Semtner and Chervin [1988], Cox [1984] and Bryan [1969]. The model 
has ° horizontal resolution over 20 layers, has been initialised with a 33 year 
run before being forced with atmospheric conditions from 1985 to 1994 [Smith 
et al. 1996]. Robust diagnostics are applied to the deep ocean to stop long-term 
climatological drift. The data used to relax the model below 710 metres is from 
Levitus [1982], relaxed on a time scale of 3 years. The surface layers, above 710 
metres are unconstrained and reach equilibrium in the order of decades 
[Semtner and Chervin 1988]. At -16.° resolution, the models are now close to 
resolving the deformation radius of the eddies, and so becoming truly eddy 
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resolving [SeMtner 1995]. 
Figure 5.23 shows the SOINV transports (arrows) compared to the mean 
barotropic velocity of the numerical model (background) taken from 1985 to 
1994. The barotropic velocity field only shows current magnitudes, integrated 
over depth. However, the location of the largest magnitude circulation should 
be similar. From figure 5.23, it can be seen that this is generaly the case 
although there are some significant exceptions. 
The broad areas where there are high velocities in both the SOINV and 
numerical model results are the same. The band associated with the ACC, the 
Agulhas, the EAC, and the Argentine Basin al show increased velocities in 
both the numerical model and SOINV. However, on close inspection of these 
regions, there are subtle diferences that highlight the diferent physics of the 
models and p'ossible inconsistencies between the numerical model results and 
the observational data. 
The first major feature is the deep boundary currents that exist in the 
numerical results that folow deep topographic slopes. The numerical model 
applies the vorticity conservation constraint along contours of j more strictly 
than the SOINV. These currents are particularly noticeable on the continental 
shelf edge of Antarctica, and on several topographic features of the Southern 
Ocean, i.e., 55°S, 5°E, and around the Campbel Plateau. 
Concentrating on regions that show the most discrepancy between the two 
circulations, the Agulhas and the Agulhas Retroflection show significant 
diferences, particularly in the apparent shape of the western eddy. The SOINV 
circulation aAociated with the eddy, located at 38°S, 18°E, shows the 
circulation folowing the coast of Africa into the Atlantic much further than 
depicted by the numerical results. The numerical model shows the Agulhas 
apparently heading due west from the southern tip of Africa instead of curling 
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Figure 5.23: Inverse model transport results (arrows) compared to mean 
barotropic speed from numerical model (background). Inverse model results, 
shown at 10 latitude x 2° longitude resolution, are scaled 1°= 4 Sv in both 
latitude and longitude. Numerical model units are cm2 s-1. 
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round to continue into the south Atlantic. The numerical model's Retroflection 
current is also depicted to be a more zonal circulation than the SOINV 
suggests. North of Kerguelen Island, the two circulations agree very closely, 
however slightly down stream the two circulations show a diferent location for 
the centre of the ACC. The SOINV suggests that the mean location of the ACC 
continues in a south easterly direction, entering the Australian-Antarctic Basin 
before turning north to focus on the Australian-Antarctic Ridge. The numerical 
model depicts the main jet tending to folow the ridge-line more closely, with 
several distinct jets of current. Once the ACC has focused, there is a 
nliference in latitude between the inverse ACC and the numerical ACC. 
Probably the biggest diference between the two circulations is downstream 
of the Macquarie Ridge, south of the Campbel Plateau. Both circulations show 
strong, wel focused currents across the Macquarie Ridge. The SOINV 
circulation shows that most of the ACC continues along the Pacific-Antarctic 
Ridge, before crossing the ridge at the Eltanin Fracture Zone, with a smaler 
amount of the circulation flowing up the southern edge of the Campbel 
Plateau. In contrast, the numerical model's circulation depicts most of the ACC 
moving north along the Campbel Plateau, with very little continuing along the 
Pacific-Antarctic Ridge. This diference ilustrates the diferences between how 
the numerical model deals with vorticity compared to what the data is showing. 
In the Atlantic Ocean, the circulation in the Argentine Basin agrees quite 
closely, although the numerical model's circulation appears to be too zonal. The 
outflow of the Brazil-Malvinas confluence is at the same location in both 
circulations, however the SOINV circulation meanders north and south more 
than the numerical model's circulation. The Argentine Basin is a relatively flat 
basin with very little change in H so that lines of constant f are zonal. 
Diferences in the two circulations, apparently due to contours of planetary 
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vorticity, show that there are several regions of the Southern Ocean where the 
numerical model's circulation is not accurately representing the circulation that 
is being depicted in the observations. These diferences in circulation patterns 
wil obviously include diferences in location of temperature and salinities with 
corresponding diferences in transports of these properties. From this 
comparison, it is clear that while the higher resolution numerical model shows 
circulation features not usualy observable with observational data, it is not 
clear that the numerical model is consistent with the observational data. 
5.6 Is there a Deacon Cell? 
Numerical models have alowed oceanographers to investigate ocean circulation 
in ways not usualy possible with observational data [Doos and Webb 1993]. 
One of the features that have been highlighted by numerical models is a series 
of apparent circulation cels generated when the meridional velocity field is 
integrated zonaly to give a meridional streamfunction [Doos and Webb 1993] 
expressed as, 
02 ir (0, z) = z 
jv (0,0, z') R cos OdOdzi 	 (5.4) 
The apparent circulation cel that develops in the Southern Ocean has 
been termed the Deacon cel, which, from the Fine Resolution Antarctic Model 
(FRAM), gives a meridional cel circulation as described in the left hand panel 
of figure 5.24. With the three dimensional velocity field generated in this thesis, 
a similar calculation can be carried out on the SOINV results. The resultant 
circulation is presented in the right hand panel of figure 5.24. In the SOINV 
circulation of figure 5.24, positive values generate a clockwise circulation about 
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Figure 5.24: Meridional stream functions as calculated from the FRAM numerical 
model (left) and from SOINV (right). Contour interval is 1 Sv. Positive values 
generate clockwise circulation about the cel. 
The SOINV streamfunctions suggest that there are three complete 
circulation cels, and the southern edge of a fourth cel, south of 30°S. This is in 
contrast to the single Deacon Cel described above. It appears that the 
boundaries between the cels are coincident to the mean location of the major 
fronts in the Southern Ocean. The boundary at 36°S seems to coincide with the 
mean position of the sub-tropical Front. The boundary at 52°S coincides with 
the mean location of the Antarctic Convergence. The two most southern cels 
circulate in an anti-clockwise direction and together move water from the 
Antarctic Convergence down to a depth of between 500 and 4000 metres and 
then south upweling along the Antarctic Continent. Together these form what 
has been labeled the Sub-polar Cel by previous investigators, which 
encompasses the Deacon Cel [Manabe et al. 1990; Doos and Webb 1993]. North 
of these two cels and south of the Subtropical Front, there is a deep intense 
clockwise cel that downwels water at the Antarctic Convergence to depths 
between 500 and 4000 metres before moving the water north until 35°S where 
upweling takes place at the Sub-tropical Front. This cel was not generated by 
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the FRAM results [Doos and Webb 1993] and was only weakly generated by 
Manabe et al. [1990] above 1200 metres. North of 35°S, the inverse results 
generates another anti-clockwise cel, rotating in the same direction as the 
Deacon Cel and is part of the Subtropical Cel as labeled in the left hand panel 
of figure 5.24. 
The meridional streamfunctions ilustrate that there is a strong correlation 
between meridional circulation cels and frontal features of the Southern Ocean. 
This correlation has not been established before and is an interesting result. 
Also, the two circulation cels south of 53°S, in the region usualy defined by the 
Deacon Cel in numerical models, is unexpected. The most southern circulation 
cel appears to downwel water south of 68°S and upwel along the Antarctic 
Continent. However, the only part of the SOINV's Southern Ocean that is 
south of 68°S is the Weddel and Ross Seas. Thus, this southern Deacon cel is 
simply the extension of the northern Deacon cel into the Weddel and Ross 
Seas, but because of the zonal integration, appears to be pinched of from the 
northern cel at 70°E. Therefore, interpretation of figure 5.24 should only 
include a Southern Deacon cel, a Sub-Antarctic Cel and a Subtropical Cel. 
The SOINV's Deacon Cel is consistent with Circumpolar Deep Water 
upweling south of the Antarctic Convergence, however the depth of the 
clockwise rotating Sub-Antarctic Cel, north of the Antarctic convergence, 
appears to preclude the Circumpolar Deep water crossing the Antarctic 
Convergence. By close inspection of the right hand panel of figure 5.24, it is 
possible to discern a very weak anti clockwise circulation cel under the strong 
Sub-Antarctic Cel. This suggests that there is a weak southward transport of 
mass, at depth, under the Sub-Antarctic Cel, into the region of upweling 
described by the SOINV's Deacon Cel. 
The calculated transports associated with the inverse cels are only about 
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10% of those presented by Manabe et al. [1990] and Doos and Webb [1993]. This 
is a large diference, which is mostly due to diferences in the models. Because 
the SOINV conserves mass on a single layer, it tends to emphasise the horizontal 
circulation, rather than vertical exchanges, therefore generating a weak Deacon 
cel. The numerical model explicitly solves for the vertical velocities and vertical 
difusions, sometimes creating large vertical exchanges, that create large Deacon 
Cels. The inverse circulation has been generated so that it is consistent with 
the observational data, leading to meridional streamfunctions that are 
consistent with the data. It is not clear that the numerical model's circulation is 
consistent with observations, leading to an uncertainty about the meridional 
streamfunction cels derived from numerical results. 
5.7 Surface Velocities 
Here the SOINV generated surface velocities are compared to in-situ 
observations of surface velocities. The SOINV surface velocities were generated 
by summation of the reference velocities, the thermal wind velocities and the 
Ekman velocities. The reference velocities were generated by dividing the 
reference transports by the model bathymetry. The thermal wind velocities 
were calculated by optimaly interpolating the thermal wind velocities, 
referenced to the bottom, for layer 1 of the dataset as described in section 5.2. 
The Ekman velocities were calculated by assuming an Ekman depth of 50 
metres. The SOINV's total surface velocities are shown in figure 5.25 that can 
be compared to figure 1 of Nowlin and Klinck [1986], shown in figure 5.26. It 
must be remembered that the velocities depicted by Nowlin and Klinck [1986] 
are referenced to 1000 db. 
South of Africa, Nowlin and Klinck [1986] have dificulty in depicting the 
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Agulhas and Agulhas Retroflection because of lack of data and depth of the 
ocean. This is a limitation with al boundary currents in the results published 
by Nowlin and Klinck [1986]. However, the outflow of the Agulhas Retroflection 
at 42°S, 40°E depicts surface velocities in excess of 20 cm s-1. The SOINV 
circulation shows surface velocities of the order of 10 cm s-1. As the ACC 
moves east, the location of the strongest surface velocities are in close 
agreement, although a bifurcation of ACC at 90°E in Nowlin and Klinck [1986] 
is depicted as a broadening of the ACC in the SOINV circulation. Continuing 
east, there is.an intensification of the ACC south of Australia in both datasets. 
Maximum velocities are 20 cm s-1 (Nowlin and Klinck [1986]) and 13 cm s-1 
(SOINV). The location of the ACC is again associated very strongly with the 
Australian-Antarctic Ridge. 
Over the Macquarie Ridge, Nowlin and Klinck [1986] show large surface 
velocities of the order of 30 cm s-1. These large velocities are not shown in the 
SOINV circulation with surface velocities decreasing over the ridge, the reasons 
for which are not clear. East of the Macquarie Ridge, Nowlin and Klinck [1986] 
shows the bifurcation of the ACC at 175°E that is also seen strongly in the 
transport figures of the SOINV circulation (figure 5.4). However, in the SOINV 
surface velocities, the northern branch is much weaker with only a suggestion of 
the northward flowing transport around the Campbel Plateau. This diference 
between the 'surface velocities and the depth-integrated transports is due to the 
deep flow moving north around the plateau, under the influence of vorticity. 
The ACC is seen to intensify over the Pacific-Antarctic Ridge in both datasets 
with Nowlin and Klinck [1986] showing velocities close to 25 cm s-1 and the 
SOINV circulation indicating velocities of 12 cm s-1. East of the 
Pacific-Antarctic Ridge, both datasets indicate the ACC spreads out across the 
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velocities less than 5 cm s-1. 
Through Drake Passage, surface velocities increase to 10 cm s-1- in both 
circulations before decreasing as they turn north across the Scotia Ridge. The 
SOINV circulation shows extremely fast surface velocities on the continental 
shelf around the Falkland Islands which are not shown by Nowlin and Klinck 
[1986]. These large surface velocities are mainly a result of relatively large 
transports being divided by the shalow bathymetry resulting in large reference 
velocities. Nowlin and Klinck [1986] indicate extremely large surface velocities 
(>30 cm s-') for the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence outflow with the direction of 
the mean flow uncertain. A similar flow is present in the SOINV circulation 
although occurring closer to the coast with much smaler surface velocities at 
the location depicted by Nowlin and Klinck [1986]. Across the Atlantic, the 
surface velocities of both datasets agree that the ACC is a broad current with 
surface velocities of the order of 5-10 cm s-1. 
5.8 Dynamic Height of the Southern Ocean 
Using the ful circulation derived from the inverse solution, it is possible to 
investigate the mean dynamic height of the Southern Ocean. The dynamic 
height of the Southern Ocean was calculated from the eastward component of 
the SOINV velocities using 
h = 13" I., J kWh uRef) dy g Ant. (5.5) 
which is simply the integrated form of equation 5.1 on page 128, used to 
calculate velocity from altimeter measurements. The integration is carried out 
northward from the Antarctic coastline, with the results shown in the top panel 
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Figure 5.27: Dynamic height (m2 s') of the Southern Ocean, integrated from 
the Antarctic Coastline (top panel) and integrated eastward transport (Sv) of the 
Southern Ocean circulation (lower panel). 
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The dynamic heights range from -.02 m2 S-2 to greater than 1 m2 s-2, 
however the values greater than .55 m2 s-2 are due to excessively high velocities 
over shalow bathymetry and have been removed. This bathymetric efect is also 
apparent in the northern part of the model domain where mid oceanic ridges 
become apparent, particularly along the Mid-Pacific Ridge at 250°E, the 
Indian-Antarctic Ridge at 45°E and the shalow bathymetry around New 
Zealand. 
Starting near the Antarctic continent, the four negative regions close to 
the continent represents cyclonic gyres close to Antarctica. It is possible to see 
the Weddel Sea Gyre extending as far as 50°E, although it does break up at 
325°E in the Weddel Sea, while observations suggest that the two circulations 
in the Weddel Sea should be joined into one continuous gyre [Orsi et al. 1993; 
Fahrbach et al. 1996]. The Ross SeA circulation is also smaler than 
observations suggest. 
Moving north, the .1 m2 s-  2 and .2 m2 s-2 contour can be thought of as 
representing the southern and northern extent of the ACC. The contours folow 
very closely the circulation location presented. in figure 5.1. Where the two 
contours are close together, the mean circulation of figure 5.1 is relatively 
strong, and vice versa. East of South America, the .2 m2 S-2 contour sweeps 
north around the Argentine Basin. This is the location that the Sub-Antarctic 
Front as reported by Peterson and Stramma [1991]. East of the Macquarie 
Ridge, the two contours divide with the .1 m2 5-2 moving south to folow the 
Pacific-Antarctic Ridge and the .2 m2 s-2 contour moving north around the 
Campbel Plateau. 
North of the .2 m2 s-2 contour, bathymetry becomes very noticeable 
particularly the mid oceanic ridges in the three ocean basins, the Lord Howe 
Rise and Campbel Plateau and the continental shelf around South America. 
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These bathymetric efects actualy mask out most of the signal present in the 
circulation. 
An alternative inspection is the integration of transport north from 
Antarctica to give a streamfunction of transport with the topographic influence 
removed. This depiction alows for a more detailed analysis of the northern half 
of the model domain. Immediately the Subtropical gyre of the Pacific Ocean 
becomes apparent as the transport streamlines enter and leave the Pacific Ocean 
between 180°E and 280°E. A similar, although smaler, transport circulation is 
present in the Atlantic Ocean between 320°E and 10°E. This depiction also 
alows an inspection on the transport of water between the three ocean basins. 
On the ,east coast of South America water flows into the model domain 
and turns east as depicted by the 100 Sv contour. The 100 Sv contour continues 
east and moves south of South Africa, south of the Agulhas Retroflection and 
finaly turns north into the Indian Ocean at 60°E. The 100 Sv contour then 
re-enters the Atlantic from the Indian Ocean close to the South African 
continent north of the Agulhas Retroflection. This suggests that water flows 
down the western side of the Atlantic, turns east at approximately 40°S and 
moves into the Indian sector of the Southern Ocean where it turns north into 
the Indian Ocean. This Atlantic origin water is surmised to then recirculate 
back into the Atlantic Ocean via the Agulhas Current, establishing a constant 
exchange of mass between the Atlantic and Indian Oceans. As discussed in 
section 5.2.4, there is a zero net exchange of mass between the Atlantic and 
Indian Ocean. so the eastward transport south of the Agulhas Retroflection is 
balanced by the westward transport into the Atlantic by the Agulhas Current. 
Again folowing the 100 Sv contour, a similar exchange can be traced from 
the Indian to the Pacific, although the closure of the loop is surmised to occur 
outside the model domain via the Indonesian throughflow that was discussed in 
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section 5.2.4. The 100 Sv contour moves south out of the Indian Ocean at 
110°E down to nearly 50°S before returning to 40°S in the Tasman Sea. This 
seems to indicate that there is some water branching of the ACC and turning 
north into the Tasman Sea west of the Macquarie Ridge. The 100 Sv water 
returns to 50°S west of the Pacific Antarctic Ridge before moving north to leave 
the model domain near the west coast of South America. It is thought that 
outside the model domain this contour would then move towards the equator 
before traveling east on the northern side of the Subtropical Gyre, then north 
of Australia and through Indonesia and down the west coast of Australia to 
close the loop. 
It is also possible that outside the model domain in the Indian Ocean, that 
the water originating from the Atlantic Ocean continues east to flow south of 
Australia. This would indicate that the Indonesian throughflow closure moves 
west in the northern Indian Ocean before flowing south down the African 
continent and back into the Atlantic Ocean to close the loop. This is precisely 
the circulation imagined by the ocean conveyer belt logo depicted by Gordon 
[1985] and discussed by Schmitz [1995]. 
This chapter has compared the circulation from the SOINV to 
observations and numerical model results. It has been shown that with the 
results of the SOINV, many investigations not usualy possible with inverse 
models can be undertaken. 
The two dimensional depth-integrated circulation shows a high degree of 
agreement with in-situ observations. The shape and relative size of the 
circulation is comparable to observed flows, as demonstrated in many direct 
comparisons. The depth-integrated circulation can also be compared to satelite 
measurements, as presented in the comparison to EKE maps. These show that 
such a comparison is possible, and that the SOINV circulation is in close 
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agreement with the Topex/POSEIDON observations. 
At 1°x 10 grid spacing the SOINV can start to be compared to high 
resolution forward diferencing numerical models. Again, this is usualy only 
possible at the edges of inverse models. The comparisons have shown that they 
are in close agreement, although there are diferences in the physics of the 
models. These diference lead to some inconsistencies between the numerical 
model circulation and the in-situ observations. 
The three dimensional circulation of the SOINV can be compared to many 
hydrographic sections, not just at the boundary of the model, as is the case 
with previous inverse models, but anywhere within the model domain. The 
comparisons ilustrated that as a result of the optimal interpolation, the SOINV 
velocities were usualy too smal, particularly in boundary currents. However, 
these comparisons also showed that the mass transport across the sections was 
comparable to the observations. 
The advantage of developing a high resolution circulation that is 
consistent with the observations was ilustrated in the investigation of the 
existence of a Deacon Cel. The Deacon Cel has only been observed in 
numerical model circulations. While this comparison suggested that the vertical 
exchanges of the Deacon Cel derived in the FRAM model were over estimated, 
it did ilustrate the type of investigations that can be carried out using this 
form of inverse model. 
This chapter has demonstrated that global scale, 1°x 10 grid spacing 
inverse model is possible. The circulation has been demonstrated to closely 
agree with hydrographic observations and satelite measurements. Developing a 
high resolution inverse model alows for the investigation of many circulation 
features not usualy possible with inverse techniques, or observations by 
themselves. The folowing chapter now utilises this circulation to diagnose 
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implied heat and freshwater transports to inspect the heat and freshwater 
budget of the Southern Ocean. 
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Chapter 6 
Heat and Freshwater Circulation 
In the previous chapter, the implications of the inverse solution on mass 
circulation around the Southern Ocean were presented and discussed. It was 
found that the circulation was consistent with the observations and that the 
new three dimensional velocity field could be used to investigate mass 
circulation features not possible with standard observational datasets. In this 
chapter, the mass circulation discussed in chapter 5 is used to diagnose the 
movement of heat and freshwater around the Southern Ocean. An 
understanding of the movement of heat and freshwater around the oceans is 
crucial to understanding the global thermohaline circulation [Gordon et al. 
1992; van Balegooyen et al. 1994] and global climate [Macdonald 1993]. The 
calculated fluxes of heat and freshwater are totaly unconstrained by the inverse 
solution. Thus, in this chapter the focus is on the skil of the inverse technique 
in estimating the transports of heat and freshwater. 
This chapter is organised by first defining the heat and freshwater 
transports used in this thesis and are calculated using similar methods to 
Bryden et al. [1991]. With these definitions, the transport of heat and 
freshwater across 35°S are presented and compared to previous investigations. 
Folowing this discussion, the total depth-integrated circulation of heat and 
freshwater are outlined. Finaly, with the divergence of heat and freshwater 
used to estimate surface fluxes, the implied movement of heat and freshwater 
around the Southern Ocean is discussed. 
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6.1 Definition of Heat and Freshwater Transport 
The definitions of heat and freshwater transport used in this thesis are the same 
as those defined by Roemmich and McCalister [1989] and Bryden et al. [1991]. 
Bryden et ad. [1991] define heat flux (HF) as 
[ 11 F„1 = f f 	 [udy PCp(T To) 	 dz 
H Fv 	 vdx 
where Cp is the specific heat of sea water and p is the density of sea water and 
To is the volume averaged temperature calculated by summing over volume x 
local temperature and then dividing by total volume. 
As there are no significant sources or sinks of salt in the global ocean 
[Roemmich and McCalister 1989], the net salt flux into a region of the ocean is 
zero. The efect on the mass transport of an imbalance between evaporation and 
precipitation is negligible, but the salinity contrast between the ocean and water 
vapour magnifies the freshwater imbalance, and significantly influences the salt 
budget [Roemmich and McCalister 1989]. The volume transport of water 
presented in chapter 5 includes these imbalances of evaporation and 
precipitation. By multiplying the volume transport by a mean salinity, and 
subtracting the salt transport defines the time-averaged freshwater budget as 
[ FWul 	 f f 	 [udy dz 
FW, 	 vdx 
(6.2) 
The results of these equations, like the thermal wind equations discussed 
in chapter 2 (page 15), wil be diferent due to the cross correlation between the 
velocity and the salinity or temperature field and the length scales of the 
interpolation process. The inclusion of the perturbation fields of temperature, 
T', and salinity, S', makes a significant diference to the net transports of heat 
(6.1) 
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and freshwater. Figure 6.1 shows the diference between the optimaly 
remapped heat transport and the heat transport calculated from the remapped 
velocity and temperature fields for the Indian Ocean. This shows that there are 
significant diferences in the top 500 metres of the section associated with the 
inclusion of the perturbation fields. The positive regions of diference between 
35°E to 50°E and 60°E to 90°E indicate where the interpolated heat transport 
is larger than the heat transport calculated from the interpolated fields of 
velocity and temperature. The southward flowing Agulhas Current shows a 
negative diference, as it wil be shown in section 6.2.1, this is a region of 
negative heat transport across 35°S. Therefore, a negative diference, indicates 
that the interpolated heat transport is larger and more negative than the heat 
transport calculated from the interpolated temperature and velocity fields. 
Both of these results show that the heat transport estimated from the 
interpolated heat transport is larger than the heat transport estimated from the 
interpolated velocity and temperature fields. 
The thermal wind components of heat and freshwater are computed in the 
same manner as thermal wind in section 3.2.4. A cast is selected from the 
dataset, and the surrounding area divided into 12 regions (see figure 3.10, 
page 36). The heat and freshwater transport between the central cast and each 
of the twelve region casts and calculated and orientated to north on the 42 
levels of the dataset. On each level of the dataset, the x and y components of 
heat and freshwater transport are calculated (see equation 3.2) using singular 
value decomposition as presented on page 36. The x and y components of heat 
and freshwatr transport are then optimaly interpolated on each of the 42 
levels of the dataset. 
The heat and freshwater transported by the reference velocity calculated 
by the inverse model, is estimated by multiplying the reference velocity by the 
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Figure 6.1: Diference between optimaly interpolated heat transport and heat 
transport calculated from interpolated velocity and temperature fields (10th W) 
across the Indian Ocean at 35°S. Zero diference contoured. 
interpolated temperature and salinity fields at each depth level. These reference 
transports are then added to the thermal wind transports to generate the 
presented vertical sections of heat and freshwater transport. This approach of 
generating heat and freshwater transports does not include the T' and S' 
perturbations associated with reference transport. However, this barotropic 
component cannot be calculated at this stage from the density field data. 
The Ekman component of heat and freshwater transport was added to the 
thermal wind and reference transports by assuming that the Ekman layer 
extends to a depth of 50 metres, and includes the top 5 layers of the dataset. 
This is the depth used by Bryden et al. [1991] to estimate Ekman transport. 
The Ekman transport was divided equaly over the top 5 layers and multiplied 
by the layer temperature and salinity to try and estimate the Ekman 
components of heat and freshwater on each layer. These Ekman transports were 
then added to the thermal wind and reference transports of heat and freshwater. 
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As the depth of each layer increases with depth, the Ekman velocity decreases 
with depth. Folowing the procedure outlined by Bryden et al. [1991], the mean 
temperature and salinity of the five Ekman layers was used to calculate the 
Ekman heat and freshwater transport instead of the ful ocean mean. 
Using the heat and freshwater transports calculated in the manner 
outlined above, the three dimensional field of heat and freshwater transports 
can be constructed and analysed. In the folowing sections, the heat and 
freshwater transports across 35°S are compared to observational estimates. The 
total depth-integrated transport of heat and freshwater are presented before 
investigating the divergence of heat and freshwater throughout the model 
domain. 
6.2 Heat and Freshwater flux across 35°S. 
This section inspects the heat and freshwater transport calculated to cross 35°S. 
Initialy, the interpolated temperature and salinity fields are compared to nearby 
observations along the sections to confirm that the optimal interpolation of the 
data is consistent with the observations and to assist in defining water masses 
across the section. Using these remapped fields to estimate the transport due to 
the reference velocity and combining the thermal wind and Ekman transports, 
the sections of heat and freshwater transport are presented and interpreted. 
6.2.1 Indian Ocean 
As discussed in chapter 5, the Indian Ocean transports 14 Sv into the model 
domain. This transport must originate from the Pacific Ocean via the 
Indonesian throughflow and is likely to be associated with a significant heat and 
freshwater transport. The heat and freshwater transport of the Indian Ocean 
has been estimated many times [Bennett 1978; Toole and Raymer 1985; Fu 
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1986; Murray and Arief 1988; Meyers et al. 1995; Toole and Warren 1993; Nof 
1995] and these results are compared to the SOINV results. The optimaly 
interpolated temperature field across the Indian Ocean at 35°S is presented in 
figure 6.3 and is compared to the results of a trans-Indian section occupied by 
the RRS Charles Darwin in November-December 1987 as reported by Toole and 
Warren [1993]. The Darwin section is broken into two depth ranges. The top 
layer is an expanded view of the top 1000 metres, while the bottom section 
covers the ful depth range. The isotherms generaly slope upwards to the east, 
towards Australia with a smal depression of the isotherms near the continent of 
Australia. Surface temperatures exceed 20°C near the coast of Africa, 
associated with the Agulhas Current, and at longitudes 54°E, 80°E and near the 
Australian continent. Deep layer temperatures reach a minimum less than 
1.5°C, with a smal region less than 0.5°C at 60°E. There are several diferences 
between the observed field and the interpolated field. As expected, the fine scale 
structure present in the observations is not present in the smoothed temperature 
field. For example, the rise in the isotherms close to the African continent (less 
than 1° of longitude wide) is smoothed out, except in the top 1000 metres of the 
smoothed field. The depth of the isotherms are generaly in close agreement. 
The bottom panel of figure 6.2 presents the optimal interpolation errors 
associated with the temperature field. These errors give an estimate to how wel 
the interpolation procedure is performing. Large errors indicate regions where 
the signal variance of the data is large, ie., there is a lot of variation in the 
observations, or that the optimal interpolation length scales are too short. In 
the region west of 60°E, above 1000 metres, the large errors are in the Agulhas 
Current region which is known to be extremely variable [Read and Polard 1993] 
and hence the signal variances are large, leading to the large observed errors. 
Below 1000 metres, the fluctuations in temperature decrease, resulting in 
0 
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Figure 6.2: Potential temperature (°C) sections for Darwin section (top) [Toole 
and Warren 1994], the remapped temperature (middle) and associated error field 
from optimal mapping (bottom) for the Indian Ocean. 
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smaler signal variances, and hence smaler errors. The slight increase in the 
error field at 4000 metres between 86° and 109°E is due to a decrease in the 
number of observations. As the number of observations decreases with depth, 
the horizontal distance between observations increases to the extent that it 
exceeds the optimal interpolation short length scales, and thus the optimal 
interpolation introduces some artificial signals. However, as the optimal 
interpolation procedure utilises two length scales, long and short, the size of the 
introduced artificial signals wil be smal because even if the data separation 
exceeds the short length scales, the interpolation process wil utilise the long 
length scale estimates. 
It must also be noted that, as discussed in section 4.4, the errors due to 
the inverse solution are not calculated. As the smoothed temperature profile is 
multiplied by the reference velocities generated by the SOINV to estimate the 
}lea, transported by the reference velocities, the optimal interpolation errors of 
temperature show where the modeler can have confidence in the remapped 
temperature field but not necessarily the reference heat transport. In the 
folowing sections, similar error profiles are presented. It must be remembered 
that they only represent the optimal interpolation error field of temperature, 
and do not give the combined estimate of the errors for the reference fluxes or 
thermal wind transport. 
Figure 6.3 compares the salinity section measured by the Darwin, to the 
optimaly interpolated salinity section. The salinity contours generaly rise 
towards the east. Surface values range from approximately 35.6 psu near the 
coast of Africa to greater than 35.9 psu near the coast of Australia. At depth, 
there is a salinity minimum layer rising from 1200 metres in the west to 1000 
metres in the east associated with Antarctic Intermediate Water. At 3000 
metres, there is a tongue of high salinity water extending eastward from the 
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African continent, which is also coincident to a spreading of the isotherms in 
figure 6.2. These are characteristic of North Atlantic Deep Water that has 
moved northward into the Indian Ocean basin from around the southern tip of 
Africa [Toole and Warren 1993]. Given that there is a salinity minimum, it is 
clear that there is some bottom water, although at the vertical resolution of the 
hydrographic dataset below 3000 metres, it is not clear to the extent Antarctic 
Bottom Water is present. 
Now that the diferent water masses across the Indian Basin have been 
identified, and using the three dimensional field developed from the SOINV, it 
is possible to investigate which water masses are responsible for heat, and 
freshwater transport across 35°S in the Indian Ocean. By multiplying the 
reference velocities generated by the inverse model by the interpolated 
temperature field, and adding them to the interpolated thermal wind and 
Ekman heat transports, estimates of the heat transport can be calculated using 
equation 6.1. These heat fluxes are presented in figure 6.4 and generate a net 
southward transport of .52 PW across the Indian Ocean basin. This compares 
favourably to published estimates of Indian Ocean heat transport by Toole and 
Raymer [1985] (.6 PW southward at 32°S) and Fu [1986] (.69 PW southward at 
18°S and .25 PW southward at 32°S). An advantage of this approach to 
constructing heat and freshwater transports is that the contribution by the 
diferent components, can also be inspected. Across the Indian Ocean, the 
thermal wind heat transport is estimated to be .84 PW northward. This 
northward transport by the thermal wind, is in the opposite direction to most 
published estimates, but does compare to Bennett's [1978] estimate of .88 PW 
northward. The Ekman component of heat transport across the Indian Ocean 
contributes a northward transport of .25 PW. The reference transport creates 
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Figure 6.3: Salinity (psu) sections for Darwin cruise (top) [Toole and Warren 
1994], the remapped salinity (middle) and associated error field from optimal 
mapping (bottom) for the Indian Ocean. 
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reference velocities make a dominant contribution to the net heat transport in 
the Indian Ocean. 
By inspection of figure 6.4, it can be seen that most of the heat is being 
carried southward by the Agulhas Current. The Agulhas extends to a depth of 
800 metres and to 38°E between 500 and 850 metres. There is a layer of strong 
southward transport at approximately 700 metres depth, extending from the 
Agulhas Current, east to 60°E. This water is above the salinity minimum 
Antarctic Intermediate Water and is associated with SubAntarctic Mode Water. 
Most of the surface waters above 700 metres are transporting heat northward, 
as is the deep bottom layer. Generaly the Antarctic Intermediate Water is 
transporting heat southward, with an intense core at 80°E, associated with the 
southward velocity core of figure 5.9. This velocity core has a strong influence 
on the heat transported by the Circumpolar Deep Water. East of the 
Mid-Indian Ridge, heat transport closely matches the velocity profile. West of 
the Mid-Indian Ridge, the heat transport is both north an d south, with a 
northward core at 55°E. 
The bottom panel of figure 6.4 depicts the optimal interpolation errors of 
only the thermal wind component of heat transport. 
By integrating the heat flux across 35°S (figure 6.4) on each depth layer, 
the layer contribution to the heat transport across the Indian Ocean can be 
investigated and is shown in figure 6.5. It is also possible to investigate the 
contribution each of the three components make to heat transport. Above 300 
metres the reference transport of heat is balancing the thermal wind transport 
of heat. However, the total heat transport is generaly northward. At 500 
metres, the reference heat transport is very strongly southward, which because 
of the weakening, northward, thermal wind transport gives a strong southward 
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Figure 6.4: Heat flux, HF (101W), across 35°S in the Indian after inverse solu-
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Figure 6.5: Heat transport on each layer (10' W, +ve is northward), integrated 
across the Indian Ocean. (Solid = Total, Dashed = Thermal wind, Dashed-dot 
= Reference, Dotted = Ekman). 
contribution decreases to be close to zero, and the reference transport of heat 
dominates the total heat transport. 
The freshwater transport, calculated using equation 6.2, is presented in 
figure 6.6. It is estimated that there is a net southward transport of freshwater 
of 2.5x 10 Kg s-1. Most of the southward transport occurs in two cores located 
at 2200 metres and 3200 metres at 60°E. There is also significant southward 
transport associated with the deep Agulhas Current. The surface waters are 
slightly southward, overlying a general northward transport. The Subantarctic 
Mode Waters are also responsible for a strong northward transport of freshwater 
at 60°E. As mentioned above, the Antarctic Circumpolar Deep Water is 
transporting most of the freshwater south at 60°E. East of the Mid-Indian 
Ridge, the freshwater transport is weakly northward. But there seems to be 
little structure within each water mass. 
In summation, the Indian Ocean has several distinct sections. The 
Agulhas Current which is transporting heat and freshwater southward. The 
Agulhas return current which transports heat northward, freshwater weakly 
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Figure 6.6: Freshwater transport across 35°S in the Indian Basin calculated using 
velocity and salinity fields (106 Kg s-1). 
northward. The Sub-Antarctic Mode Water transporting heat southward and 
freshwater northward. East of the Mid-Indian Ridge, the Circumpolar Deep 
Water is transporting heat northward and freshwater southward. West of the 
Mid-Indian Ridge, Circumpolar Deep Water is transporting heat southward and 
freshwater northward. 
6.2.2 Pacific Ocean 
The smoothed temperature profile for the Pacific Ocean is presented in figure 
6.7 and compared to the temperature profiles measured along the WOCE P6 
section presented by Toole et al. [1995]. Generaly, the isotherms shoal towards 
the east, except close to the Australian continent west of 170°E. This shoaling is 
most apparent in the top 1000 metres. Below 1000 metres in the smoothed field, 
and below 2000 metres in the P6 section, the isotherms tend to deepen again 
east of 260°E. Surface temperatures exceed 20°C for nearly the entire section. 
In comparison to the Indian Ocean temperatures of figure 6.2, the Pacific Ocean 
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is cooler than the Indian Ocean, with the 2.5°C isotherm nearly 1000 metres 
shalower in the west Pacific. Near South America, the diference is 
approximately 100 metres. 
In the salinity profiles, shown in figure 6.8, there is once again the 
characteristic salinity minimum associated with Antarctic Intermediate Water. 
It is slightly shalower than in the Indian Ocean, ranging from 1000 metres in 
the west to 750 metres in the east in both the P6 and smoothed sections. 
Surface salinities exceed 35.7 psu near Australia but freshen considerably across 
the Pacific until a minimum of less than 34.5 psu of the South American Coast 
as the salinity minimum shoals towards the surface. Below the salinity 
minimum layer, there is a broad depth range with the 34.7 psu contour at a 
nearly identical depth in both the P6 and smoothed fields. Together with the 
slight spreading of the temperature contours in figure 6.7, the salinities are 
characteristic of Circumpolar Deep Water. The deep 34.7 psu contour also 
suggests that there is some NADW entering the Pacific basin south of Australia 
and New Zealand. 
In both the salinity and temperature fields, the associated optimal 
interpolation errors were larger than those produced in the Indian Ocean. 
Unlike the Indian Ocean errors, the increased errors are a result of a decrease in 
data density. As explained in the discussion of the Indian Ocean errors, if data 
density exceeds the length scales of the optimal interpolation, the interpolation 
procedure can add artificial signals. The South Pacific Ocean has the lowest 
data density of the model domain, which leads to the relatively high observed 
interpolation errors. 
Figure 6.9 depicts the calculated heat transport across the Pacific Ocean. 
The total transport of heat is estimated to be 1.2 PW northward. The 
individual contributions to this transport are .29 PW northward by reference 
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Figure 6.7: Potential temperature (°C) sections for the P6 section (top) [Toole 
et al. 1995], the remapped temperature (middle) and associated error field from 
optimal mapping (bottom) for the Pacific Ocean. 
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Figure 6.8: Salinity (psu) sections for P6 (top) [Toole et al. 1995], the remapped 
salinity (middle) and associated error field from optimal mapping (bottom) for 
the Pacific Ocean. 
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transport, .76 PW northward by thermal wind transport and .15 PW northward 
by the Ekman layer transport. This is unexpected as it is generaly accepted 
that the Pacific Ocean has a net southward transport of heat [Macdonald 1993]. 
Previous estimates of Pacific Ocean heat transport range from .15 PW 
northwards [Macdonald 1993], to 2.2 PW southward [Macdonald 1993]. Thus 
the SOINV is estimating a heat transport that is more northward than previous 
observations. 
From the section shown in figure 6.9, most of the heat transport in the 
Pacific occurs in the top 1000 metres of the ocean, above the Antarctic 
Intermediate Water. The Chile-Peru Current, the eastern arm of the 
Subtropical Gyre, and the EAC return Current are the major conduits of 
northward heat transport. There is a southward transport of heat associated 
with the western arm of the Subtropical Gyre. Below 1000 metres, the 
magnitudes of the heat transport are much smaler than the surface layer 1 
values. Most,of the surface features do extend down through the water column, 
but with significantly smaler heat transports at depth. This weak vertical 
profile is consistent with the results of Wunsch et al. [1983]. 
The contribution each component makes to the transport of heat across 
the Pacific Basin is presented in figure 6.10. From figure 6.10 it is clear that, 
unlike the Indian Ocean, the thermal wind velocities are the dominant 
component. The heat transported by the reference velocities is very smal 
compared to the thermal wind. Both components are relatively smal below 
1000 metres, but near the surface layers the reference transport of heat does not 
vary as greatly as it does in the Indian Ocean. It is possible to see the 
Sub-Antarctic Mode Water transporting heat north, overlying the weaker 
northward transport associated with the Antarctic Intermediate Water. 
The freshwater profile presented in figure 6.11 is in some respects in 
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Figure 6.9: Heat flux, HF (10'2W), across 35°S in the Pacific  after inverse solu-
tion with associated optimal mapping error for the Pacific Ocean. 
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Figure 6.10: Heat transport on each layer (1014 W, +ve is northward), integrated 
across the Pacific Ocean. (Solid = Total, Dashed = Thermal wind, Dashed-dot 
= Reference, Dotted = Ekman). 
complete contrast to the Pacific heat transport. It is estimated that the net 
southward transport is 4.2x107 Kg s-1. Most of this transport occurs in the 
deeper ocean, in particular the Circumpolar Deep Water. The surface layers 
show generaly weak transports of freshwater above approximately 1000 metres. 
The exception to this is the southward transport associated with the EAC on 
the east coast of Australia. This southward transport extends to a depth of 
2000 metres and overlies an intense core of northward freshwater transport. On 
the eastern side of the New Zealand Ridge, there is a strong northward 
transport of freshwater that extends between 1000 and 3000 metres. Over the 
East Pacific Ridge, at 3500 metres depth, there is a strong core of southward 
transport, that continues eastward and joins a general southward transport of 
freshwater east of the East Pacific Ridge. 
From the profiles discussed above, it appears that the surface waters of the 
Pacific, above 1000 metres, are the most influential in the heat transport, while 
the deeper interior of the ocean, below 1000 metres, is important to the 
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Figure 6.11: Freshwater flux across 35°S in the Pacific Basin  calculated using 
velocity and salinity fields for the Pacific Ocean. (106kg.s-1) 
freshwater transport. The Chile-Peru Current is transporting both heat and 
freshwater northward, whilst the EAC is transporting freshwater southward but 
only weak southward heat transport. The net transport of heat is northward, 
which as noted, does not agree with published results listed in MacDonald's 
[1993] paper. This apparent inconsistency with the observed heat transport is 
investigated and discussed in detail in section 6.4. 
6.2.3 Atlantic Ocean 
From chapter 5, it was shown that the net transport across 30°S in the Atlantic 
Ocean was close to zero. Therefore, any net transport of heat  or freshwater in 
the Atlantic wil be due to the diference in properties of the transported water 
masses. The temperature profile across the Atlantic is shown  in figure 6.12. 
Surface temperatures are fairly uniform at approximately 20°C across the basin. 
Down to a depth of 1000 metres, the vertical gradient of temperature is almost 
uniform with isotherms sloping upwards towards the east.  Below 1000 metres, 
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the isotherms spread over depth, consistent with CDW. On the western 
boundary, the 3° isotherm is depressed from 1400 metres to  nearly 3000 metres. 
This depression of the isotherm is a signature of North Atlantic Deep Water 
flowing south down the western boundary of the Atlantic Basin. Below the 
Circumpolar Deep Water, the 2° isotherm indicates the presence of Antarctic 
Bottom Water, particularly west of t he Mid-Atlantic Ridge. 
The salinity section shown in figure 6.13 highlights the diferent water 
masses that are present within the Atlantic basin more clearly. The surface 
waters, down to a depth of 800 metres, show salinities greater than 35psu. The 
salinity minimum layer, <34.4 psu, indicative of Antarctic Intermediate Water is 
clearly seen at a depth of 850 to 1100 metres. Below the salinity minimum the 
steady increase in salinity with depth, together with the temperature gradient, 
indicates the presence of Circumpolar Deep Water and North Atlantic Deep 
Water on the western boundary of the basin. There is the presence of Antarctic 
Bottom Water underlying the Circumpolar Deep Water across the section. 
The heat transport across 35°S in the Atlantic, shown in figure 6.14, is 
estimated to be .37 PW northward. The reference velocities and Ekman 
component are calculated to contribute a northward transport of .83 PW and 
.16 PW respectively while the thermal wind component is estimated to 
transport .61 PW southward. It is generaly considered that the Atlantic Ocean 
has a net northward transport of heat associated with it, with published results 
varying from .04 PW to .83 PW north rd [Macdonald 1993]. In the Atlantic, 
the transport of heat appears to be evenly distributed over the water column. 
The southward flowing Brazil current generates a net southward transport of 
heat down the east coast of South America. This southward transport extends 
eastward, throughout the water column to 333°E. Over the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, 
there is a strong northward transport of heat through the water column, except 
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Figure 6.12: Potential temperature (°C) sections for remapped temperature (top) 
and associated error field from optimal mapping (bottom) for the Atlantic Ocean. 
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Figure 6.13: Salinity (psu) sections for remapped salinity (top) and associated 
error field from optimal mapping (bottom) for the Atlantic Ocean. 
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for the top 200 metres. This northward transport of heat extends eastward, 
decreasing and then increasing again, reaching a maximum in the Benguela 
Current on the west coast of Africa. There is a surface return current between 
Wand 10°E, mostly associated with the western eddy of the Agulhas Return 
circulation. There is also a southward transport of heat below 3500 metres 
associated with Antarctic Bottom Water, that extends across the Atlantic, 
across the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, and reaching a maximum at 15°E, at the base of 
the continental shelf of Africa. 
Figure 6.15 depicts the zonal integration on depth layers of heat transport 
across the Atlantic Ocean. Like the Indian Ocean, the reference circulation is 
counteracting the thermal wind transport, particularly at depth, to generate the 
net northward transpdrt. In the surface layers, the thermal wind transport is 
relatively large and negative. However the reference heat transport is opposite 
in sign, reducing the southward transport of heat. Below 800 metres, the 
reference heat transport becomes the dominant circulation leading to net 
northward transports of heat at depth. 
The freshwater transport depicted in figure 6.16 shows that the 1.7x108 
Kg s of northward flowing freshwater is transported mostly in the deeper 
layers of the Ocean. The total freshwater transport is consistent with previous 
estimates, such as 3x108 Kg s'across 32°S by Macdonald [1993]. The North 
Atlantic Deep water generates relatively large cores of northward freshwater 
current on the western side of the basin, between 3800 metres and 1500 metres. 
Above the North Atlantic Deep Water, the Brazil Current transports freshwater 
southward close to the South American Continent and then northward as the 
return current moves north again. East of 340°E, between 800 metres and 3250 
metres, there are several cores transporting freshwater both north and south. 
Unlike the Indian and the Pacific, it is the deep interior of the Atlantic 
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Figure 6.14: Heat flux, HF (1012 W), across 35°S in the Atlantic after inverse 
solution with associated optimal mapping error for the Atlantic Ocean. 
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Figure 6.15: Heat transport on each layer (1014 W, +ye is northward), integrated 
across the Atlantic Ocean. (Solid = Total, Dashed = Thermal wind, Dashed-dot 
= Reference, Dotted = Ekman). 
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Figure 6.16: Freshwater flux across 35°S in the Atlantic Basin calculated using 
velocity and salinity fields for the Atlantic Ocean. (106 Kg s-1) 
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that is having the most influence on the heat and salt transport across 35°S. 
The western boundary current is having an efect, but not nearly to the same 
degree as in the other ocean basins. Surface heat transport is, as with the other 
two basins, significant across the basin with little salt flux in the surface layers. 
Freshwater is generaly transported northward across the basin except for two 
intense cores associated with the Brazil Current and AAIVV over the 
Mid-Atlantic Ridge. 
6.3 Depth-Integrated Transport and Divergence 
With the three dimensional field of heat and freshwater transport that has been 
created in the previous section, the depth-integrated horizontal transport of 
heat and freshwater can be calculated on the 1° x 10 grid of the model domain. 
This is at much higher grid spacing than previous inverse or observational 
studies. The transport figures presented in the folowing pages were created by 
calculating the transport of heat and freshwater using equations 6.1 and 6.2 for 
the thermal wind, reference and Ekman transports using the global average of 
temperature and salinity. The divergence fields were calculated from the 
depth-integrated transport fields in the same manner as the divergence of mass, 
calculated in section 4.1. 
The two dimensional transport flow fields give an indication of how heat 
and freshwater is moved around the Southern Ocean by the mean circulation. 
Taking the divergence of these flow fields represents the areas of heat and 
freshwater imbalance over the total water column. These imbalances can be 
used to represent heat and freshwater exchanges at the surface of the ocean, 
into the atmosphere, and so can be thought of as surface fluxes of heat and 
freshwater. 
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6.3.1 Heat 
The otal heat transport field shown in figure 6.17 depicts the depth integrated 
movement of heat around the Southern Ocean by the mass conserving 
circulation presented in chapter 5. 
From figure 6.17, it is clear that, while most heat is being transported by 
the ACC, there is significant heat transport associated with the subtropical 
gyres. In the Indian Ocean (top panel of figure 6.17), heat is being transferred 
in an easterly direction by the ACC north of 50°S. North of the ACC, heat is 
being transferred northward away from the ACC. It appears that most of this 
heat is being re-circulated back south through the Agulhas Current, with a 
westerly heat transport along 30°S, west of 90°E. East of 90°E, the heat is 
circulated back south through the Leeuwin Current. South of Australia, heat is 
transported in a large anti-cyclonic gyre located in the Great Australian Bight. 
South of the ACC, the size of the heat transports are generaly smaler, and 
northward into the ACC. 
On the east coast of Africa, the Agulhas Current system is transporting 
heat south into the ACC. On the west coast of Africa, there appears to be heat 
transferred from the ACC into the boundary current. The boundary transport 
of heat continues north up the west coast of Africa and into the Atlantic Ocean. 
In the Tasman Sea (middle panel of figure 6.17), there is a northward 
transport of heat away from the ACC, some of which recirculates south of New 
Zealand before meeting an eastward transport of heat over the Campbel 
Plateau. The remainder continues north to join southward-moving heat 
associated with the EAC return current. The southward transport of heat 
expected to be associated with the EAC is not present. This is because some of 
the boundary grid points had excessively large heat transports and were 
excluded from the estimates. 
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The Pacific Subtropical Gyre transports heat predominately eastward, 
west of 240°E and north, east of 240°E. The Chile-Peru Current has an 
associated northward transport of heat out of the model domain. The ACC 
continues to transport heat eastward, folowing closely the mass circulation path 
across the Pacific. South of the ACC, the magnitudes of the heat transport are 
smaler and not as wel defined, but generaly show a westward transport of 
heat. 
In the Atlantic sector (bottom panel of figure 6.17), the heat transport 
associated with the ACC is much smaler than expected. Through Drake 
Passage, there is a weak westward transport of heat depicted. It is not until the 
ACC flows south of Africa that the ACC generates a strong eastward transport 
of heat. The region north of 50°S and west of 250°E shows strong eastward heat 
flow. This is the area of the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence outflow and it appears 
that heat is being transported south by the Brazil Current (not shown because 
of unrealistic reference velocities) and then across the Atlantic to join the ACC 
south of South Africa. 
The two dimensional heat transport field shown in figure 6.17 represents 
the depth integrated heat transport at that location. Calculating the divergence 
of heat, V • (u, v)T, estimates the imbalance of heat within each cel can be 
diagnosed. Since there is a negligible gain of heat at the bottom of the ocean, 
the surface flux of heat can be defined as 
pcpv.  
U  
T = HF.9ur face 
V
(6.3) 
Using equation 6.3, the surface heat flux around the Southern Ocean is 
presented in figure 6.18. Grid cels with unrealistic surface fluxes (>200 W m-2) 
have been removed. Positive values of the divergence operator represents heat 
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Figure 6.17: Depth-integrated transport circulation of heat around the Southern 
Ocean shown at 10 lat. x 2° long, grid spacing (1°. 2x1014 W). 
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Figure 6.18: Divergence of heat (W m-2) in the Southern Ocean from the trans-
port field shown in figure 6.17. 
being transferred into the ocean and negative values represent a transfer of heat 
out of the ocean. 
Figure 6.18 shows that the largest imbalances of heat, and thus the largest 
surface fluxes of heat, are associated with the ACC. The Agulhas and Agulhas 
Retroflection Currents have large values of heat flux, both positive and 
negative, associated with them. In the Indian Basin, the largest surface fluxes 
are 130 Wm-2. At 37°S, 60°E, the large negative flux is associated with the 
northward turning of some of the circulation away from the ACC in the Crozet 
Basin. North and south of the ACC, the size of the divergence field decreases 
away from the ACC. 
In the Pacific Basin, the size of the surface fluxes associated with the ACC 
are smaler than those presented in the Indian basin. South of New Zealand, the 
surface fluxes are more confused, sometimes changing sign in neighbouring grid 
cels. In the north of the Tasman Sea there is a large positive divergence 
suggesting heat is being transferred into the ocean in this regions. This is the 
opposite of what is expected, as the EAC is a warm current that gives of heat 
to the atmosphere [Ridgway and Godfrey 1994]. East of New Zealand, the 
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surface heat fluxes are generaly smaler than the rest of the Pacific Basin. 
Through Drake Passage and along the east coast of South America, the 
surface fluxes are poorly resolved. This is a combination of the bathymetry of 
the region leading to unrealistic reference transports, and the circulation of heat 
through Drake Passage being poorly determined. In the interior of the Atlantic 
Basin, the surface fluxes are smaler than the other two basins. The Atlantic 
surface fluxes also appear not to be as wel defined, particularly in the ACC. 
This is consistent with the heat circulation shown in figure 6.17, that depicts a 
slightly confused heat circulation associated with the ACC. 
From these two presentations of heat transport of the Southern Ocean, 
zonal integrations of the meridional component of heat transport and zonal 
integration of the divergence of heat transport can be calculated. These zonaly 
integrated values estimate the net northward transport of heat and the net 
exchange of heat between the ocean and the atmosphere as a function of 
latitude (figure 6.19). 
Concentrating on the meridional transport, the meridional net transport 
of heat is depicted by the solid curve in the top panel of figure 6.19. This shows 
that, contrary to most published work [Hsiung 1985; Rintoul 1988; Toole et al. 
1995], the net transport of heat is calculated to be northward, mainly a result of 
the Ekman (dotted curve) and thermal wind transport (dashed curve). South of 
55°S the heat transport is generaly southward as a result of the Ekman 
transport. North of 55°S, the net transport generaly increases reaching a peak 
of 2.3 PW at 39°S. North of 39°S the net transport decreases to .9 PW then 
increasing again to 2.1 PW at 33°S before decreasing to 1.6 PW at 30°S. 
Inspecting the structure of the components of heat transport shows that 
the Ekman transport of heat is northward, between 500S and 31°S peaking at 
2.1 PW at 41°S. South of 50°S the Ekman component of heat transport is 
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Figure 6.19: Meridional heat transport (top, PW) and meridional surface heat 
flux (bottom, W m-2) for the Southern Ocean. Positive is northward transport 
and heat lost to the atmosphere. (Solid line = Total, Dashed = Thermal Wind, 
Dash-dot = Reference transport, Dotted = Ekman). 
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southward reaching a minimum of -.8 PW at 60°S. The thermal wind 
component is generaly northward except between 53°S and 61°S. The 
maximum northward transport is slightly greater than 2 PW at 40°S and the 
minimum northward transport is -.5 PW at 55°S. South of 61°S the thermal 
wind component is negligible. 
Interestingly the reference heat transport is almost balancing the thermal 
wind component. Between 34°S and 51°S the reference heat transport is 
strongly negative, reaching a maximum southward transport of -2.1 PW at 
37°S. The reference heat transport is then positive between 50°S and 59°S, 
opposite to the thermal wind component. 
The top panel of figure 6.19 can be directly compared to the work by 
Hsiung [1985] who estimated ocean heat transport using bulk formulas (see 
figure 6.20). The comparison indicates that the estimated transports of the 
SOINV are possibly slightly overestimated, but of the right order of magnitude. 
However, the transports are in the opposite direction. 
Turning to the meridional divergence of heat in the Southern Ocean 
(bottom panel of figure 6.19) represents the heat exchange at the surface of the 
Southern Ocean. Positive values represent heat lost from the ocean to the 
atmosphere. Again, the three components are also plotted. This shows 
maximum exchanges between the ocean and the atmosphere of ±200 W m-2 
with an average exchange of 8.5 W m-2. The exchanges are larger north of 58°S 
with the reference transport component developing most of the variation. The 
Ekman and thermal wind components are relatively smooth, consistent with the 
zonal integral plots in the top panel of figure 6.19. 
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Figure 6.20: Meridional heat transport calculated by Hsiung [1985]. 
6.3.2 Freshwater 
The transport of freshwater presented in figure 6.21 was estimated by first 
calculating the total freshwater transport on each layer using equation 6.2, and 
then integrating over depth. The freshwater transport field is much smoother 
than the heat transport field and reflects the mass conserving transport field 
presented in chapter 5 more closely. Near the Antarctic continent, over the 
Kerguelen Plateau and in the Great Australian Bight, there are several very 
large freshwater transports. These large transports are erroneous from the 
result of converting transports to velocities over shalow bathymetry. 
The ACC is responsible for most of the freshwater transport around the 
Southern Ocean. North of the ACC, the freshwater transport is significantly 
weaker than the transport of the ACC. The Agulhas Current has a weak 
southward transport which joins the ACC south of South Africa. West of 70°E 
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balanced by a southward flow east of 70°E. 
In the Pacific there is a weak southward transport of freshwater entering 
the Tasman Sea from the north. This southward transport turns east and flows 
north of New Zealand and north out of the model domain. There is a northward 
transport away from the ACC into the Tasman Sea from the south that joins 
the southward transport of freshwater discussed above, or recirculates south of 
New Zealand to flow over the Campbel Plateau. The transports reported over 
the Campbel Plateau are relatively large and could be a result of converting 
transports to velocities over shalow bathymetry. However, the transports 
presented in this region in the previous chapter were smal and the coherence of 
the transports suggest that they are realistic. The subtropical Gyre transports 
freshwater south, west of 220°E and north east of 220°E bounded by the Pacific 
Antarctic Ridge. The Chile-Peru Current is also transporting freshwater north. 
Turning to the Atlantic, the ACC is again the dominant transport feature. 
Away from tlie ACC the transport of freshwater is significantly smaler. The 
lack of data on the continental shelf of South America is a result of generating 
unrealistic transports by converting transports to velocities over shalow 
bathymetry. It is possible to gain some idea of the transport associated with the 
Brazil and Malvinas currents with the transport of freshwater depicted in the 
first and second deep water grid points. The strong southward transport of 
freshwater north of 40°S is associated with the Brazil Current, which turns east 
at 40°S to flow across the Argentine Basin before joining the ACC. 
The divergence of freshwater is shown in figure 6.22. Again, the problem 
of converting transports to velocities has required the removal of many shalow 
water results. In the deep ocean the divergence field does not show any large 
areas that are uniformly gaining or losing freshwater suggesting that the net 
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Figure 6.21: Depth-integrated transport circulation of freshwater around the 
Southern Ocean shown at Plat. x 2°1ong. (1°. 2x105 Kg in' s-1). 
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Figure 6.22: Divergence of freshwater (103 Kg m-2 s-') in the Southern Ocean 
from the transport field shown in figure 6.21. 
confirmed by inspection of the zonaly integrated meridional transport and 
surface freshwater flux, figure 6.23. The meridional transport ranges over 
±4x109 Kg s-1, mainly a result of the variation of the reference freshwater 
transport generated by the SOINV. The influence the reference transport is 
having on the freshwater circulation is confirmed when inspecting the Surface 
flux of freshwater. The range of surface freshwater flux is -15 to 24 m/yr with 
an average of 47 cm/yr mostly generated by reference surface exchange. The 
Ekman and thermal wind exchanges are rarely larger than 4  m/yr. This 
suggests that the SOINV results are making large changes to the freshwater 
transport, which may not be realistic. 
6.4 Discussion of Heat and Freshwater Transports 
As highlighted in the above discussions, there are some inconsistencies between 
the heat and freshwater transport generated by the SOINV and the observed 
transports of heat and freshwater. The estimates of heat and freshwater 
transport generated by the SOINV are compared to observed estimates in table 
-40 -30 -60 -50 -70 
-20 -80 -40 -30 -60 -50 -70 
I. 
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Figure 6.23: Zonaly integrated meridional freshwater transport (top, 109 Kg s-1-) 
and zonaly surface freshwater flux converted to annual rainfal (metres/year). 
(Solid line = Total, Dashed = Thermal Wind, Dash-dot = Reference transport, 
Dotted = Ekman). 
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PW 
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:-.52 -.6 [Toole and Raymer 1985] 
to -.25 [Fu 1986] 
-2.5 6.5 
[Weels et al. 1992] 
'1.2 .15 to -2.2 
[Macdonald 1993] 
-.42 3.5 
[Weels et al. 1992] 
.37 .04 to .83 
[Macdonald 1993] 
1.7 -2 
[Weels et al. 1992] 
Table 6.1: Implied heat and freshwater transports from the model circulation 
across 35°S compared to observed estimates. Positive = north. 
6.1. As can be seen the main discrepancy is the heat transport associated with 
the Pacific Ocean, and the direction of freshwater transport. 
When combined with the Indian and Atlantic Oceans, the Pacific Ocean 
generates a net northward transport of approximately 1 PW. This northward 
transport is inconsistent with the requirement that the oceans must transport 
heat away from the equator in order to maintain global climate [Toole and 
Raymer 1985]. The question must be asked as to why is the heat transport in 
the Pacific acting in the wrong direction. 
An indication of the reason can be highlighted by inspecting the 
integrated heat transport across 35°S. Figure 6.24 shows the zonaly-integrated, 
top-to-bottom heat transport across 35°S. Observations by Evans et al. [1983], 
Toole and Raymer [1985] and Ridgway and Godfrey [1994] have shown that the 
western boundary currents of the three ocean basins transport warm water 
southward. A southward transport of warm water would lead to a southward 
transport of heat in the boundary currents of figure 6.24. On the east coast of 
Africa, at 30°E, there is a strong negative movement of heat, suggesting that 
the Agulhas Boundary Current is transporting heat southward. On the East 
coast of South America, at 310°E, there is a strong negative transport of heat 
associated with the Brazil Current. On the East coast of Australia, at 160°E, 
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Figure 6.24: Integrated heat transport (PW) across 35°S. 
there is an absence of negative heat transport associated with the EAC. 
The absence of the southward EAC heat transport is a contributing factor 
to the northward heat flux. However, to generate a net southward Pacific Ocean 
heat transport, the EAC heat transport would have to be very large. So there 
are other contributing factors. Another possible factor is the weak southward 
transport of heat between 180°E and 215°E, associated with the gyre 
circulation. The reasons for the weak southward transport of heat in the 
western Pacific are unclear even when inspecting the two dimensional flow field 
of heat shown in figure 6.17. However, when comparing the two dimensional 
flow fields of both heat and freshwater to the mass circulation field in chapter 5, 
there is an interesting feature that may reveal some of the physics that is 
missing from the inverse model. 
When comparing the heat circulation field (figure 6.17) to the mass 
circulation field (figure 5.1), the heat circulation can be roughly divided into 
two. To the north of the ACC, and including some of the ACC itself, the heat 
transport field looks very much like the mass circulation field, and appears to 
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conserve heat. The Agulhas Circulation in particular is very similar. In 
contrast, to the south of the ACC, the heat circulation appears to be completely 
independent of the mass circulation. 
The freshwater circulation can be divided in roughly the same manner as 
the heat circulation, except in the opposite way. To the south of the ACC, the 
freshwater transport is very similar to the mass circulation and appears to 
conserve freshwater. To the north of the ACC, the freshwater transport bears 
little resemblance to the mass circulation, particularly the Agulhas Circulation. 
So it seems as though the heat and freshwater are changing from active to 
passive tracers of the mass circulation, as a function of latitude. This can 
possibly be traced back to the varying efect temperature and salinity have on 
the equation of state as temperatures decrease with increasing latitude, with the 
largest change occurring at the ACC. If this is the case, and the influence 
temperature and salinity are having on the mass circulation significantly 
changes in space, then it wil be very dificult to accurately diagnose the heat 
and freshwater circulation throughout the model domain without introducing 
explicit constraints on the heat and freshwater circulation within the model. 
This chapter has attempted to resolve the heat and freshwater transports 
associated with the mass circulation presented in chapter 5. It has been shown 
that the resulting transports of heat and freshwater are inconsistent with present 
knowledge of the circulation of heat and freshwater. These inconsistencies 
suggest that there are some components of the circulation presented in chapter 
5 that are missing, or inadequately resolved. In this section, it was shown that 
it is necessary to introduce explicit constraints on heat and freshwater 
circulation in order to accurately look at the thermohaline circulation. 
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Chapter 7 
Discussion and Conclusions 
In this thesis, a single layer inverse model that conserves mass and vorticity on 
a 10x 10 grid of the Southern Ocean has been developed. Using the circulation 
generated by this inverse model, several aspects of Southern Ocean circulation 
have been explored. 
The SOINV utilises al suitable hydrographic data measured between 1904 
and 1990. Optimal interpolation was used to interpolate the observations onto 
the final I.° x 10 grid carried out using long (25°E-W, 15°N-S) and short 
(7°E-W, 5°N-S) length scales. At these length scales, the interpolation process 
showed that there are stil regions of the Southern Ocean (ie. South Pacific) 
that are data sparse and do not satisfactorily resolve ocean circulation. These 
length scales smooth the observations in boundary regions leading to an 
underestimate of most boundary currents in the model domain. 
By utilising al the observational data, the circulation presented in this 
thesis represents a circulation that has been averaged over time. This is in 
contrast with the synoptic approach of previous inverse studies [Wunsch 1978; 
Rintoul 1988; Martel and Wunsch 1993; Wunsch 1994]. The time averaging 
approach eliminates some of the efects of natural variability of the Southern 
Ocean currents and develops a mean circulation that can be compared to 
synoptic observations. 
Although interpolating al the suitable observational data onto the model's 
10 x 10 grid involves a high degree of smoothing, it does reduce the degree that 
the inverse problem is underdetermined. By conserving mass and vorticity, and 
solving for both u and v components of reference transports on the 10 x 1° grid, 
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the problem is reduced to solving 28,480 unknowns from 26,945 equations. This 
means the SOINV is more well determined than typical inverse box models. 
By interpolating the observations onto, and solving reference transports on 
the 1 0 x 10 grid, the SOINV achieves the highest horizontal spatial resolution of 
present inverse studies. Inverse box models, although having a higher resolution 
along the edge of each box (30 Nm, 55 km), do not have any data between 
sections with which to resolve transports. In contrast, beta-spiral inverse 
techniques, while having a similar resolution do not conserve mass over the 
model domain [Olbers et al. 1985]. 
In this study, there are no additional circulation constraints applied to the 
model. Previous inverse studies required transport or flux constraints to reduce 
the under-determinacy of the model to generate a realistic model circulation 
[Rintoul 1988]. Because the SOINV is closer to being evenly determined than 
previous studies, the mass circulation problem could be solved without using 
any such constraints. It can be argued that not constraining the solution, is not 
using all the available information that we know about the Southern Ocean 
circulation. This may be true, and constraints could be included in revised 
versions of the model. However, there are two important points that support 
the development of the unconstrained model. Firstly, this is the first inverse 
model developed to use all available data and it is important to clearly show 
how it performs. Secondly, constraining the solution assumes that the 
information used to constrain the solution, and hence our knowledge about the 
Southern Ocean circ ulation, is accurate. 
In the absence of circulation constraints, the dominant signals of the 
inverse model were the mass conservation boundary conditions. These relatively 
simple boundary conditions rotated circulation that was normal to a land 
boundary, into parallel circulation. By solving all equations simultaneously, the 
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rotation of the flow at boundaries was carried out, so that the signal propagated 
through the inverse solution, generating the globally mass conserving circulation 
presented in this thesis. At open boundaries, the velocities were explicitly 
solved for. 
In chapter 5, it was shown that qualitatively, the mass conserving 
circulation generated by the SOINV was internally consistent, with the model 
confirming and adding to the results of the many in-situ observational studies. 
Because the circulation is a time averaged circulation, in active areas of the 
Southern Ocean, there are several interesting features. For example, the 
stationary western eddy associated with the Agulhas Current, that is the sum of 
the many eddies that have been observed in this region that pinch off from the 
main Agulhas Current. The cyclonic eddy in the south west corner of the 
Argentine Basin is another example. 
Quantitatively, the model has mixed success. It was shown that while the 
velocities were highly smoothed, a result of the optimal interpolation, and as 
small as 10% of observed velocities, the total net transports were comparable to 
observations. In the east-west direction, the SOINV estimate is approximately 
30% smaller than the currently accepted values of eastward transport, but fall 
within the range of published estimates (see Table 7.1). In the north-south 
direction across 30°S, the estimates fall within the range of published estimates 
(see Table 7.1). These are pleasing results because, although the model grid 
spacing is high compared to previous inverse studies, the grid spacing is still 
relatively coarse and together with the degree of required smoothing tends to 
remove velocity extremes and reduce estimated mass transports. 
The circulation field developed by the SOINV can be used in many ways 
not usually possible with observational data. The inverse circulation has been 








E-W Drake Passage 92 Sv 130±13 Sv 
[Nowlin and Klinck 1986] 
-15 Sv [Foster 1972] to 
237 Sv [Reid and Nowlin 1971] 
300 , South of Africa 92.5 Sv 130±13 Sv 
[Nowlin and Klinck 1986] 
-15 Sv [Foster 1972] to 
237 Sv [Reid and Nowlin 1971] 
145°E, South of Tasmania 104 Sv 146 Sv 
pers. comm. Rintoul [1995] 
N-S at 
30°S 
Indian -14.5 Sv -2 Sv to -20 Sv 
[Macdonald 1993] 
Pacific 14.7 Sv 10 Sv to 15 Sv 
[Macdonald 1993] 
Atlantic <-1 Sv <-1 Sv 
[Coachman and Aagaard 1988] 
Table 7.1: Model transports across key sections compared to observational estimates of transport. By the assumption that 
there is no net transport into the Atlantic, it is generally assumed that the transport south of Africa is equal to Drake Passage. 
Positive directions are east and north. 
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comparison reinforces our confidence in the SOINV circulation, and highlights 
several regions of the worlds oceans that are unstable with large EKE values, 
but more importantly, highlights regions of the world's oceans that appear to be 
very stable, even in areas of strong currents and varying topography. 
At 1°x 10 grid scale, the SOINV can start to be compared to high 
resolution ocean circulation models. In this thesis, the SOINV results have been 
compared to the results of a circulation model based on Semtner and Chervin's 
[1988] model and reported by Smith et al. [1996]. The two models, while 
generally in dose agreement, show some subtle differences that appear to arise 
from differences in the physics of the two models. This comparison suggests that 
while the high resolution numerical model is useful to show circulation features 
not usually observable with observational data, it is not clear that the numerical 
model circulation is statistically consistent with the observational data. 
From the SOINV circulation, it is also possible to investigate the existence 
of the Deacon Cell. It was shown that while there was a Deacon Cell like 
circulation present, the size and shape was somewhat different to previous 
publications. The size of the SOINV circulation was much smaller than those 
presented by Doos and Webb [1993]. This is thought to be a combined result of 
the SOINV not explicitly solving for a vertical exchange, and the FRAM model 
having an excessive vertical exchange. The shape of the SOINV cells also 
suggests that there are inconsistencies between the FRAM circulation and the 
observational data. 
Using the SOINV circulation to inspect surface velocities and dynamic 
height of the Southern Ocean shows that, compared to the smoothed circulation 
of Nowlin and Klinck [1986], the SOINV surface velocities are in close 
agreement with those presented by Nowlin and Klinck [1986]. 
From discussions in chapter 6, it is clear that the SOINV has not been 
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completely successful in diagnosing the heat and freshwater transport of the 
Southern Ocean. The main concern is the northward transport of heat 
associated with the Pacific Ocean. It is also clear that the global heat transport 
is northward and conflicts with the notion that the oceans must transport heat 
away from the equator in order to balance global heat [Toole and Raymer 1985]. 
From the discussion in section 6.4, it became clear that the inverse model 
presented in this thesis wil need some additional constraints on the heat and 
freshwater circulation if the thermohaline circulation is to be investigated. 
7.1 Model improvements and future work 
From the discussions above, it has become clear that there is a need to improve 
the inverse model presented in this thesis to correct some inconsistencies that 
are currently present within the circulation. 
The present model has been developed as a single layer inverse model, 
manipulating depth integrated transports. This configuration was primarily 
controled by the limits imposed by local computer resources. By utilising the 
larger computer resources now becoming available, the inverse model could be 
divided into several layers, divided by either density or neutral surfaces or as 
Martel and Wunsch [1993] chose to do, on geographical co-ordinates. Switching 
to a multi layer model also alows for the model to explicitly include vertical 
exchanges of properties in a similar manner to previous inverse studies [Wunsch 
1994]. 
From the discussion on mass transport, it appears that the smoothing of 
the hydrographic data removes a significant part of the signal, even though the 
T' and 8' terms have been included. This is particularly evident in the eastward 
transport estimates, and suggests that some additional constraints on the 
circulation are required. These constraints could simply prescribe a transport 
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through a section, ie Drake Passage, or could take the form of including 
additional conservative properties. Given that the current dataset only includes 
temperature, salinity and oxygen, the type of properties to be conserved would 
include heat, freshwater and oxygen conservation equations using surface heat 
flux, rainfal data or oxygen flux data from atmospheric general circulation 
models or from compilations of surface flux data. As it was shown that the heat 
circulation is-unsatisfactory in the present model, adding the constraint of heat 
conservation would be an important first step. 
Throughout the presentation of mass circulation, it was clear that the 
transport associated with the major boundary currents was consistently 
underestimated, this is despite most observations in the Southern Ocean being 
located in these regions. It is also the case that the circulation through Drake 
Passage is underestimated even though there are many observations in the area. 
It would be interesting to investigate decreasing the grid spacing in these 
regions, say to x -I°, particularly through Drake Passage, up the east coast of 
South America, around the coast of South Africa and possibly near the coast of 
Australia, although the data density near Australia may be marginal. This 
decrease in grid spacing would also alow for a decrease in length scales 
associated with the optimal interpolation, making better use of the available 
data, and hopefuly resolving the boundary currents more accurately than in 
the present model. Consideration would need to be given to how the decreased 
grid spacing would influence the propagation of the boundary mass conservation 
signal throughout the model domain. 
The Southern Ocean is possibly the most poorly sampled ocean in the 
world. It would be exciting to utilise the observations in other basins to apply 
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Appendix A 
Southern Ocean Topography 
01 0 0 
Figure A.1: Bathymetry of Southern Ocean with bathymetric features discussed 
in the text marked and named in Table A 
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Topographic Features 
Numeric Order 	 I Alphabetic order 1 Cape Basin 2 Agulhas Basin 
2 Agulhas Basin 3 Agulhas Plateau 
3 Agulhas Plateau 34 Argentine Basin 
4 Mozambique Plateau 13 Australian-Antarctic Basin 
5 South-West Indian Ridge 16 Australian-Antarctic Discordance 
6 Atlantie-Indian Basin 15 Australian-Antarctic Ridge 
7 Conrad Rise 6 Atlantic-Indian Basin 
8 Crozet Plateau 21 Campbel Plateau 
9 Crozet Basin 1 Cape Basin 
10 South-East Indian Ridge 29 Chalenger Fracture Zone 
11 Kerguelen Plateau 22 Chatham Rise 
12 Princess Elizabeth Trough 30 Chile Basin 
13 Australian-Antarctic Basin 31 Chile Rise 
14 South Australian Basin 7 Conrad Rise 
15 Australian-Antarctic Ridge 9 Crozet Basin 
16 Australian-Antarctic Discordance 8 Crozet Plateau 
17 South Tasman Rise 27 East Pacific Rise 
18 Tasman Basin 26 Eltanin Fracture Zone 
19 Lord Howe Rise 35 Falkland Plateau 
20 Macquarie Ridge 11 Kerguelen Plateau 
21 Campbel Plateau 19 Lord Howe Rise 
22 Chatham Rise 20 Macquarie Ridge 
23 South-West Pacific Basin 37 Mid Atlantic Ridge 
24 Pacific Antarctic Ridge 4 Mozambique Plateau 
25 Udintse'v Fracture Zone 24 Pacific Antarctic Ridge 
26 Eltanin, Fracture Zone 12 Princess Elizabeth Trough 
27 East Pacific Rise 36 Rio Grande Plateau 
28 South-East Pacific Basin 32 Scotia Ridge 
29 Chalenger Fracture Zone 14 South Australian Basin 
30 Chile Basin 10 South-East Indian Ridge 
31 Chile Rise 28 South-East Pacific Basin 
32 Scotia Ridge 5 South-West Indian Ridge 
33 Weddel Abyssal Plain 23 South-West Pacific Basin 
34 Argentine Basin 17 South Tasman Rise 
35 Falkland Plateau 18 Tasman Basin 
36 Rio Grande Plateau 25 Udintsev Fracture Zone 
37 Mid Atlantic Ridge 33 Weddel Abyssal Plain 
Table A.1: Topographic features discussed in text as located on figure A.1 
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